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1)IBBI (INSOLVENCY AND BANKRUPTCY BOARD OF INDIA): 

Why in news? 

1).IBBI invites suggestions on regulation of fee payable to insolvency professionals and other process costs 

under Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process. 

About IBBI  

 Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India was set up on 1st October 2016 under the Insolvency and 

Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (Code). It is a unique regulator: regulates a profession as well as transactions. 

 It has regulatory oversight over the Insolvency Professionals, Insolvency Professional Agencies and 

Information Utilities.  

 It writes and enforces rules for transactions, namely, corporate insolvency resolution, corporate 

liquidation, individual insolvency resolution and individual bankruptcy under the Code.  

 It is a key pillar of the ecosystem responsible for implementation of the Code that consolidates and 

amends the laws relating to reorganization and insolvency resolution of corporate persons, 

partnership firms and individuals in a time bound manner for maximization of the value of assets of 

such persons, to promote entrepreneurship, availability of credit and balance the interests of all the 

stakeholders.  

WHO IS AN INSOLVENCY PROFESIONAL: 

An Insolvency Professional (IP) is someone who is licensed and authorized to act in relation to an insolvent 

individual, partnership or company. Most IPs are accountants or insolvency specialists working in firms of 

accountants. 

SOURCE:  IBBI.GOV.IN,THE HINDU 

2).E-WAY BILL: 

WHY IN NEWS: 

As per decision of the GST Council, e-Way Bill system became mandatory from today i.e. 01
st
 April, 2018 

for all inter-State movement of goods. 

 What is an E-Way Bill? 

 E-Way Bill is an electronic way bill for movement of goods which can be generated on the E-Way 

Bill Portal. Transport of goods of more than Rs.50,000 (Single Invoice/bill/delivery challan) in value 

in a vehicle cannot be made by a registered person without an eway bill.Alternatively, Eway bill can 

also be generated or cancelled through SMS, Android App and by Site-to-Site Integration(through 

API). 

 When an eway bill is generated a unique eway bill number (EBN) is allocated and is available to the 

supplier, recipient, and the transporter. 

SOURCE: THE INDIAN EXPRESS 
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3)SMART INDIA HACKATHON 2018: 

Why in news? 

Recently,Smart India Hackathon 2018 - Software Edition Grand Finale was organized here today at the 

R.M.K. Engineering College at Kavaraipettai, Thiruvallur District near Chennai. 

About SMART INDIA HACKATHON: 

 

Smart India Hackathon 2018 is a non-stop digital product development competition, where problems are 

posed to technology students for innovative solutions. It: 

 Harnesses creativity & expertise of students 

 Sparks institute-level hackathons 

 Builds funnel for ‗Startup India‘ campaign 

 Crowdsources solutions for improving governance and quality of life 

 Provides opportunity to citizens to provide innovative solutions to India‘s daunting problems 

SOURCE: MYGOV 

4)H1B VISA: 

Why in news? 

 

H-1B application process for the year 2018-19 begins. 

 

About H1B VISA: 

 The H1B visa is an employment-based, non-immigrant visa for temporary workers. For this visa, an 

employer must offer a job in the US and apply for your H1B visa petition with the US Immigration 

Department. 

 This approved petition is a work permit which allows you to obtain a visa stamp and work in the U.S. 

for that employer. 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Smart-India-Hackathon-2018.png
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Eligibility 

The H1B visa is issued for a specialty occupation, requires theoretical and practical application of a body of 

specialized knowledge and requires the visa holder to have at least a Bachelors degree or its equivalent. 

Total Quota: 

 The United States Citizenship and Immigration Services sets a limit on how many H1B visas are 

issued each year.  

 These numbers can change as per regulations of the US government. Historically, the cap is placed at 

65,000.  

 An additional 20, 000 H1B visas are issued for qualified people who have completed a Masters 

degree from USA. This quota is independent and additional to general 65,000 quota.  

 A deadline is placed in each calendar year within which employers are expected to have filed for their 

H1B visa petitions meant for the next financial year.  

 Should the cap remain unmet, USCIS continues to accept applications until that number is met.  

The filing fee for H1B petition is paid by the employer, otherwise called the /H1B Sponsor. 

The most sought-after work visa among highly skilled Indian professionals. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

5) NATIONAL REGISTER OF CITIZENS(NRC): 

Why in news? 

Assam NRC to iron out mismatches in family trees. 

 

 

News in detail: 

The verification of citizenship documents of 29 lakh married women, mostly migrant Muslims, for the 

Supreme Court-monitored exercise to update the 1951 National Register of Citizens (NRC) will begin here 

on Monday. 

 This process will run simultaneously with the verification of 48 lakh cases of mismatches in family 

tree. About 45% of the family trees have been established since the exercise began on February 17. 

 The verification of family trees and the documents of married women has to be completed by May 

31, the deadline set by the court for the 1.39 crore people left out of the first draft of the updated NRC 

published on December 31, 2017. The first draft had names of 1.9 crore people without doubt about 

their citizenship.        SOURCE: THE HINDU, QUORA  
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6)FOREST FIRES: 

WHY IN NEWS? 

Forest fire wipes out vegetation on Varushanadu hill. 

What is a Forest fire? 

 

 A forest fire is an uncontrolled fire occurring in nature. Sometimes, the forest fire is so large that it 

takes a long time for the fire fighting crews to gain control over the situation.  

 This could result in massive destruction. 

 Many forest fires are due to human activity  

 The number of forest fires varies from year to year, and quite a long time may elapse between forest 

fires that are considered to be large.  

 Climatic conditions are the factor that has greatest impact on the extent of forest fires. The forest is 

most vulnerable in spring and summer seasons when there are long dry spells. Weather conditions 

such as precipitation and wind, as well as the layout of the terrain, are important factors in 

determining the size of the forest fire. 

Steps taken by government to control forest fires: 

1) To avert any triggering of forest fires from cigarette butts thrown carelessly by people passing in 

vehicles, the forest officials have now created ‗fire lines‘ by removing vegetations for a width of 6m 

on road sides. These ‗fire lines‘ will help avoid any dry plants from catching fire which could 

eventually spread deep into the forests 

In the event of Forest fire NDRF(national disaster response force) will begin the rescue operation. 

About NDRF: 

 The National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) is a specialised force constituted "for the purpose of 

specialist response to a threatening disaster situation or disaster" under the Disaster Management 

Act, 2005. 
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 The responsibility for Disaster Management in India‘s federal system is that of the State Government. 

The ‗nodal Ministry‘ in the central government for management of natural disasters is the Ministry 

of Home Affairs (MHA). 

 When 'calamities of severe nature' occur, the Central Government is responsible for providing aid and 

assistance to the affected state, including deploying, at the State‘s request, of Armed Forces, Central 

Paramilitary Forces, National Disaster Response Force (NDRF), and such communication, air and 

other assets, as are available and needed. 

 National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) is under the National Disaster Management Authority. 

SOURCE:  KRISEINFO.NO, THE HINDU 

7)E-VEHICLES: 

What are the differences between electric and hybrid vehicles? 

 The key difference between hybrid and all-EVs is in the sources of fuel and locomotion available to 

them.  

 Hybrid vehicles have two sources available to them— a battery that powers an electric motor and a 

fuel tank that powers a normal petrol engine. 

 Typically, the battery can power the electric motor for only about 60-70 km, but there are constant 

improvements being made in the efficiency and capacity of lithium-ion batteries and so, this is 

expected to improve as more carmakers choose to roll out hybrid or electric variants.  

 Once the battery is depleted, the hybrid car switches over to the petrol engine, which then functions 

like any other normal car engine.  

 An all-EV does not have this advantage. Once its battery is depleted, it has no backup source of fuel. 

However, electric cars have the benefit of larger batteries since they do not have to share space with a 

petrol engine or fuel tank.  

 So, typically, an EV can travel a much longer distance than a hybrid car running on its battery. 

How does the Center differentiate between the two? 

The main difference is in their tax treatment under the Goods and Services Tax. While EVs are taxed at 

12%, hybrid vehicles are taxed on par with the luxury vehicles at 28% plus 15% cess. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

8)ABOUT KONARK TEMPLE: 

Why in news? 

Indian oil foundation had spent 45crores for the restoration of Konark temple or Sun temple. 
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Important facts about Konark temple: 

1) Built in the 13th century, the Konark temple was conceived as a gigantic chariot of the Sun God, with 12 

pairs of exquisitely ornamented wheels pulled by seven horses. 

2) It was built by King Narasimhadeva I, the great ruler of Ganga dynasty. 

3) The temple is included in UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1984 for its architectural greatness and also 

for the sophistication and abundance of sculptural work. 

4) The temple is perfect blend of Kalinga architecture, heritage, exotic beach and salient natural beauty. 

5) It is protected under the National Framework of India by the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological 

Sites and Remains (AMASR) Act (1958) and its Rules (1959). 

6) The Konark is the third link of Odisha’s Golden Triangle. The first link is Jagannath Puri and the second 

link is Bhubaneswar (Capital city of Odisha). 

7) This temple was also known as ‘BLACK PAGODA’ due to its dark color and used as a navigational 

landmark by ancient sailors to Odisha. Similarly, the Jagannath Temple in Puri was called the ―White 

Pagoda‖. 

8) It remains a major pilgrimage site for Hindus, who gather here every year for the Chandrabhaga Mela 

around the month of February. 

SOURCE: PIB 
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9) KALAM KARI ART: 

Why in news? 

Kalam kari art museum had been opened in Andhra Pradesh. 

 

Kalamkari: 

Kalamkari is an ancient style of hand painting done on cotton or silk fabric with a tamarind pen, using 

natural dyes.  

The word Kalamkari is derived from a Persian word where ‗kalam‗ means pen and ‗kari‗ refers to 

craftsmanship. 

There are two identifiable styles of Kalamkari art in India – Srikalahasti style and Machilipatnam style. 

 In the Machilipatnam style of Kalamkari, motifs are essentially printed with hand-carved traditional 

blocks with intricate detailing painted by hands. 

 On the other hand, Srikalahasti style of painting draws inspiration from the Hindu mythology 

describing scenes from the epics and folklore. This style holds a strong religious connect because of 

its origin in the temples. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

 

 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Kalamkari-art.jpg
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10) FAST TRACK TASK FORCE: 

Why in news? 

Ministry of electronics and Information Technology had launched the Fast track task force to spur the Mobile 

production in India. 

Background: 

India had replaced Vietnam as the Second Largest producer of the Mobile phone productions in the world 

with the volume of 11 million annually. China remains at the top position. 

About the task force: 

The task force aims to produce 500 million mobile phone production by 2019. 

The task force has to create a roadmap to align technology, demand, standards and regulations for enhancing 

the competitiveness of domestic manufacturing across the supply chain for manufacturing mobile phone. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

11) BHARAT MALA PROJECT: 

Why in news? 

The NHAI(National Highways Authority of India) had been awarded to construct 3000km of Highways 

under Bharat mala program.. 

About: 
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The scheme will improve the connectivity and it will also create about 22 million jobs. 

This is the second largest highway construction by NHAI since its inception. 

SOURCE: PIB 

12) POINT NEMO: 

Why in news? 

Scientists were initially planning to push the Tiangong-1 satellite to Point Nemo. However, they could not do 

so as they lost control of it. China‘s defunct Tiangong-1 space lab mostly broke up on re-entering the Earth‘s 

atmosphere above the South Pacific. 

About Nemo: 

It is also known as “Oceanic pole of inaccesbility”. 

 Point Nemo is so far from land, the nearest humans are often astronauts. The International Space 

Station orbits the Earth at a maximum of 258 miles (416km). Meanwhile the nearest inhabited 

landmass to Point Nemo is over 1,670 miles (2,700km) away. 

 Discovered in 1992 by survey engineer Hrvoje Lukatela.Instead of launching an expedition, Lukatela 

stayed on dry land and calculated the point's location using specialist computer software. Rather than 

simply putting a pin in a flat projection of the Earth, the software incorporated the planet's ellipsoid 

shape for maximum accuracy. 

 it has been nicknamed Point Nemo, after author Jules Verne's famous seafaring anti-hero Captain 

Nemo. The name means "no-one" in Latin, which is fitting for a place so rarely visited by people. 

 

 In fact the whole region around Point Nemo is well known to space agencies. 
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 The area is officially known to space agencies as the "South Pacific Ocean Uninhabited Area". In 

particular, the Russian, European and Japanese space agencies have long used it as a dumping 

ground, because it is the point on the planet with the fewest human inhabitants and the quietest 

shipping routes. 

 Over a hundred decommissioned spacecraft are thought to now occupy this "spacecraft cemetery", 

from satellites and cargo ships to the defunct space station Mir. 

SOURCE: BBC 

13) ADOPT THE HERITAGE PROJECT: 

Why in news? 

There were uproar in several states by the civil society groups and the locals over the handling of the 

Monuments to private companies for restoration and maintenance by adopting it. 

About: 

 

What is „Adopt a Heritage‟ project? 

This project is a key initiative of Ministry of Tourism in close collaboration with Ministry of Culture and 

Archeological Survey of India (ASI), to develop the heritage sites / monuments and making them tourist-

friendly to enhance the tourism potential and their cultural importance in a planned and phased manner. 

Who is Monument Mitra? 

Successful bidders selected for adopting heritage sites / monuments by the Oversight and Vision Committee 

shall be called as Monument Mitras. A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) will be signed between 

Monument Mitra, Ministry of Tourism, Ministry of Culture, Archaeological Survey of India and the 

concerned stakeholder from state. 

How many monuments have been identified under the project?  

Initially, 93 ASI monuments will be placed on offer to be selected as a package to the Private and Public 

Sector Companies and Individuals to develop Tourism friendly amenities in the Heritage Sites. Going 

forward to further phases of the project the list of heritage sites may get amended. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 
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14).ADVANCED SUPERSONIC PARACHUTE INFLATION RESEARCH EXPERIMENT 

(ASPIRE): 

 

Why in news? 

A supersonic parachute that will help NASA missions to land on Mars, was successfully launched into the 

sky during a key test designed to mimic the conditions of entering the red planet. The Advanced Supersonic 

Parachute Inflation Research Experiment (ASPIRE) was launched aboard a sounding rocket from 

NASA‘s Wallops Flight Facility in the US. 

 Background: 

An ambitious NASA Mars rover mission set to launch in 2020 will rely on a special parachute to slow the 

spacecraft down as it enters the Martian atmosphere at over 12,000 mph (5.4 kilometers per second). The 

Mars 2020 mission will seek signs of ancient Martian life by investigating evidence in place and by caching 

drilled samples of Martian rocks for potential future return to Earth. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

15)CORE INDUSTRIES: 

WHY IN NEWS? 

Index of Eight Core Industries growth is at 6.7% in the month of January,2018 

ABOUT CORE INDUSTRIES: 

Core industry can be defined as the main industry. In most countries, there is a particular industry that seems 

to be the backbone of all other industries and that qualifies to be the core industry. 

The Eight Core Industries comprise nearly 38 % of the weight of items included in the Index of Industrial 

Production (IIP) 
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1. Coal production (weight: 4.38 %) 

2. Crude Oil production (weight: 5.22 %) 

3. The Natural Gas production (weight: 1.71 %) 

4. Petroleum Refinery production (weight: 5.94%) 

5. Fertilizer production (weight: 1.25%) 

6. Steel production (weight: 6.68%) 

7. Cement production (weight: 2.41%) 

8. Electricity generation (weight: 10.32%) 

It is compiled and published monthly by Central Statistics Organisation(CSO) six weeks after the reference 

month ends. 

SOURCE: QUORA 

16) ICARUS- FARTHEST STAR: 

Context: 

NASA‘s Hubble Space Telescope has discovered the farthest individual star ever seen — an enormous blue 

stellar body nicknamed Icarus located over halfway across the universe. 

Key facts: 

 The star, harboured in a very distant spiral galaxy, is so far away that its light has taken nine billion 

years to reach Earth. It appears to us as it did when the universe was about 30% of its current age. 

 The star, located in a distant spiral galaxy, is at least 100 times further away than any other star 

previously observed, with the exception of things like the huge supernova explosions that mark the 

death of certain stars. 

Gravitational lensing: 

The scientists took advantage of a phenomenon called ―gravitational lensing‖ to spot the star. It involves the 

bending of light by massive galaxy clusters in the line of sight, which magnifies more distant celestial 

objects. This makes dim, faraway objects that otherwise would be undetectable, like an individual star, 

visible. 

Significance of this discovery: 

 These observations by astronomers from NASA provide a rare and detailed look at how stars evolve, 

especially the most luminous stars.  

 Detecting the amplification of a single and pinpoint background star has provided a unique 

opportunity to test the nature of dark matter in the cluster. 

About the Hubble Space Telescope: 

 The Hubble Space Telescope is a large telescope in space. NASA launched Hubble in 1990. 

 It was built by the United States space agency NASA, with contributions from the European Space 

Agency. 
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 Hubble is the only telescope designed to be serviced in space by astronauts. 

 Expanding the frontiers of the visible Universe, the Hubble Space Telescope looks deep into space 

with cameras that can see across the entire optical spectrum from infrared to ultraviolet. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

17) NATIONAL CULTURAL FUND(NCF): 

 

 

 

WHY IN NEWS? 

  34 projects successfully implemented under National Culture Fund Scheme till date: Culture Minister. 

ABOUT NCF: 

 The National Culture Fund (NCF) was established as a funding mechanism distinct from the existing 

sources and patterns of funding for the arts and culture in India. It will enable institutions and individuals 

to support arts and culture directly as partners with its government. 

 

 The National Culture Fund (NCF) was created as a Trust in November 1996. 

 The fund which is donated has tax benefits. 

 It comes under Ministry of Culture. 

 

SOURCE: NATIONAL CULTURAL FUND(NCF)WEBSITE. 

EDUCATION SCHMES IN NEWS: 

18)RASHTRIYA UCHCHATAR SHIKSHA ABHIYAN (RUSA): 

ABOUT RUSA: 
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 Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) is a Centrally Sponsored Scheme (CSS), launched in 

2013 aims at providing strategic funding to eligible state higher educational institutions. 

 The central funding (in the ratio of 60:40 for general category States, 90:10 for special category states 

and 100% for union territories) would be norm based and outcome dependent.  

 The funding would flow from the central ministry through the state governments/union territories to 

the State Higher Education Councils before reaching the identified institutions.  

 The funding to states would be made on the basis of critical appraisal of State Higher Education 

Plans, which would describe each state‘s strategy to address issues of equity, access and excellence in 

higher education 

 It comes under of Ministry of Human Resource and Development(MHRD). 

SOURCE: MHRD.CO.IN. 

19) Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA): 

 

 This scheme was launched in March, 2009 with the objective to enhance access to secondary 

education and to improve its quality.  

 It is envisaged to achieve an enrolment rate of 75% from 52.26% in 2005-06 at secondary stage of 

implementation of the scheme by providing a secondary school within a reasonable distance of any 

habitation. 

 The other objectives include improving quality of education imparted at secondary level through 

making all secondary schools conform to prescribed norms, removing gender, socio-economic and disability 

barriers, providing universal access to secondary level education by 2017, i.e., by the end of 12th Five Year 

Plan and achieving universal retention by 2020. 

 It comes under of Ministry of Human Resource and Development(MHRD). 

 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF HUMAN RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT 

20)SAAKSHAR BHARAT: 
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 This programme was formulated in 2009 with the objective of achieving 80% literacy level at national level, 

by focusing on adult women literacy seeking – to reduce the gap between male and female literacy to not 

more than 10 percentage points. 

It has four broader objectives, namely  

1. imparting functional literacy and numeracy to non-literates 

2. acquiring equivalency to formal educational system 

3. imparting relevant skill development programme 

4. promote a leaning society by providing opportunities for continuing education  

 It comes under of Ministry of Human resource and development(MHRD). 

SOURCE: MHRD.GOV.IN 

21)BS VI: 

Why in news? 

The Petroleum & Natural Gas Minister said that we decided to proactively advance the roll-out of BS-VI 

fuel in Delhi from April 2018, instead of April 2020 after taking stock of the alarming pollution situation in 

Delhi in winters. 

News in detail: 

 BS-VI fuel will bring down sulphur by 5 times from the current BS-IV levels – this is an 80 percent 

reduction which makes it extremely clean.  

 It will improve emissions from the existing fleet, even from the older vehicles on road. BS-VI is as 

clean as CNG or even cleaner than CNG in some respects 

 The launch of BS-VI compliant automotive fuels in Delhi and added we plan to extend the 

availability of these fuels across the country by 1
st
 April 2020. 

 According to a Centre for Science & Environment study, air pollution takes 10,000-30,000 lives in 

Delhi every year. 

  We believe that early migration to BS-VI fuels in the National Capital of Delhi will help in saving 

thousands of precious lives by bringing down vehicular pollution significantly. 

 However, to take full advantage of the availability of such superior fuels, the vehicle technology has 

to move to BS-VI. Introduction of BS VI fuel will only give partial benefits if BS VI compliant vehicles are 

not put on the road.  

  Auto-companies are already making BS VI cars in India and exporting them to developed countries. 

Why is it important? 

 Upgrading to stricter fuel standards helps tackle air pollution. Global automakers are betting big on 

India as vehicle penetration is still low here, when compared to developed countries. At the same 

time, cities such as Delhi are already being listed among those with the poorest air quality in the 

https://www.businesstoday.in/current/economy-politics/india-commits-33-35-per-cent-cut-in-carbon-intensity-by-2030/story/224337.html
https://www.businesstoday.in/current/economy-politics/india-commits-33-35-per-cent-cut-in-carbon-intensity-by-2030/story/224337.html
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world. The national capital‘s recent odd-even car experiment and judicial activism against the 

registration of big diesel cars shows that governments can no longer afford to relax on this front. 

 With other developing countries such as China having already upgraded to the equivalent of Euro 

V emission norms a while ago, India has been lagging behind. While BS IV-compliant fuel currently 

in use has 50 parts per million (ppm) sulphur, BS VI stipulates a low 10 ppm. Besides, under BS 

VI, particulate matter emission for diesel cars and nitrogen oxide levels are expected to be 

substantially lower than in BS IV. 

 The experience of countries such as China and Malaysia (which is currently grappling with haze) 

shows that poor air quality can be bad for business. Therefore, leapfrogging to BS VI can put India 

ahead in the race for investments too. 

 The use of new technology means higher costs for automobile manufacturers. And that, dear buyer, 

will be passed on to you when you look to upgrade to your next car. 

 Oil refiners too will need higher capital outlays to produce superior quality fuel and may look to pass 

on the bill to you. But remember it‘s for a good cause. 

 

The bottomline: 

If there‘s smoke without fire, it‘s time for new emission standards. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF PERTROLEUM and NATURAL GAS. 

22) EGYPT: 

WHY IN NEWS? 

With no real opposition, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisire-elected with the same proportion that he 

secured 4 years ago for his first term. 

BRIEF HISTORY OF INDIA-EGYPT REALATIONS: 
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 When the president of Egypt visited India in 2016 the leaders of both countries decided to cooperate 

on terror challenges that both countries facing today. 

 India is Egypt's 11th largest trade partner.  

 India's imports from Egypt were worth of $1.2 billion during 2016-17 financial year, while exports 

were recorded at $2 billion so we had a ―trade surplus‖ with Egypt. 

 Egyptian archaeologists agreed to help the Indian archaeologists in preserving Egyptian mummies 

which were there in several Indian museums. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,TOI 

23) ETHOIPIA: 

Why in news? 

Ethiopia installs new PM amid hopes he can stop protests 

GEOGRAPHY OF ETHOIPIA: 

 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

24)TIANGONG-1: 

Why in news? 

China's Tiangong-1 space station burns up over South Pacific. 

About Tiangong-1: 
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 Tiangong-1 (literally: "Heavenly Palace 1" or "Celestial Palace 1") was China's first prototype space 

station. It orbited Earth from September 2011 to April 2018, serving as both a manned laboratory and 

an experimental testbed to demonstrate orbital rendezvous and docking capabilities during its two 

years of active operational life. 

 Launched unmanned aboard a Long March 2F/G rocket on 29 September 2011, it was the first 

operational component of the Tiangong program, which aims to place a larger, modular station into 

orbit by 2023. 

 Tiangong-1 was initially projected to be deorbited in 2013, to be replaced over the following decade 

by the larger Tiangong-2 and Tiangong-3 modules, but it orbited until 2 April 2018. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

25) SC/ST ACT: 

HISTORY OF SC/ST ACT: 

 SC and ST‘s, the Untouchability(offences) act,1955. 

 In 1976, it was renamed as Protection of Civil Rights(PCR). 

 In 2015, SC and ST act had expanded the original act of 1989. 

AMENDMENT TO SC/ST ACT 2015: 

 The Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Amendment Act, 2015, 

was highlighted in the Supreme Court by the government as a significant step taken to affirm the trust 

of the SC/STs in the law.  

 The new offences include more instances of ―atrocities‖ recognised as crimes against SCs and STs. 

These include forcible tonsuring of head, garlanding with footwear, denying a SC/ST member access 

to irrigation facilities, using or permitting manual scavenging, dedicating SC/ST women as 

devadasis, abusing in the name of caste, committing atrocities by dubbing someone a witch, 

social or economic boycott, preventing SC/ST candidates from filing nomination to contest 

elections, hurting a SC/ST by removing his or her clothes, forcing a SC/ST member to leave his 

or her house, village or residence, and so on.  

 It adds certain IPC offences like hurt, grievous hurt, intimidation and kidnapping, attracting less than 

10 years of imprisonment, committed against SCs and STs as offences punishable under the 

Prevention of Atrocities Act (POA Act). Earlier, only those offences listed in the IPC as attracting a 

punishment of 10 years or more and committed on SCs/STs were accepted as offences falling under 

the Act.  

 The Amendment Act introduced the establishment of exclusive special courts and special public 

prosecutors to try offences under the POA Act, so that cases are disposed of expeditiously.  

 The law requires these courts to take direct cognisance of an offence, and complete the trial of the 

case within two months from the date of filing of the chargesheet.  
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RECENT SC GUIDELINES TO PREVENT THE MISUSE OF THE ACT: 

 A government official cannot be automatically arrested under the provisions of the Scheduled Castes 

and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, the Supreme Court said on Tuesday. 

 A bench comprising justices U.U. Lalit and A.K. Goel held that a public servant could be arrested 

only after approval of the appointing authority and of a non-public servant after approval by the 

Senior Superintendent of Police, if considered necessary for reasons recorded. 

 To avoid false implication of an innocent, a preliminary enquiry may be conducted by the deputy 

superintendent concerned to find out whether the allegations make out a case under the Act and that 

the allegations are not frivolous or motivated. 

 The court was hearing an appeal filed one by Subhash Kashinath Mahajan against a Bombay high 

court ruling refusing to quash the FIR lodged against him for offences alleged under the Act. 

 The court further observed, ―If the allegation is to be acted upon, the proceedings can result in arrest 

or prosecution of the person and have serious consequences on his right to liberty even on a false 

complaint which may not be intended by law meant for protection of a bonafide victim.‖ 

 Adding to this, the court said there was no complete bar anticipatory bill if there is no prima facie 

case or if upon investigation the case registered under this act is found to be ―malafide‖ or motivated 

in bad. faith. 

VIOLENCE AND CENTER‟S REVIEW PETETION: 

After a sporadic violence reported from many parts of the country Centre had filed a review petition in SC 

but the court clearly said the order given by judges were not to dilute the act but protecting the innocent 

citizens from false implications of the act and court had adjourned the further hearing of the case to April 13. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF SOCIAL JUSTICE AND EMPOWERMENT 

26) EXERCISE GAGANSHAKTI-2018: 

  An all encompassing coordinated and composite exercise named Gaganshakti is being conducted by the 

IAF from 08-22 Apr 18. The aim of this exercise is real time coordination, deployment and employment of 

Air Power in a short & intense battle scenario. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

27) PRADHAN MANTRI MATRU VANDANA YOJANA(PMMVY): 

Why in news? 

Total amount of Rs. 271.66crores paid to more than 11 lakh beneficiaries under Pradhan Mantri Matru 

Vandana Yojana (PMMVY). 
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BACKGROUND: 

Under - nutrition continues to adversely affect majority of women in India. In India, every third woman is 

undernourished and every second woman is anaemic. An undernourished mother almost inevitably gives 

birth to a low birth weight baby. When poor nutrition starts in - utero, it extends throughout the life cycle 

since the changes are largely irreversible. Owing to economic and social distress many women continue to 

work to earn a living for their family right up to the last days of their pregnancy. Furthermore, they resume 

working soon after childbirth, even though their bodies might not permit it, thus preventing their bodies from 

fully recovering on one hand, and also impeding their ability to exclusively breastfeed their young infant in 

the first six months. 

ABOUT PMMVY: 

Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana  (PMMVY) is a Maternity Benefit Programme that is 

implemented in all the districts of the country in accordance with the provision of the National Food 

Security Act, 2013. 

OBJECTIVES: 

1. Providing partial compensation for the wage loss in terms of cash incentive s so that the woman can take 

adequate rest before and after delivery of the first living child. 

2. The cash incentive provided would lead to improved health seeking behavior amongst the Pregnant 

Women and Lactating Mothers (PW& LM). 

Target beneficiaries: 

1.  All Pregnant Women and Lactating Mothers, excluding PW&LM who are in regular employment with the 

Central Government or the State Governments or PSUs or those who are in receipt of similar benefits under 

any law for the time being in force. 

2. All eligible Pregnant Women and Lactating Mothers who have their pregnancy on or after 01.01.2017 for 

first child in family. 

BENEFITS UNDER PMMVY: 

 Cash incentive of Rs 5000 in three instalments i.e. first instalment of Rs 1000/ - on early registration 

of pregnancy at the Anganwadi Centre (AWC) / approved Health facility as may be identified by the 

respective administering State / UT, second instalment of Rs 2000/ - after six months of pregnancy on 

receiving at least one ante-natal check-up (ANC) and third instalment of Rs 2000/ - after child birth is 

registered and the child has received the first cycle of BCG, OPV, DPT and Hepatitis - B, or its 

equivalent/ substitute.  
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 The eligible beneficiaries would receive the incentive given under the Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY) 

for Institutional delivery and the incentive received under JSY would be accounted towards maternity 

ben 

 Befits so that on an average a woman gets Rs 6000. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF WOMEN AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 

28) SWADHAR GHER SCHEME: 

ABOUT: 

The Ministry of Women and Child Development is implementing the Swadhar Gher Scheme which targets 

the women victims of difficult circumstances who are in need of institutional support for rehabilitation so 

that they could lead their life with dignity. The Scheme envisages providing shelter, food, clothing and health 

as well as economic and social security for these women. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF WOMEN AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 

29) POHSAN ABHIYAN (NATIONAL NUTRITION MISSION): 

 

Features: 

 The NNM, as an apex body, will monitor, supervise, fix targets and guide the nutrition related interventions 

across the Ministries. 

1. The proposal consists of 

 mapping of various Schemes contributing towards addressing malnutrition  

 introducing a very robust convergence mechanism  

 ICT based Real Time Monitoring system  

 incentivizing States/UTs for meeting the targets  

 incentivizing Anganwadi Workers (AWWs) for using IT based tools  

eliminating registers used by AWWs  

 introducing measurement of height of children at the Anganwadi Centres (AWCs)  

 Social Audits  

 setting-up Nutrition Resource Centres, involving masses through Jan Andolan for their participation 

on nutrition through various activities, among others. 
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Major impact:  

 The programme through the targets will strive to reduce the level of stunting, under-nutrition, anemia 

and low birth weight babies.  

 It will create synergy, ensure better monitoring, issue alerts for timely action, and encourage 

States/UTs to perform, guide and supervise the line Ministries and States/UTs to achieve the targeted 

goals. 

 Benefits & Coverage: 

 More than 10crore people will be benefitted by this programme.   

 All the States and districts will be covered in a phased manner  

Phase I: It includes 315 districts in 2017-18 

Phase II: It included 235 districts in 2018-19  

Phase III:  remaining districts in 2019-20. 

Financial Outlay: 

 An amount ofRs.9046.17crore will be expended for three years commencing from 2017 

 This will be funded by Government Budgetary Support (50%) and 50% by IBRD(International Bank 

for Reconstruction and Development) or other MDB(Multilateral Development Bank). 

 Government budgetary support would be 60:40 between Centre and States/UTs, 90:10 for 

NER(North Eastern Region) and Himalayan States and 100% for UTs(Union territories) without 

legislature.  

 Total Government of India share over a period of three years would be Rs.2849.54crore.   

Implementation strategy and targets:  

 Implementation strategy would be based on intense monitoring and Convergence Action Plan right 

upto the grass root level.  

 NNM will be rolled out in three phases from 2017-18 to 2019-20. 

 NNM targets to reduce stunting, under-nutrition, anemia(among young children, women and 

adolescent girls) and reduce low birth weight by 2%, 2%, 3% and 2% per annum respectively. 

Although the target to reduce Stunting is atleast 2% p.a. 

 Mission would strive to achieve reduction in Stunting from 38.4% (NFHS-4) to 25% by 2022 

(Mission 25 by 2022). 

Background: 

 There are a number of schemes directly/indirectly affecting the nutritional status of children (0-6 years age) 

and pregnant women and lactating mothers. Inspite of these, level of malnutrition and related problems in the 

country is high. There is no dearth of schemes but lack of creating synergy and linking the schemes with 
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each other to achieve common goal. NNM through robust convergence mechanism and other components 

would strive to create the synergy. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF WOMEN AND CHILD DEVELOPMENT 

30) ORGANISATION FOR THE PROHIBITION OF CHEMICAL WEAPONS(OPCW): 

 

Why in news? 

OPCW to meet over Skripal episode 

BACKGROUND: 

Western countries who are allies of Britain alleged that the Russian double agent skripal who was in 

Sailsbury,Britain was killed by an nerve agent which they say are of Russian origin but Russia completely 

deny these allegations and called OPCW for a transparent probe. 

About OPCW: 

The mission of the OPCW is to implement the provisions of the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) in 

order to achieve the OPCW‘s vision of a world that is free of chemical weapons and of the threat of their use, 

and in which cooperation in chemistry for peaceful purposes for all is fostered. In doing this, our ultimate 

aim is to contribute to international security and stability, to general and complete disarmament, and to 

global economic development. 

 Headquarters: The Hague, Netherlands 

 Founded: 29 April 1997. 

 India is a member of OPCW. 

Chemical Weapons Convention 

 Prohibition of production and use of chemical weapons 

 Destruction (or monitored conversion to other functions) of chemical weapons production facilities 

 Destruction of all chemical weapons (including chemical weapons abandoned outside the state parties 

territory) 

 Assistance between State Parties and the OPCW in the case of use of chemical weapons 

 An OPCW inspection regime for the production of chemicals which might be converted to chemical 

weapons 

 International cooperation in the peaceful use of chemistry in relevant areas. 

                                                                                                                               SOURCE: THE HINDU 
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31) BOAO FORUM FOR ASIA: 

Why in news? 

President Xi Jinping will attend Boao Forum, says Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi 

ABOUT BOAO FORUM: 

 

 The Boao Forum for Asia (BFA) is a non-profit organisation that hosts high-level forums for 

leaders from government, business and academia in Asia and other continents to share their vision 

on the most pressing issues in this dynamic region and the world at large. BFA is modeled after the 

World Economic Forum held annually in Davos, Switzerland. It has its fixed address in Bo'ao, 

Hainan province, China, although the Secretariat is based in Beijing. The forum known as the “Asian 

Davos‖, inherits its name from the town of Boao, located in China‘s southern Hainan province, which 

has been the permanent venue for its annual conference since 2002. 

 The Forum is committed to promoting regional economic integration and bringing Asian countries 

even closer to their development goals. Initiated in 1998 by Fidel V. Ramos, former President of the 

Philippines, Bob Hawke, former Prime Minister of Australia, and Morihiro Hosokawa, former Prime 

Minister of Japan, the Boao Forum for Asia was formally inaugurated in February 2001. The 

founding of the BFA was driven by the People's Republic of China and founded by 26 Asian and 

Australasian states on 27 February 2001. The organisation held its first meeting from April 12–13, 

2002. 

 Discussions at the BFA focus on economics, integration, cooperation, society, and the environment. 

In the past the forum also addressed China's entry into the World Trade Organization, as well as 

Southeast Asia's economic crisis during the 1990s. The geopolitical strategy 'China's peaceful rise' 

was a topic of discussion for the forum in 2004. In addition to its annual meeting, the BFA also 

sponsors other forums and meetings related to Asian issues. 
                                                                                                                                    SOURCE: THE HINDU 

32) NATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL RANKING FRAMEWORK (NIRF): 

Why in news? 

 Ministry of human resource and development(MHRD) released NIRF ranking for the year 2017-2018 

NEWS IN DETAIL: 

This is the third list released by MHRD since the start of the framework. 
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The list as follows: 

 

About NIRF: 

 The National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF) was approved by the MHRD and launched by 

Honourable Minister of Human Resource Development on 29th September 2015.  

 This framework outlines a methodology to rank institutions across the country.  

 The methodology draws from the overall recommendations broad understanding arrived at by a Core 

Committee set up by MHRD, to identify the broad parameters for ranking various universities and 

institutions. 

 The parameters broadly cover “Teaching, Learning and Resources,” “Research and Professional 

Practices,” “Graduation Outcomes,” “Outreach and Inclusivity,” and “Perception”. 

                                                                                                                                SOURCE: THE HINDU 

33) NATIONAL MEDICAL COUCNIL BILL,2017: 

Why in news? 

Doctors association said the bill is flawed 

About the bill: 

The National Medical Commission Bill, 2017 was introduced by the Minister of Health and Family Welfare, 

in Lok Sabha on December 29, 2017.  The Bill seeks to repeal the Indian Medical Council Act, 1956 and 

provide for a medical education system which ensures: (i) availability of adequate and high quality medical 

professionals, (ii) adoption of the latest medical research by medical professionals, (iii) periodic assessment 

of medical institutions, and (iv) an effective grievance redressal mechanism.  Key features of the Bill 

include: 

 Constitution of the National Medical Commission: 

 The Bill sets up the National Medical Commission (NMC).  Within three years of the passage of the 

Bill, state governments will establish State Medical Councils at the state level.   
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 The NMC will consist of 25 members, appointed by the central government.  A Search Committee 

will recommend names to the central government for the post of Chairperson, and the part time 

members.  These posts will have a maximum term of four years.   

 The Search Committee will consist of seven members including the Cabinet Secretary and three 

experts nominated by the central government (of which two will have experience in the medical 

field). 

Functions of the National Medical Commission:  

 Functions of the NMC include:  

(i) framing policies for regulating medical institutions and medical professionals 

(ii)  assessing the requirements of healthcare related human resources and infrastructure, 

(iii)  ensuring compliance by the State Medical Councils of the regulations made under the Bill,  

(iv) framing guidelines for determination of fees for up to 40% of the seats in the private medical 

institutions and deemed universities which are regulated as per the Bill. 

About MCI (Medical Council of India): 

The Medical Council of India was established in 1934 under the Indian Medical Council Act, 1933, now 

repealed, with the main function of establishing uniform standards of higher qualifications in medicine and 

recognition of medical qualifications in India and abroad. The number of medical colleges had increased 

steadily during the years after Independence. It was felt that the provisions of Indian Medical Council Act 

were not adequate to meet with the challenges posed by the very fast development and the progress of 

medical education in the country. As a result, in 1956, the old Act was repealed and a new one was enacted. 

This was further modified in 1964, 1993 and 2001. 

About IMA(Indian Medical Association): 

Indian Medical Association is the only representative voluntary organization of Doctors of Modern Scientific 

System of Medicine, which looks after the interest of doctors as well as the wellbeing of the community at 

large. 

FLAWS OF THE BILL: 

1) A regulatory body should be expected only to regulate and not to formulate policy, which is the function 

of Parliament and requires inputs from a number of sources, preferably with different points of view. 

2) Having an almost entirely nominated commission, as the present Bill provides, is unhealthy. It will lead to 

a collection of ‗yes men and women‘ whose chief qualification will be proximity to the existing government. 

3) To start a medical college, State governments first issue a certificate of essentiality. The MCI then decides 

whether the proposed college has enough facilities to start the first year. Subsequently, inspections are done 

every year till the first batch of students has completed the final year. This has led to problems, as 

somewhere along the way, the Council finds that some colleges are unable to meet the requirements and 
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withdraws recognition. This leaves students in a lurch and they then approach the judiciary to solve their 

unhappy situation. The proposed Commission has no mechanism to prevent this from happening. Merely 

shifting this responsibility to a medical assessment and rating board is no solution. 

CONCLUSION: 

he present Bill is unlikely to provide a dynamic new thrust to medical care in India. It falls between the stools 

of excessively ambitious objectives and micro-management. On the one hand the Commission is expected to 

formulate policy, but on the other it is to decide fee structure. The government should exhibit statesmanship 

and form a parliamentary committee to draft a new Bill altogether with clear and workable objectives. In the 

end, policy decisions should be decided by policymakers, and not bureaucrats. 

SOURCE: PIB, THE HINDU 

34) NEW METHODOLOGY TO CALCULATE NATIONAL HIGHWAYS: 

Why in news? 

Ministry of road transport and highways have released a list of how many km of road constructed in this 

fiscal year 2017-18 

New methodology: 

 The government would adopt international norms for calculating highways construction from this 

fiscal, which would include measuring lane kilometres instead of linear distance.  

 Until now, whether we constructed (1 kilometre of) six lanes or 14 lanes, it was considered as 1 

kilometre, but the world standard is different.  

 He added that this method did not truly reflect the amount of work completed, and that globally the 

length of each lane was calculated separately. 

 The new method for calculating road construction would be used from the current fiscal. 

 According to the existing method, 26.92 km of roads a day were constructed in the fiscal ended 

March 31, while according to the global method a total of 94.18 lane km was built. 

35) COMPETETION COMMISION OF INDIA(CCI): 

Why in news? 

Cabinet approves rightsizing the Competition Commission of India 

About CCI 

 Competition is the best means of ensuring that the ‗Common Man‘ or ‗Aam Aadmi‘ has access to the 

broadest range of goods and services at the most competitive prices.  
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 With increased competition, producers will have maximum incentive to innovate and specialize. This 

would result in reduced costs and wider choice to consumers. A fair competition in market is essential 

to achieve this objective.  

 Our goal is to create and sustain fair competition in the economy that will provide a „level playing 

field‟ to the producers and make the markets work for the welfare of the consumers. 

The Competition Act 

 The Competition Act, 2002, as amended by the Competition (Amendment) Act, 2007, follows the 

philosophy of modern competition laws.  

 The Act prohibits anti-competitive agreements, abuse of dominant position by enterprises and 

regulates combinations (acquisition, acquiring of control and M&A), which causes or likely to cause 

an appreciable adverse effect on competition within India. 

Competition Commission of India 

 The objectives of the Act are sought to be achieved through the Competition Commission of India 

(CCI), which has been established by the Central Government with effect from 14th October 2003.  

 CCI consists of a Chairperson and 6 Members appointed by the Central Government. 

 It is the duty of the Commission to eliminate practices having adverse effect on competition, promote 

and sustain competition, protect the interests of consumers and ensure freedom of trade in the markets 

of India. 

 The Commission is also required to give opinion on competition issues on a reference received from 

a statutory authority established under any law and to undertake competition advocacy, create public 

awareness and impart training on competition issues. 

 It comes under Ministry of corporate affairs. 

SOURCE: CCI WEBSITE 

36) NATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION BILL, 2018: 

Why in news? 

Cabinet approves the Protection of Human Rights (Amendments) Bill, 2018 

News in detail: 

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister has given its approval to the Protection of Human Rights 

(Amendments) Bill, 2018 for better protection and promotion of human rights in the country. 

Salient Features: 

1. It proposes to include ―National Commission for Protection of Child Rights‖ as deemed Member of the 

Commission; 
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2. It proposes to add a woman Member in the composition of the Commission; 

3.It proposes to enlarge the scope of eligibility and scope of selection of Chairperson, National Human 

Rights Commission as well as the State Human Rights Commission; and 

4. It proposes to incorporate a mechanism to look after the cases of human rights violation in the Union 

Territories. 

5. It proposes to amend the term of office of Chairperson and Members of National Human Rights 

Commission and State Human Rights Commission to make it in consonance with the terms of Chairperson 

and Members of other Commissions. 

Benefits: 

The Amendment will strengthen the Human Rights Institutions of India further for effective discharge of 

their mandates, roles and responsibilities. Moreover, the amended Act will be in perfect sync with the agreed 

global standards and benchmarks towards ensuring the rights relating to life, liberty, equality and dignity of 

the individual in the country. 

Background: 

 The amendment to the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993 will make National Human Rights 

Commission (NHRC) and State Human Rights Commission (SHRC) more compliant with the Paris Principle 

concerning its autonomy, independence, pluralism and wide-ranging functions in order to effectively protect 

and promote human rights. 

About NHRC: 

 The Rights Commission (NHRC) of India is an autonomous statutory body constituted on 12 

October 1993 under the Protection of Human Rights Ordinance of 28 September 1993. 

 It was given a statutory basis by the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993 (TPHRA).  

 The NHRC is the National Human Rights Commission of India, responsible for the protection and 

promotion of human rights, defined by the Act as "rights relating to life, liberty, equality and dignity 

of the individual guaranteed by the Constitution or embodied in the International Covenants". 

SOURCE: NHRC WEBSITE 

37) STARTUP INDIA: 

Why in news? 

8,625 Startups Recognized as on 30 March, 2018 

About Startup India: 

Startup India is an initiative of the Government of India. 
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The campaign was first announced by Indian Prime Minister during his 15 August 2015 address from the 

Red Fort, In New Delhi.[1] The action plan of this initiative, is based on the following three pillars: 

1) Simplification and Handholding. 

2) Funding Support and Incentives. 

3) Industry-Academia Partnership and Incubation. 

 An additional area of focused relating to this initiative, is to discard restrictive States Government 

policies within this domain, such as License Raj, Land Permissions, Foreign Investment Proposals, 

and Environmental Clearances.  

 It was organized by The Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP)  

 A startup defined as an entity that is headquartered in India, which was opened less than seven years 

ago, and has an annual turnover less than ₹25crore (US$3.8 million). 

SOURCE: DIPP WEBSITE 

38) The New Millennium Indian Technology Leadership Initiative (NMITLI): 

Why in news? 

A third of firms default on easy CSIR loans. 

About NMITLI: 

 As a part of new millennium initiative, the Government mounted a farsighted R&D programme 

named New Millennium Indian Technology Leadership Initiative (NMITLI) in Public-Private 

Partnership mode in 2000-01. 

 The responsibility of conceptualising, evolving and implementing the programme has been assigned 

to the Council of Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR). 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

39) STEEL: 

Why in news? 

India pips Japan to become second largest crude steel manufacturer. 

News in detail: 

 In a major achievement, India has overtaken Japan to become the world‘s second largest producer of 

crude steel, China is the largest producer of crude steel in the world, accounting for more than 50% of 

the production. 
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 India‘s crude steel production was up 4.4% and stood at 93.11 million tonnes (mt) for the period 

April 2017 to February 2018. 

Steps taken by government to increase the Steel production: 

1) Quick resolution of various big-ticket steel mills under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code and the 

National Company Law Tribunal is expected to further hasten the process of achieving higher capacity 

utilisation  

2) The government has taken host of steps to curb imports, push local demand with initiatives like ‗Make in 

India‘, implementation of the GST and infrastructure projects, to encourage the domestic market. 

3) The Steel Ministry was working proactively to lay down the road map to achieve 300 million tonnes by 

2030. 

SCHMES REALTED TO STEEL MINISTRY: 

National  Steel  policy: 

Some highlights of New Steel Policy: 

 Ø  The Indian steel sector has grown rapidly over the past few years and presently it is the third largest steel 

producer globally, contributing to about 2% of the country's GDP.  India has also crossed 100 MT mark for 

production for sale in 2016-17. 

 Ø  The New Steel Policy, 2017 aspires to achieve 300MT of steel-making capacity by 2030. This would 

translate into additional investment of Rs. 10 lakh Crore by 2030-31. 

 Ø  The Policy seeks to increase consumption of steel and major segments are infrastructure, automobiles and 

housing. New Steel Policy seeks to increase per capita steel consumption to the level of 160 Kgs by 2030 

from existing level of around 60 Kg. 

 Ø  Potential of MSME steel sector has been recognised. Policy stipulates that adoption of energy efficient 

technologies in the MSME steel sector will be encouraged to improve the overall productivity & reduce 

energy intensity. 

 Ø  Steel Ministry will facilitate R&D in the sector through the establishment of Steel Research and 

Technology Mission of India (SRTMI). The initiative is aimed to spearhead R&D of national importance in 

iron & steel sector utilizing tripartite synergy amongst industry, national R&D laboratories and academic 

institutes. 

 Ø  Ministry through policy measures will ensure availability of raw materials like Iron ore, Coking coal and 

non-coking coal, Natural gas etc.  at competitive rates. 
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 Ø  With the roll out of the National Steel Policy-2017, it is envisaged that the industry will be steered in 

creating an environment for promoting domestic steel and thereby ensuring a scenario where production 

meets the anticipated pace of growth in consumption, through a technologically advanced and globally 

competitive steel industry. This will be facilitated by Ministry of Steel, in coordination with relevant 

Ministries, as may be required. 

SOURCE: PIB 

40)”ONE ELECTION ONE CANDIDATE”: 

Why in news? 

EC backs one seat, one candidate policy. 

News in detail: 

 

 The Supreme Court on Wednesday asked the Centre to respond to an affidavit filed by the Election 

Commission (EC) of India to amend the law to prevent candidates contesting from multiple 

constituencies. 

 A Bench led by Chief Justice of India was hearing a petition filed by advocate Ashwini Upadhyay 

seeking a declaration striking down Section 33(7) of the Representation of the People Act of 1951, 

which allows candidates to contest from two constituencies at a time, as invalid and unconstitutional. 

 Mr. Upadhyay has asked the court to direct the Centre and the Election Commission to ―discourage‖ 

independent candidates from contesting parliamentary and State Assembly elections. 

 The EC informed the court that it had proposed the amendment of Section 33(7) way back in July 

2004.  

 It was one of the 22 ―urgent electoral reforms‖ the EC had suggested to a Rajya Sabha Parliamentary 

Standing Committee.  

 It had pointed out that there had been cases of a person contesting from two constituencies and 

winning from both. ―The consequence is that a by-election would be required from one constituency, 

involving avoidable labour and expenditure...‖ 

 The EC concluded that the ―law should be amended to provide that a person cannot contest from 

more than one constituency at a time.‖ 

EC suggestion 

 It suggested that a candidate should deposit ₹5 lakh for contesting in two constituencies in an 

Assembly election or ₹10 lakh in a general election.  
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 This would be used for the conduct of a by-election in the eventuality that he or she had to relinquish 

seat. 

About Election commission: 

 The Election Commission of India is an autonomous constitutional authority responsible for 

administering election processes in India. 

 The body administers elections to the Lok Sabha, Rajya Sabha, state Legislative Assemblies in 

India, and the offices of the President and Vice President in the country.  

 The Election Commission operates under the authority of Constitution per Article 324, and 

subsequently enacted Representation of the People Act.  

 The Commission has the powers under the Constitution, to act in an appropriate manner when the 

enacted laws make insufficient provisions to deal with a given situation in the conduct of an election.  

 Being a constitutional authority, Election Commission is amongst the few institutions which function 

with both autonomy and freedom, along with the country‘s higher judiciary, the Union Public Service 

Commission and the Comptroller and Auditor General of India. 

41)SEX RATIO: 

Why in news? 

India‘s  sex ratio is sliding year on year which is known from the data given in Rajya sabha.  

News in detail: 

 

 The average sex ratio in India declined from 906 female births per 1,000 male births in 2012-14 to 

898 in 2014-16.  

 The data, sourced from the Sample Registration System (SRS), was given in answer to a question 

raised in Parliament. 

 Compared to the previous survey, only five States registered a positive change in sex ratio. 
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Sample registration System (SRS): 

 To provide reliable data on the birth and death rate ofourcountry the Office of the Registrar 

General, India, initiated the scheme of sample registration of births and deaths in India popularly 

known as Sample Registration System (SRS) in 1964 65 on a pilot basis and on full scale from 1969 

70.  

 The SRS since then has been providing data on regular basis. 

 The Office of Registrar General of India comes under Ministry of Home affairs.  

 

How sex ratio is calculated: 

In India, the Child Sex Ratio is defined as the number of females per thousand males in the age group 0–6 

years in a human population. Thus it is equal to 1000 x the reciprocal of the sex ratio (ratio of males to 

females in a population) in the same age group, i.e. under age seven. An imbalance in this age group will 

extend to older age groups in future years. Currently, the ratio of males to females is generally significantly 

greater than 1, i.e. there are more boys than girls. 

SOURCE: PIB,THE HINDU,MINISTRY OF WOMEN AND CHILD WELFARE 

42)ANTI-PROFITEERING AUTHORITY: 

Why in news? 

Govt. watchdog gets 3 more months to probe HUL in profiteering case. 

What is anti-profiteering authority? 

 The Government has approved the constitution of a National Anti-Profiteering Authority (NAA) – the 

institutional mechanism under the GST law to check the unfair profit-making activities by the trading 

community.  

 Union Cabinet chaired by the PM decided for the appointment of a Chairman and Technical Members 

of the Authority. 

Functions of the Authority 

 The relevance of the National Anti-Profiteering Authority (NAA) is simply out of the launch of the 

GST.  

 The Authority‘s core function is to ensure that the benefits of the reduction in GST rates on goods or 

services made by the GST Council is passed on to the ultimate consumers by way of a reduction in 

prices by traders. 

 Decision about the formation the NAA comes in the background of rate reduction of large number of 

items by the GST Council in its 22
nd

 meeting at Guwahati.  
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 At the meeting, the Council reduced rates of more than 200 items including goods and services. This 

has made tremendous price reduction effect and the consumers will be benefited only if the traders 

are making quick reduction of the prices of respective items. There is a concern that traders are 

reluctant to make price cut so that they can make profit. 

Utility of the authority 

 The Authority‘s main function is to ensure that traders are not realizing unfair profit by charging high 

price from the consumers in the name  of GST. 

 Traders may charge high price from the consumers by naming the GST factor. 

 Similarly, they may not make quick and corresponding price reduction when the GST Council makes 

tax cut. All these constitute profiteering. The responsibility of the NAA is to examine and check such 

profiteering activities and recommend punitive actions including cancellation of licenses. 

What is profiteering? 

 Profiteering means unfair profit realized by traders by manipulating prices, tax rate adjustment etc. In 

the context of the newly launched GST, profiteering means that traders are not reducing the prices of 

the commodities when the GST Council reduces the tax rates of commodities and services. 

 Conventionally, several traders will have a strong tendency to quickly increase the price of a 

commodity whose tax rate has been increased. But on the opposite side, they may delay the price 

reduction of a commodity whose tax rate has been cut by the government. A delayed or postponed 

price reduction helps business firms to make higher profit. The losers here are the consumers. 

Constitution of the NAA 

 The NAA will be headed by a senior officer of the level of Secretary to the Government of India. 

There will be four Technical Members from the Centre and/or the States. 

 The GST Act itself contains provision for anti-profiteering measures. The Act recommend for the 

setting up of an institutional mechanism to ensure that the full benefits of price reduntant factors (i) 

the input tax credits and (ii) reduced GST rates on supply of goods or services, made from time to 

time will be passed on to the consumers. 

 Besides the NAA, the GST law also proposes for other institutional arrangements: a Standing 

Committee, Screening Committees in every State and the Directorate General of Safeguards in the 

Central Board of Excise & Customs (CBEC). All these bodies will work together on the anti-

profiteering front. 

 When the NAA certify that there is anti-profiteering in a specific case, it can order the 

supplier/business concerned to reduce its prices or return the undue benefit availed by it along with 

interest to the recipient of the goods or services. If the undue benefit cannot be passed on to the 

consumer, it can be ordered to be deposited in the Consumer Welfare Fund. In extreme cases, the 

NAA can impose a penalty on the defaulting business entity and even order the cancellation of its 

registration under GST. 

SOURCE: INDIANECONOMY 
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43) UN DISARMAMENT COMMISSION 

WHY IN NEWS?  

India has voiced opposition to the ―weaponization‖ of outer space, saying it should not become an area of 

conflict while calling for collective efforts to strengthen safety and security of the space-based assets. India 

voiced its concerns in the recently held UN Disarmament Commission (UNDC) session. 

About UNDC: 

 The United Nations Disarmament Commission (UNDC) is a deliberative body and a subsidiary organ 

of the UN General Assembly which is mandated to consider and make recommendations on various 

disarmament related issues and to follow up the relevant decisions and recommendations of the 

special sessions devoted to disarmament held so far. 

 The Disarmament Commission was re-established at the first Special Session of the General 

Assembly devoted to Disarmament in 1978 to succeed an earlier Disarmament Commission, which 

ceased to convene after 1965. 

 Since 1978, the Disarmament Commission has dealt with numerous disarmament related questions, 

both nuclear and conventional, and has submitted guidelines and principles on various subject items, 

including guidelines for appropriate types of confidence-building measures, guidelines and 

recommendations  

 For regional approaches to disarmament within the context of global security, and guidelines and 

recommendations for objective information on military matters. 

Significance of UNDC: 

At a time of growing mistrust and rising international tensions as well as numerous challenges to both the 

disarmament agenda and the disarmament machinery, the role of the UNDC as a platform for dialogue and 

cooperation assumes a greater significance. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

44) INTERNATIONAL ENERGY FORUM(IEF): 

Why in news? 

 India is hosting the 16thInternational Energy Forum (IEF) Ministerial Meeting in New Delhi. 

About the IEF Ministerial meeting: 

 The IEF Ministerial meetings are informal dialogues, at both the political and technical levels, aimed 

to improve policy and investment decisions, and through increased knowledge and experience 

sharing. 

 The biennial IEF Ministerial Meetings are the world‘s largest gathering of Energy Ministers who 

engage in a dialogue on global energy issues. 
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About IEF: 

 The International Energy Forum (IEF) is an inter-governmental arrangement set up in 1991.  It is 

based in Riyadh. 

 Functions: It serves as a neutral facilitator of informal, open, informed and continuing global energy 

dialogue among its members comprising of energy producing and energy consuming states, including 

transit countries. 

 Members: There are 72 membercountries of IEF, including India, covering all six continents, which 

are signatories to the Charter of the IEF. Its membership accounts for 90% of global supply and 

demand for oil and gas. 

Executive board: 

 The Executive Board (EB) set up in 2002 comprising of 31 designated representatives of Ministers of 

the member states comprise the governing board of IEF. 

 It meets twice a year. 

 International Energy Agency (IEA) and Organisation of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 

are non-voting members of the Executive Board. 

 The EB is chaired by the Host State of the next biennial Ministerial Meeting. Currently, India is the 

Chair of the Executive Board of IEF. 

Key facts : 

 By virtue of being among the top 11 largest consumers of oil and gas (India is presently 4th), India 

has been the Permanent Member of the Executive Board since its set-up in 2002. 

 India had earlier hosted the 5th IEF Ministerial in 1996 at Goa. 

SOURCE: IEA,THE HINDU 

45) NATIONAL INVESTMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE FUND (NIIF) 

Why in news? 

The government‘s National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) is in talks with private equity firm 

Everstone Group for a tie-up to manage its Green Growth Equity Fund (GGEF). 

About GGEF: 

 The Green Growth Equity Fund will be the second investment platform to be set up by NIIF. 

 GGEF, which will invest in renewable energy assets, is a joint venture between NIIF and the UK 

government. 

 GGEF would be managed by a third-party investment manager, selected by NIIF Limited and the UK 

government through an efficient and robust screening and selection process. 

 About NIIF: 

 NIIF was set up in 2015 as an investment vehicle for funding commercially viable greenfield, 

brownfield and stalled projects in the infrastructure sector. 
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 NIIF will invest in areas such as energy, transportation, housing, water, waste management and other 

infrastructure-related sectors in India. 

 The corpus of the fund is proposed to be around Rs40,000 crore, with the government investing 49% 

and the rest to be raised from third-party investors such as sovereign wealth funds, insurance and 

pension funds, endowments etc. 

 NIIF‘s strategy includes anchoring equity, quasi-equity and debt funds in partnership with investors 

targeting investments across the relevant sectors in India. 

SOURCES: THE HINDU 

 

46) TRIFED(TRIBAL CO-OPERATIVE MARKETING DEVELOPMENT FEDERATION OF 

INDIA LIMITED) 

What is TRIFED? 

 

 TRIFED, a PSU under Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India has been working with the 

main objective of promoting tribal art and craft for the benefit of tribal artisans of the country, under 

the scheme ―Institutional Support for Development & Marketing of tribal products/produce‖ of the 

Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India. 

 In line with the objective TRIFED has planned to scale up Marketing of Tribal Products through 

increase of its Retail Outlets ‗Tribes India‘ throughout India and other retail marketing activities. 

TRIBES OF INDIA: 

 Tribals are known to be the autochthonous people of the land. Tribals are often referred to ‗adivasi‘, 

‗vanvasi‘, ‗pahari‘, ‗adimjati‘, ‗anusuchit janjati‘, etc.  

 India has the second largest tribal population in the world, the first being Africa and tribal 

Communities are the integral segment of Indian society.  

 India, with a variety of ecosystems, presents a varied tribal population throughout its length and 

breadth depicting a complex cultural mosaic.  

 Nearly all the tribal people of India have been in almost continuous contact with their neighbours, 

who live by farming and a large number of specialized manual industries . 

 The areas inhabited by the tribal constitute a significant part of the under developed areas of the 

country 

 The tribal people have rich traditions, cultures and heritage with unique life styles and customs. 

Despite some regional variation, the tribes share many common traits, including living in relative 

geographical isolation, and being relatively more homogeneous and more self-contained than the 
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non-tribalsocialgroups. 

 

India‘s population includes nearly one hundred million tribal people.  

 The two main regions of tribal settlement are the country‘s north-eastern states bordering China and 

Burma, and the highlands and plains of its central and southern regions. The latter is home to more 

than 80 per cent of the tribes, which differ from the north-eastern tribes in ethnicity and in having 

experienced greater ―intrusion of the Indian mainstream and of the pan-Indian model of the state, 

society, economy and culture‖.  

 There are also differences in the extent to which the tribes interact with non-tribal communities. 

While the north-eastern tribes are usually isolated communities, the tribes in peninsular India may at 

times coexist with non-tribal people. 

 

The Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes Commission appointed by the President of India on 28 April 

1960 pursuant to Article 339 of the Constitution of India in its report of 14 October 1961 stated that ―As 

these groups are presumed to form the oldest ethnological sector of the population, the term ―Adivasi‖ 

(‗Adi‘= original and ‗Vasi‘= inhabitant) has become current among certain people. The International 

Labour Organization has classified such people as ―indigenous‖. 

SOURCE: TRIFED 

47) VAN DHAN VIKAS KENDRA: 

Why in news? 

Ministry of Tribal Affairs to launch first ever ―Van Dhan Vikas Kendra‖ at Bijapur, Chhattisgarh for value 

addition of Forest Produce 

What is Van dhan vikas kendra: 

 The Ministry of Tribal affairs has approved establishment of the first  multipurpose ―Van Dhan 

Vikas Kendra‖ on pilot basis for establishment in Bijapur  District of Chhattisgarh Statefor 

providing skill upgradation and capacity building training and setting up of primary processing and 

value addition facility. 

 This first model Van Dhan Vikas Kendra is being implemented for training of 300 beneficiaries with 

a total outlay of Rs 43.38 lakhs for training, providing equipments & tools for primary level 

processing and infrastructure & building for housing the Kendra. 

 The Van Dhan Vikas Kendras will be an important milestone in economic development of tribals 

involved in collection of MFPs by helping them in optimum utilization of natural resources and 

provide sustainable MFP-based livelihood in MFP-rich districts. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF TRIBAL AFFAIRS. 
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48) BIS act,2016: 

Why in news? 

 A Parliamentary Consultative Committee recently reviewed the activities of Bureau of Indian 

Standards (BIS) and laid emphasis on easy redressal mechanism of complaints, mandatory 

certification, enhancing consumer confidence through publicity and various other interactive 

measures.  

 It also stressed on the effective implementation of the provisions of new BIS Act 2016. 

BIS Act 2016: 

Bureau of Indian standards (BIS) Act 2016 which was notified on 22nd March, 2016, came into force with 

effect from 12th October, 2017. Parliament had in March 2016 passed the law to replace the BIS Act of 

1986. 

Highlights of the act: 

1. National standards body: The Act establishes the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) as the National 

Standards Body of India. 

2. Compulsory certification: The Act has enabling provisions for the Government to bring under 

compulsory certification regime any goods or article of any scheduled industry, process, system or 

service which it considers necessary in the public interest or for the protection of human, animal or 

plant health, safety of the environment, or prevention of unfair trade practices, or national security. 

3. Hallmarking: Enabling provisions have also been made for making hallmarking of the precious 

metal articles mandatory. 

4. Simplified conformity: The new Act also allows multiple type of simplified conformity assessment 

schemes including self-declaration of conformity against a standard which will give simplified 

options to manufacturers to adhere to the standards and get certificate of conformity. 

5. Authority for verification: The Act enables the Central Government to appoint any 

authority/agency, in addition to the BIS, to verify the conformity of products and services to a 

standard and issue certificate of conformity. 

6. Repair or recall: There is also a provision for repair or recall, including product liability of the 

products bearing Standard Mark but not conforming to the relevant Indian Standard. 

About BIS: 

 The Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) is the national Standards Body of India working under the 

aegis of Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution. 

 It is established by the Bureau of Indian Standards Act, 1986. 

 The Minister in charge of the Ministry or Department having administrative control of the BIS is the 

ex-officio President of the BIS. 

 As a corporate body, it has 25 members drawn from Central or State Governments, industry, 

scientific and research institutions, and consumer organisations 

 It also works as WTO-TBT enquiry point for India. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 
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49) PM Ujwala Yojana : 

Why in news? 

Inauguration of PM Ujwala Yojana In Delhi 

What is PM ujwala yojana? 

 

 Under this scheme, 5 Cr LPG connections will be provided to BPL families with a support of 

Rs.1600 per connection in the next 3 years.  

 Ensuring women‘s empowerment, especially in rural India, the connections will be issued in 

the name of women of the households.  

 Rs. 8000 Cr. has been allocated towards the implementation of the scheme.  

 Identification of the BPL families will be done through Socio Economic Caste Census Data. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS 

50) OXYTOXIN: 

Why in news? 

Govt. bans imports of hormone oxytocin 

What is Oxytoxin? 

 The Union government on Friday banned imports of the hormone oxytocin to stop its misuse in the 

livestock industry, where activists say it causes hormonal imbalances and shortens the lives of milch 

animals. 

 Often called the ‗love hormone‘, oxytocin is released naturally in human bonding activities such as 

sex, childbirth and breastfeeding. 

 The government also asked customs officials to step up vigilance against those likely to try and 

smuggle oxytocin into India, the Central Board of Excise and Customs said in a notice on its website. 

 The government has decided to rely on domestic production to satisfy requirements of the hormone. 

 The drug‘s abuse in animals shortens their lives and makes them barren sooner. 
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 India halted retail sales of the prescription-only drug in 2014, but regulators have struggled to curb 

illegal sales, and the volume of imports is unclear. 

 The ban follows an order by the drugs regulator last year for officials to clamp down on factories that 

produce the hormone in bulk despite not meeting manufacturing standards. 

 It also recommended that sale be limited to registered government hospitals and clinics, a bar code 

system used on all forms of the drug to ensure tracking and prevent abuse.  

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

51) SPECIAL CATEGORY STATUS (SCS): 

A growing clamour for Special Category Status in Andhra Pradesh has led to State-wide protests, and heated 

debates in Parliament. Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, under immense pressure, met Prime Minister on 

Friday seeking a resolution of this issue by the end of the Parliament session on August 12. 

What is SCS? 

 The Constitution does not include any provision for categorisation of any State in India as a Special 

Category Status (SCS) State.  

 But, recognising that some regions in the country were historically disadvantaged in contrast to 

others, Central plan assistance to SCS States has been granted in the past by the erstwhile Planning 

Commission body, National Development Council (NDC).  

 The NDC granted this status based on a number of features of the States which included: hilly and 

difficult terrain, low population density or the presence of sizeable tribal population, strategic location 

along international borders, economic and infrastructural backwardness and non-viable nature of 

State finances. 

What kind of assistance do SCS States receive? 

 The SCS States used to receive block grants based on the Gadgil-Mukherjee formula, which 

effectively allowed for nearly 30 per cent of the Total Central Assistance to be transferred to SCS 

States as late as 2009-10. 

 Following the constitution of the NITI Aayog (after the dissolution of the Planning Commission) and 

the recommendations of the Fourteenth Finance Commission (FFC), Central plan assistance to SCS 

States has been subsumed in an increased devolution of the divisible pool to all States (from 32% in 

the 13th FC recommendations to 42%) and do not any longer appear in plan expenditure.  

 The FFC also recommended variables such as ―forest cover‖ to be included in devolution, with a 

weightage of 7.5 in the criteria and which could benefit north-eastern States that were previously 

given SCS assistance.  

 Besides, assistance to Centrally Sponsored Schemes for SCS States was given with 90% Central 

share and 10% State share. 
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What other States are seeking SCS status? 

Apart from Andhra Pradesh which is in the news lately, Bihar and Odisha had recently demanded SCS status 

but they have not been granted the same as they did not meet the criteria. 

What is the basis of A.P.‟s claim for SCS status? 

 Following the bifurcation of A.P., Andhra lost a large volume of its revenue due to Hyderabad 

remaining the capital of Telangana. In a debate in the Rajya Sabha on the A.P. Reorganisation Act on 

February 20, 2014, then Prime Minister Manmohan Singh had said that SCS would be ―extended to 

the successor State of Andhra Pradesh ... for a period of five years.‖  

 This oral submission by the then PM has been the basis for A.P.‘s claim to the status. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

52) MAHILA SHAKTI KENDRA SCHEME: 

Why in news? 

 Government of India is implementing Mahila Shakti Kendra scheme to empower rural women 

through community participation.  

 The scheme is envisaged to work at various levels, and at the National level (domain based 

knowledge support) and State level (State Resource Centre for Women) technical support to the 

respective governments on issues related to women is provided. 

About Mahila Shakti Kendra: 

What is it? 

It is envisioned as a one-stop convergence support service for empowering rural women with opportunities 

for skill development, employment, digital literacy, health and nutrition. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF HUMAN RESOURCE AND DEVELOPMENT 

 

53)INDIAN ACCOUNTING STANDARDS (IND AS) 

Why in news? 

 The Reserve Bank has deferred the implementation of the Indian Accounting Standards (Ind AS) by one 

year as many banks are not prepared to migrate to the new accounting system. The earlier deadline for banks 

to switch to the Ind AS was from April 1 2018. 

What is it? 

 Ind AS or Indian Accounting Standards govern the accounting and recording of financial transactions 

as well as the presentation of statements such as profit and loss account and balance sheet of a 

company.  
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 Ind AS has been evolved as a compromise formula that tries to harmonise Indian accounting rules 

with the IFRS. 

IMPORTANT POINTS: 

 The implementation of IndAS for public sector banks requires an amendment to the Banking 

Regulation Act. The schedule in BR Act relating to financial statement disclosures needs to be 

changed to the IndAS format. 

 Section 29 of the BR Act deals with the accounts and balance sheets of public sector banks. Private 

sector banks are covered by the Companies Act, which is based on the new accounting standards. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

54) „CHAKRAVAT‟: 

 Why in news? 

 Kochi along with Indian Navy is hosting multi-agency rescue exercise- Chakravat. It is for the first 

time that the yearly exercise is being conducted in Kochi. 

What is it?  

 It is a multi-agency humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) exercise to review the 

response mechanism in the event of a cyclonic storm. 

Participants:  

 Chakravat‘ meaning ‗cyclone‘ will see participation by the three Services, the Coast Guard, State 

administration, State Disaster Management Authority,  

 National Disaster Response Force, Fisheries Department, Coastal Police, and members of the fishing 

community. 

                                                                                                                                  SOURCE: THE HINDU 

55) SAHYOG – HYEOBLYEOG 2018: 

What is it?  

 It is a bilateral joint search and rescue exercise between Indian Coast Guard and Korea Coast Guard.  

 The joint exercise is part of a proposed establishment of a MOU between the two Coast Guards to 

improve maritime security in the Indian Ocean Region. 

 The recently held exercise included scenarios of the hijacking of a merchant vessel and its subsequent 

rescue, interdiction of a pirate vessel, cross boarding, external fire fighting and the SAR (search and 

rescue) demonstration. 

SOURCES: THE HINDU 
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56) ICHR(Indian council of Historical Research): 

Why in news? 

 ICHR not to study nature of ‗Ram Setu‘ structures. 

 This was announced after the council opposed the move. 

Sethu samudhram project: 

 The bridge has been at the centre of a controversy, especially since the Sethusamudram shipping 

canal project was mooted by the UPA government.  

 The project triggered widespread protests, with a section of people holding that it would destroy the 

Ram Setu. 

RAM SETHU: 

Indian mythology states that the Ram Setu, between what is now India and Sri Lanka, was built by an army 

of monkeys for Lord Rama and his warriors to cross over to Lanka. 

WHY OPPOSITION: 

Historians said that it was the duty of Archeological Survey of India(ASI) only the Council can do is  it can 

recommend to ASI. 

ABOUT ICHR: 

 It is an autonomous body. 

 It comes under Ministry of Human resource and development(MHRD). 

 The body, over many years, has provided financial assistance to the historians and direction to the 

research scholars in their multifarious topics of historical research through established historians and 

scholars of the country. 

 The source of the funds at the disposal of the ICHR is grants-in-aid received from the Department of 

Higher Education in the Ministry of Human Resource Development, grants-in-aid from various 

Indian states, private donations from individuals and other countries, and the proceeds of revenues 

from the sale of publications of the ICHR. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU,PIB 

ABOUT ASI: 

 It comes under Ministry of Culture. 
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 It is the premier organization for the archaeological researches and protection of the cultural heritage 

of the nation.  

 Maintenance of ancient monuments and archaeological sites and remains of national importance is 

the prime concern of the ASI.  

 Besides it regulate all archaeological activities in the country as per the provisions of the Ancient 

Monuments and Archaeological Sites and Remains Act, 1958. 

  It also regulates Antiquities and Art Treasure Act, 1972. 

SOURCE: ASI 

57) NASA‟S PARKER SOLAR PROBE: 

NASA has decided to launch the spacecraft by July 31. 

About parker: 

 

 Humanity‘s first mission to the Sun launched through DELTA IV Heavy launch vehicle from 

NASA‘S Kennedy space centre. 

 After launch, it will orbit directly through the solar atmosphere — the corona — closer to the surface 

than any human-made object has ever gone. 

 The mission will reveal fundamental science behind what drives the solar wind, the constant 

outpouring of material from the Sun that shapes planetary atmospheres and affects space weather near Earth. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

58) ROCK NITROGEN: 

BACKGROUND: 

Conventional wisdom has always been that nitrogen, a gas essential to plant life on earth, was only available 

from the atmosphere. However, it emerges that nearly a quarter of it comes from the earth‘s bedrock.  
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ABOUT ROCK NITROGEN: 

 

 26% OF Nitrogen in natural ecosystems is sourced from rocks and is referred to as ‗rock nitrogen‘. 

 Nitrogen-weathering is a globally significant source of nutrition to soils and ecosystems worldwide 

and may be playing a role in allowing forests and grasslands to sequester more fossil fuel CO2 emissions 

than previously thought. But not just any rock can leach nitrogen. 

 Rock nitrogen availability is determined by weathering, which can be physical (such as through 

tectonic movement), or chemical (such as when minerals react with rainwater). 

SOURCE; THE HINDU 

59) ANTI-DUMPING DUTY AND USES OF PHOSPHOROUS PENTOXIDE: 

Why in news? 

India slaps anti-dumping duty on import of phosphorus pentoxide from China. 

About anti-dumping duty: 

 

      What is an 'Anti-Dumping Duty? 

 An anti-dumping duty is a protectionist tariff that a domestic government imposes on foreign 

imports that it believes are priced below fair market value. 

 ‗Dumping‘is a process where a company exports a product at a price lower than the price it 

normally charges on its own home market. 

 To protect local businesses and markets, many countries impose stiff duties on products they 

believe are being dumped in their national market. 

SOURCE: PIB,THE HINDU 
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60) USES OF PHOSPHOROUS PENTOXIDE: 

 Dehydrating Agent 

Phosphorus Pentoxide is used as a strong drying and dehydrating agent. Many reactions that require the 

removal of a water molecule can utilize P2O5 such as the dehydration of amides to nitriles. 

 Glass 

It is used to manufacture optical glass and heat-insulating glass. 

 Organic Synthesis 

Pharmaceuticals and pesticides are manufactured using P2O5. 

SOURCE:INORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 

 

61) ELECTORAL BONDS: 

Why in news? 

EC to take a call on Electoral bonds soon. 

Introduction: 

 Funding of political parties has always been on suspicion or controversy. The government has come 

out with Electoral Bonds for funding of political parties. The government unveiled the fine print of 

the electoral bonds scheme.  

 As per the notification, the electoral bonds will be a bearer instrument in the manner of a promissory 

note whereby a citizen, or a registered body, in India is eligible to purchase the bond from notified 

branches of the State Bank of Indi (SBI) for 10 days each in months of January, April, July and 

October. It will be available in multiples of Rs1,000, Rs10,000, Rs1 lakh, Rs10 lakh and Rs.1crore. 

Significance 

 The significant aspect of this scheme is that the bonds will remain valid for 15 days and shall not 

carry the donor‟s name, although the payee will have to fulfil KYC (know your customer) protocols 

at the bank.  

 To benefit from the electoral bonds scheme, the political parties must have been registered with 

the Election Commission and should have secured not less than 1 per cent of the votes polled in the 

most recent General Election to the Lok Sabha or a State legislative assembly. This can be seen as a 

measure for pushing out the non-serious candidates. 
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 Also, the bonds can be en-cashed by an eligible political party only through a designated bank 

account with an authorized bank.  

 Every political party has to submit details of one designated account to the Election Commission and 

the bonds can be en-cashed only in that account. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU,LIVE MINT 

62) LTCG (LONG TREM CAPITAL GAINS TAX): 

Why is LTCG tax in the news? 

 It is in the news as Finance Minister re-introduced LTCG tax on equity shares.  

 Investors have to pay 10% LTCG tax on gains exceeding one lakh on the sale of shares or equity 

mutual funds held for more than one year. Previously, short-term capital gains (STCG) tax of 15% 

was levied. 

 The Centre said if the gains exceeded one lakh in a year, then 10% LTCG tax had to be paid without 

the benefit of indexation (adjusting the profit against inflation to compute the real taxable gains). 

SOURCE: PIB,LIVE MINT 

63) CIBIL: 

WHAT IS CIBIL? 

 Credit Information Bureau (India) Limited, commonly known as CIBIL, is India‘s first Credit 

Information Company or Credit Bureau.  

 It maintains records of all credit-related activity of individuals and companies including loans 

and credit cards. The records are submitted to CIBIL by registered member banks and other financial 

institutions on a periodic (usually monthly) basis. Based on this data, CIBIL issues a Credit 

Information Report or CIR (commonly referred to as a credit report) and a credit score. 

 CIBIL was founded in 2000 in order to bring greater efficiency and transparency in the credit spa0ce. 

Trans-Union International (a global credit bureau) and Dun and Bradstreet (a global provider of credit 

information) are technical partners of CIBIL in India. 

CONCLUSION:  

CIBIL was under scanner when a PNB scam broke out in public. Experts have criticized that if CIBIL  

were aware of the credentials the scam had been averted. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

 

https://www.creditmantri.com/credit-card/
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64)TWO NEW LANGUAGES DISCOVERED: 

Why in news? 

Walmiki and Malhar, two new languages discovered 

Why in news? 

 Researchers have discovered two new languages- Walmiki and Malhar. 

Key facts: 

 The languages are categorised `endangered‘ as the number of people speaking is small. These 

languages are spoken in Andhra Pradesh and Odisha. Only a few people living in the forest and hilly 

areas speak these languages. 

 Walmiki is spoken in Koraput of Odisha and on the bordering districts of Andhra Pradesh. Walmiki is 

an isolate language i.e. it does not belong to a family of languages. The name of the language is also 

interesting and indicative because the speech community claims descent from the great Indian saint-

poet Valmiki. 

 Malhar is spoken in a remote and isolated hamlet which is almost 165 km from Bhubaneswar. The 

community consists of about 75 speakers including children. It belongs to the North Dravidian 

subgroup of the Dravidian family of languages and has close affinities with the other North Dravidian 

languages like Malto and Kurux spoken in West Bengal, Jharkhand and Bihar. 

 Background: 

The Union Government has been making efforts to document the endangered tribal and minor languages. 

There are several languages unknown to the world and waiting to be discovered and documented. India is 

also considered a linguists Paradise and termed a sociolinguistic giant. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

65) NEWLY DISCOVERED ANTIBIOTIC CLASS, ODILORHABDINS: 

Why in news? 

Researchers have discovered a new class of antibiotics- Odilorhabdins. 

Key facts : 

 Called odilorhabdins, or ODLs, the antibiotics are produced by symbiotic bacteria found in soil-

dwelling nematode worms that colonise insects for food. 

 The bacteria help to kill the insect, and secrete the antibiotic to keep competing bacteria away. 

How they function? 

 ODLs act on the ribosome — the molecular machine that makes proteins cells needed to function — 

of bacterial cells. When bound to the ribosome, the antibiotic disrupts its ability to interpret and 

translate genetic code. 
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 When ODLs are introduced to the bacterial cells, they impact the reading ability of the ribosome and 

cause the ribosome to make mistakes when it creates new proteins. 

 This miscoding corrupts the cell with flawed proteins and causes the bacterial cell to die. 

Significance of the discovery: 

Odilorhabdins is unique and promising on two fronts: its unconventional source and its distinct way of 

killing bacteria, both of which suggest the compound may be effective at treating drug-resistant or hard-to-

treat infections. 

Background: 

According to the World Health Organization, antibiotic resistant is one of the biggest threats to global health 

today and a significant contributor to longer hospital stays, higher medical costs and increased mortality. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

66) OPERATION INSANIYAT: 

Why in news? 

India had extended full support to Dhaka‘s repatriation of Rohingyas to Bangladesh.  

What is Operation Insaniyat? 

India had send relief materials which includes food items and others to hapless Rohingyas who were 

displaced by Myanmar army from Rakhine state. India always extended her support in need of an hour to her 

neighbors. This is in line of India‘s ―neighborhood first policy‖.    

BACKGROUND: 

 

 Rohingyas are minorities which include both Hindhus and Muslims living in Rakhine state of 

Myanmar. They were not recognized by Myanmar as ―citizens‖.  

 Army in Myanmar which runs parallel government considers them as ―illegal immigrants‖ who came 

from Bangladesh but Rohingyas considers them as ―ethnic people‖ whose ancestors from Myanmar 

itself. After a ANLA(Arakan National Liberation Army) which was declared as ―terror outfit‖ in 

Myanmar launched severe attack on army last year. Soon the army launched big attack on ANLA . 

This soon turned into attack on whole Rohingyas. After this attack Rohingyas to save their life started 

taking refugee in neighboring Bangladesh. 
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 By this over 8 lakh Rohingyas were living in a dilipitated condition in the refugee camps. 

UNHRC(United Nations Human Rights Council) described this incident as ―textbook example of 

ethnic cleanising‖. Now talks are going on between two governments of Bangladesh and Myanmar to 

displace the Rohingyas to their original place of Rakhine state. 

Other Operations conducted by Indian army in recent times: 

 Operation Raahat (2015) - Operation by the Indian Armed Forces to evacuate Indian citizens and 

other foreign nationals from Yemen during the 2015 military intervention by Saudi Arabia and its 

allies in that country during the Yemeni Crisis. It was conducted by Indian Navy. 

 Operation Sankat Mochan (2016)-An operation of the Indian Air Force in view of 2016 Juba 

Clashes to evacuate Indian Citizens and other foreign nationals from South Sudan during the South 

Sudanese Civil war.It was conducted by Indian Air Force 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

67) DRUGS TECHNICAL ADVISORY BOARD 

Why in news? 

 The Union Health Ministry has banned over-the-counter sale of around 14 creams containing steroids and 

antibiotics under the Schedule H category by making amendments to certain Drugs and Cosmetics Rules, 

1945. 

The decision was made following consultation with the Drugs Technical Advisory Board which 

recommended a ban on the sale of such creams without prescription and had also submitted their 

recommendations to the Central Drugs Standards Control Organisation. 

What necessitated this move? 

The move comes in the wake of dermatologists‘ complaints that pharmaceutical companies were selling 

steroid-based creams and ointments without medical guidance. 

About CDSCO: 

 The Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation(CDSCO) under Directorate General of Health 

Services, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India is the National Regulatory 

Authority (NRA) of India. 

 Under the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, CDSCO is responsible for approval of New Drugs, Conduct of 

Clinical Trials, laying down the standards for Drugs, control over the quality of imported Drugs in the 

country and coordination of the activities of State Drug Control Organizations by providing expert 

advice with a view of bring about the uniformity in the enforcement of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act. 

 Further CDSCO along with state regulators, is jointly responsible for grant of licenses of certain 

specialized categories of critical Drugs such as blood and blood products, I. V. Fluids, Vaccine and 

Sera. 
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About DTAB: 

 Drugs Technical Advisory Board (DTAB) is the highest decision-making body under the Union 

health ministry on technical matters. 

 Director General of Health Services (DGHS) is the ex-officio chairman of this statutory body which 

is constituted by the ministry under section 5 of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act. 

What are Schedule H drugs? 

 Schedule H is a class of prescription drugs listed under Drugs and Cosmetics Rules, 1945 which 

governs manufacture and sale of all drugs in India.  

 These drugs cannot be purchased over counter without the prescription of a doctor. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

68) PROMPT CORRECTIVE ACTION (PCA) FRAMEWORK 

Why in news? 

 Eleven public sector banks have been brought under the central bank‘s Prompt Corrective Action 

(PCA) framework with an aim to check NPAs.  

 This comes months after the central government had allocated capital of Rs.52,311crore to 11 ―weak 

banks‖ to maintain their minimum capital requirement. 

What is PCA? 

 PCA norms allow the regulator to place certain restrictions such as halting branch expansion and 

stopping dividend payment. It can even cap a bank‘s lending limit to one entity or sector.  

 Other corrective action that can be imposed on banks include special audit, restructuring 

operations and activation of recovery plan. 

 Banks‘ promoters can be asked to bring in new management, too. The RBI can also supersede the 

bank‘s board, under PCA. 

When is PCA invoked? 

The PCA is invoked when certain risk thresholds are breached. There are three risk thresholds which are 

based on certain levels of asset quality,  

1. profitability,  

2. capital 

3. Maximum tolerance limit, sets net NPA at over 12% and negative return on assets for four 

consecutive years. 

What are the types of sanctions? 

 There are two type of restrictions, mandatory and discretionary. Restrictions on dividend, branch 

expansion, directors compensation, are mandatory while discretionary restrictions could include curbs 

on lending and deposit.  
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 In the cases of two banks where PCA was invoked after the revised guidelines were issued — IDBI 

Bank and UCO Bank — only mandatory restrictions were imposed. Both the banks breached risk 

threshold 2. 

What will a bank do if PCA is triggered? 

1. Banks are not allowed to re new or access costly deposits or take steps to increase their fee-based 

income.  

2. Banks will also have to launch a special drive to reduce the stock of NPAs and contain generation of 

fresh NPAs. 

3. They will also not be allowed to enter into new lines of business. RBI will also impose restrictions on 

the bank on borrowings from interbank market. 

Impact: 

 Small and medium enterprises will have to bear the brunt due to this move by RBI. 

 Since the PCA framework restricts the amount of loans banks can extend, this will definitely put 

pressure on credit being made available to companies especially the MSMEs.  

 Large companies have access to the corporate bond market so they may not be impacted immediately.  

 It has been predicted that if more state-owned banks are brought under PCA, it will impact the credit 

availability for the MSME segment. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

69) EQUATORIAL GUINEA: 

Why in news? 

President of India is visiting Equatorial Guinea. This is the first time ever that a head of state from India is 

visiting Equatorial Guinea. 

About Equatorial Guinea: 

 Equatorial Guinea is a small country on the west coast of Africa. 

 Equatorial Guinea is the only sovereign African state in which Spanish is an official language. 

 It is made up of a mainland territory called Rio Muni, and five islands including Bioko, where the 

capital Malabo is located. 

 It is also a member of OPEC. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

70) 15
TH

 FINANCE COMMISSION(FC): 

 As per Article 280 of the Constitution, the commission is required to make recommendations on the 

distribution of the net proceeds of taxes between the Centre and the states. 

 Every five years President of India constitutes Finance commission. 

 Recently president of India constitutes 15
TH

 FINANCE COMMISION under the chairmanship of 

N.K.SINGH. 
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 The new Finance Commission will cover five-year period commencing April 1, 2020. 

 The 14th Finance Commission was set up on January 2, 2013. Its recommendations cover the period 

from April 1, 2015 to March 31, 2020. 

WHETHER 15
TH

 FINANCE COMMISSION TOR(Terms of reference) is unfavourable to Southern 

states or not: 

What TOR tells about: 

 The ToR mandates the Commission to use 2011 population for tax sharing and devolution of 

resources instead of 1971 population as was the practice in the past. This step had been taken not to 

discourage the states which had taken progressive steps in containing the population. 

 In 2001, parliament had freezed 1971 as a base year for calculating seats as well as allocation funds 

till 2024.  

Why NOT 2011 INSTEAD OF 1971: 

If Finance commission used 2011 data instead of 1971 the states(except special category states) which have 

taken progressive steps in containing population will get lower allocation of funds during distribution of 

central taxes. 

These states feel that if this decision is not opposed now then Centre may suggest Election commission to 

use 2011 data instead 1971 while calculating the parliamentary seats allotted to them. If they do this share of 

member of parliament (MP)from the southern states will decrease meanwhile share of northern states will 

increase. This will make the southern states vulnerable they feel that their voices may not be heard in 

parliament due to low number of parliamentarians.      

Is it a North vs South DEBATE? 

Actually not because not only Southern states but other states like Punjab, Jammu and Kashmir,  

Himachal Pradesh had also raised objections to the TOR. We may call this is issue as an developed vs 

developing states. 

Is southern states really taken steps to reduce population: 

Data below shows yes. 
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Total Fertility Rate – the average number of children that will be born to a woman during her lifetime. 

DEMOCRATIC TRANSITION(DT):  

 The theory propounded by American demographer warren Thomson 

 DT is the transition from high birth and death rates as a country or region develops from pre-

industrial to an industrialised economic system. 

 Most developed countries have completed the DT and have low birth rates while most developing 

countries are in the process of this transition. 

 Worlds average TFR is 2.33 

 Chinas TFR is 1.57 

 The country with TFR below the Transmission levels will have higher old age population. So it is 

good to maintain at replacement levels.  

India‟s current population replacement rate is 2.3 and is expected its democratic transition in 2020. 

TWO TYPES OF DEVOLUTION OF FUNDS: 

1).Horizontal devolution – devolution of funds between the states. 

2).vertical devolution – devolution of funds between centre and states. 

EVEN 14
TH

 FINANCE COMMISION HAD ALSO USED 2011 CENSUS DATA WHY NO OBJECTIONS 

RAISED BEFORE WHY ONLY NOW? 

14
TH

 FINANCE COMMISSION gave only 10% weightage to 2011 census and it gave remaining 90% 

weightage to 1971 census meanwhile 15
th  

FC had decided to use only 2011 census that creates the problem.  
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 What is FC reply to the questions raised by the states? 

FC confirmed that they will use the 2011 data but at the same time they also mentioned that they will 

incentivise the states that had taken steps to contain the population but the objecting states are not in ready to 

accept the FC reply. 

SOURCE: PIB,THE HINDU 

71) NATIONAL COMMISSION OF SCHDULED CASTES AND SCHDULED TRIBES: 

Why in news? 

Nothing wrong in adding Ramji, says Scheduled Castes panel chief. 

BACKGROUND: 

Recently Uttar Pradesh(U.P) government have  ordered the state authorities to change the name of Bhimrao 

Ambedkar to Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar by adding ―Ramji‖ which created controversy as opposition claims 

it is an imposition of ―Hindutva‖ ideology but government defended it by saying that the name used by 

Ambedkar himself while signing the Indian constitution. 

ABOUT  NCSC: 

 National Commission for Scheduled Castes (NCSC) is an Indian constitutional body 

The following are the functions of the commission: 

 To investigate and monitor all matters relating to the safeguards provided for the Scheduled Castes 

under this Constitution or under any other law for the time being in force or under any order of the 

Government and to evaluate the working of such safeguards; 

 To inquire into specific complaints with respect to the deprivation of rights and safeguards of the 

Scheduled Castes; 

 To participate and advise on the planning process of socio-economic development of the Scheduled 

Castes and to evaluate the progress of their development under the Union and any State; 

 To present to the President, annually and at such other times as the Commission may deem fit, reports 

upon the working of those safeguards; 

 To make in such reports recommendations as to the measures that should be taken by the Union or 

any State for the effective implementation of those safeguards and other measures for the protection, welfare 

and socio-economic development of the Scheduled Castes; and 

 To discharge such other functions in relation to the protection, welfare and development and 

advancement of the Scheduled Castes as the President may, subject to the provisions of any law made by 

Parliament. 

SOURCE: NCSC WEBSITE 
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72)ESSENTIAL COMMODITIES ACT: 

Why in news? 

Crowd sourcing of data on Prices of 22 essential food items monitored by Department of Consumer Affairs 

through its website. 

About the act: 

 An Act to provide, in the interests of the general public, for the control of the production, supply and 

distribution of, and trade and commerce in, certain commodities. 

 The Essential Commodities Act is an act of Parliament of India which was established to ensure the 

delivery of certain commodities or products, the supply of which if obstructed owing to hoarding or 

blackmarketing would affect the normal life of the people. This includes foodstuff, drugs, fuel 

(petroleum products) etc. 

 The ECA was enacted way back in 1955. It has since been used by the Government to regulate the 

production, supply and distribution of a whole host of commodities it declares ‗essential‘in order to 

make them available to consumers at fair prices. 

 The list of items under the Act include drugs, fertilizers, pulses and edible oils, and petroleum and 

petroleum products. The Centre can include new commodities as and when the need arises, and take 

them off the list once the situation improves. 

 Here‘s how it works. If the Centre finds that a certain commodity is in short supply and its price is 

spiking, it can notify stock-holding limits on it for a specified period. The States act on this 

notification to specify limits and take steps to ensure that these are adhered to. Anybody trading or 

dealing in a commodity, be it wholesalers, retailers or even importers are prevented from stockpiling 

it beyond a certain quantity. 

 A State can, however, choose not to impose any restrictions. But once it does, traders have to 

immediately sell into the market any stocks held beyond the mandated quantity. This improves 

supplies and brings down prices. As not all shopkeepers and traders comply, State agencies conduct 

raids to get everyone to toe the line and the errant are punished. The excess stocks are auctioned or 

sold through fair price shops 

 It will be under ministry of consumer affairs. 

SOURCE:PIB,MINISTRY OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 

73) CHAMPARAN SATHYAGRAHA: 

Why in news? 

 PM addresses 20,000 Swachhagrahis to mark anniversary of Champaran Satyagraha. 

 Last year GOI celebrated centenary celebrations. 
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About Champaran sathyagraha: 

BACKGROUND: 

 Gandhiji dangled between India and South Africa for many times till January 1915, when he arrived 

in India and remained here till his death.  

 The date of his arrival is celebrated today as Pravasi Bharatiya Diwas.  

 His first major public appearance in India was at the opening ceremony of the Banaras Hindu 

University in February 1916.  

 In the next two years he involved in some significant struggles that made him the undisputed leader 

of India‘s masses. 

ABOUT: 

 The Champaran Satyagraha of 1917 was Mahatma Gandhi‘s first Satyagraha. Champaran and Kheda 

Satyagraha were the events which later put Gandhi on the front seat of Indian National Revolution 

and made Satyagraha a powerful tool. 

 The peasants (bhumihars) of the Champaran and other areas of North Bihar were growing the Indigo 

under the tinakathia system. 

Tinakathia system: 

 Under the tinakathia system the peasants were bound to plant 3 out of 20 parts of his land with 

indigo for his landlord.  

 This means that out of 20 khatas which make an acre, they had to dedicate 3 khatas for indigo 

plantation. This was the root cause of the trouble. They had to lease this part in return to the advance 

at the beginning of each cultivation season. The price was too less and was fixed on the area 

cultivated rather than the crop produced. They were actually being cheated by the English planters. 

The planters had agreed to the peasants to relive them from the lease contracts but demanded heavy 

compensations which they were not able to pay.  

 One local peasant leader Rajkumar Shukla had invited Mahatma Gandhi to visit Champaran. 

Gandhi ji arrived in Champaran but was later ordered by the District magistrate of Champaran W B 

Heycock to leave the district. Gandhi ji refused and persisted. 
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 He decided to commit Satyagraha. He proceeded towards the Champaran. The commissioner of tirhut 

division ordered Gandhi‘s arrest but Government of India cancelled the arrest because it did want to 

make him a hero. He was left at liberty to pursue his investigations into the peasant‘s grievances. 

Later the Champaran Agragarian committee was constituted and Gandhi was offered a seat in it. 

The psychological impact of this Satyagraha was outstanding. Gandhi became Lord Rama of the 

peasants who demolished the demons (planters) . People got a holy man‖ Gandhi Baba‖ in Gandhi 

who could cure all their problem 

SOURCE: PIB,THE HINDU 

 

74).NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR SAFAI KARAMCHARIS (NCSK): 

Why in news? 

New Website & Mobile APP of National Commission for Safai Karamcharis Launched. 

About NCSK: 

 The commission was established in 1994. 

 It was established to deal with the grievances of persons engaged in manual scavenging. 

 It is statutory body established under National Commission for Safai Karamcharis Act, 1993. 

 Its mandate is to study, evaluate and monitor the implementation of various schemes for Safai 

Karamcharis as an autonomous organisation. 

SOURCE: PIB,NCSK 

75) NCLT: 

Why in news? 

 Online search giant Google has filed an appeal at the National Company Law Appellate Tribunal against 

an order from India‘s competition watchdog that found it guilty of ―search bias‖ and abuse of its dominant 

position. 

What‟s the issue? 

In February, the Competition Commission of India imposed a 1.36 billion rupees ($20.95 million) fine on 

Google, saying it was abusing its dominance in online web search and online search advertising markets, in 

the latest regulatory setback for the world‘s most popular internet search engine. 

About NCLAT: 

 National Company Law Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT) was constituted under         Section 410 of the 

Companies Act, 2013 for hearing appeals against the orders of National Company Law Tribunal(s) 

(NCLT), with effect from 1st June, 2016. 
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o NCLAT is also the Appellate Tribunal for hearing appeals against the orders passed by 

NCLT(s) under Section 61 of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC). 

o NCLAT is also the Appellate Tribunal for hearing appeals against the orders passed by 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India under Section 202 and Section 211 of IBC. 

o NCLAT is also the Appellate Tribunal to hear and dispose of appeals against any direction 

issued or decision made or order passed by the Competition Commission of India (CCI). 

Composition: 

The President of the Tribunal and the chairperson and Judicial Members of the Appellate Tribunal shall be 

appointed after consultation with the Chief Justice of India 

The Members of the Tribunal and the Technical Members of the Appellate Tribunal shall be appointed on the 

recommendation of a Selection Committee consisting of: 

 Chief Justice of India or his nominee—Chairperson. 

 A senior Judge of the Supreme Court or a Chief Justice of High Court— Member. 

 Secretary in the Ministry of Corporate Affairs—Member. 

 Secretary in the Ministry of Law and Justice—Member. 

 Secretary in the Department of Financial Services in the Ministry of Finance— Member. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

76) FSSAI INTRODUCES PROJECT DHOOP: 

Why in news? 

 In order to address rising incidence of Vitamin „D‟ Deficiencies (VDD), particularly amongst the young 

people, FSSAI has launched a unique initiative, ‗Project Dhoop‘ in association with The National Council 

of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), New Delhi Municipal Council (NDMC) and North-

Municipal Council of Delhi (MCD) Schools. 

About Project Dhoop: 

Project Dhoop urges schools to shift their morning assembly to noon time, mainly between 11am and 1pm 

to ensure maximum absorption of Vitamin D in students through natural sunlight. 

About FSSAI: 

 The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) has been established under Food Safety 

and Standards Act, 2006 which consolidates various acts & orders that have hitherto handled food 

related issues in various Ministries and Departments. 

 It was created for laying down science based standards for articles of food and to regulate their 

manufacture, storage, distribution, sale and import to ensure availability of safe and wholesome food 

for human consumption. 

 Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India is the Administrative Ministry for the 

implementation of FSSAI. 
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 The Chairperson and Chief Executive Officer of Food Safety and Standards Authority of India 

(FSSAI) are appointed by Government of India. 

 The Chairperson is in the rank of Secretary to Government of India. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

77) MUTUAL RECOGNITION OF CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY OF SEAFARERS 

Why in news? 

India has signed anMemorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Republic of Korea on Mutual 

Recognition of Certificates of Competency of Seafarers. 

Significance of the MOU: 

The MOU will pave way for recognition of maritime education and training, certificates of competency, 

endorsements, training documentary evidence and medical fitness certificates for seafarers issued by the 

Government of the other country in accordance with the provisions of Regulation 1/10 of the Standards of 

Training, Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW) Convention, and cooperation between the two countries 

in training and management of seafarers. 

About STCW convention: 

 The International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers 

(or STCW), 1978 sets qualification standards for masters, officers and watch personnel on seagoing 

merchant ships. 

 STCW was adopted in 1978 by conference at the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in 

London, and entered into force in 1984. The Convention was significantly amended in 1995. 

 The 1978 STCW Convention was the first to establish basic requirements on training, certification 

and watchkeeping for seafarers on an international level. 

 The Convention prescribes minimum standards relating to training, certification and watchkeeping 

for seafarers which countries are obliged to meet or exceed. 

 One important feature of the Convention is that it applies to ships of non-party States when visiting 

ports of States which are Parties to the Convention. 

 The Manila amendments to the STCW Convention and Code were adopted on 25 June 2010, marking 

a major revision of the STCW Convention and Code. 

 SOURCES: PIB 

78) NATIONAL NUTRITION MISSION:  

BACKGROUND: 

 Government is implementing several schemes and programs like Anganwadi Services, Scheme for 

Adolescent Girls and Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojna under the Umbrella Integrated Child 

Development Services Scheme as direct targeted interventions to address the problem of 

malnutrition in the country. 
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 All these schemes address one or other aspects related to nutrition and have the potential to improve 

nutritional outcomes in the country.  

About: 

Malnutrition is not a direct cause of death but contributes to mortality and morbidity by reducing resistance 

to infections. There are a number of causes of death of children such as prematurity, low birth weight, 

pneumonia, diarrhoeal diseases, non-communicable diseases, birth asphyxia & birth trauma, injuries, 

congenital anomalies, acute bacterial sepsis and severe infections, etc. 

MISSSION: 

 

The Government has set up National Nutrition Mission (NNM) for improving the nutritional indicators of 

children and pregnant women and lactating mothers. 

 The Mission aims to prevent and reduce prevalence of  

 Stunting among children (0-6 years) in the country by 6% 

 Undernutrition (underweight) prevalence among children (0-6 years) by 6% 

 Anaemia among children by 9% 

 Anaemia among women (15-49 years) by 9% 

 Low birth weight by 6%. 

The Goals set under the mission will be achieved by ensuring convergence with various programmes; 

incentivizing States/ UTs; IT enabled Real Time Monitoring (ICT-RTM) by using Smart Phones and Tablets; 

Evaluation; Community mobilisation awareness advocacy; IEC, Online Course on Nutrition for Children, 

Nutrition message from folk songs and songs on WASH, and strengthening human resource, etc. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 
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79) PARAMPARAGAT KRISHI VIKAS YOJANA (PKVY) 

Why in news? 

 According to revised guidelines of the Centre‘s flagship scheme to promote organic farming, Paramparagat 

Krishi Vikas Yojana (PKVY), farmers will be eligible for an assistance of Rs48,700per hectare for a three-

year period for adopting these traditional methods of cultivation. 

Who is eligible? 

According to the revised guidelines, farmers practicing traditional methods of organic farming like yogik 

farming, gou mata kheti, Vedic farming, Vaishnav kheti, Ahinsa farming, Adhvoot Shivanand 

farming, and rishi krishi will be eligible for financial assistance, in addition to those adopting standard 

organic farming practices like zero-budget natural farming and permaculture. 

What is this about? 

 Yogik farming refers to a system where it is believed that farmers can channelize cosmic energy to 

their fields by performing yoga. 

 Rishi krishi is based on pre-Vedic, Vedic and medieval texts like Vishvavallava, 

Kashyapiyakrishisukti, and Surapala‘s Vrikshayurveda. 

 Gou mata kheti is a system of farming which uses cow dung and urine from indigenous breeds of 

lactating cows. 

Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana (PKVY): 

Paramparagat Krishi Vikas Yojana is an elaborated component of Soil Health Management (SHM) of 

major project National Mission of Sustainable Agriculture (NMSA). 

Implementation: 

 Under PKVY Organic farming is promoted through the adoption of the organic village by cluster 

approach and Participatory Guarantee Systems (PGS) certification. 

 Fifty or more farmers will form a cluster having 50-acre land to take up the organic farming under the 

scheme. 

 The produce will be pesticide residue free and will contribute to improving the health of the 

consumer. 

SOURCE: PIB 

80)COAL BED METHANE: 

WHY IN NEWS? 

CCEA(Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs) approved the extraction Coal bed methane 

About: 
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Picture shows how the coal bed methane is extracted. 

 Coalbed methane (CBM or coal-bed methane),coalbed gas, coal seam gas (CSG), or coal-mine 

methane (CMM) is a form of natural gas extracted from coal beds. In recent decades it has become 

an important source of energy in United States, Canada, Australia, and other countries. 

 The term refers to methane adsorbed into the solid matrix of the coal. 

 It is called 'sweet gas' because of its lack of hydrogen sulfide. 

 The presence of this gas is well known from its occurrence in underground coal mining, where it 

presents a serious safety risk. 

 Coalbed methane is distinct from a typical sandstone or other conventional gas reservoir, as the 

methane is stored within the coal by a process called adsorption. 

 The methane is in a near-liquid state, lining the inside of pores within the coal . The open fractures in 

the coal (called the cleats) can also contain free gas or can be saturated with water. 

 Unlike much natural gas from conventional reservoirs, coalbed methane contains very little heavier 

hydrocarbons such as propane or butane, and no natural-gas condensate. It often contains up to a few 

percent carbon dioxide. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

What is the difference between adsorption and absorption? 

Adsorption is the adhesion of molecules of gas, liquid, or dissolved solids to a surface. This process 

creates a film of the adsorbate (the molecules or atoms being accumulated) on the surface of the 

adsorbent. It differs from absorption, in which a fluid permeates or is dissolved by a liquid or solid. 
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81) INTERNATIONAL SOLAR ALLIANCE(ISA): 

Why in news? 

Cabinet clears pact to formalize ISA HQ in India. 

BACKGROUND: 

 There is no specific body in place to address the specific solar technology deployment needs of the 

solar resource rich countries located between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn. 

 Most of these countries are geographically located for optimal absorption of the sun‘s rays. There is a 

great amount of sunlight year-round which can lead to cost effective solar power and other end 

useswith high insolation of almost 300 sunny days in a year.  

 Most of the countries have large agrarian populations. Many countries face gaps in the potential solar 

energy manufacturing eco-system.  

 Absence of universal energy access, energy equity and affordability are issues common to most of the 

solar resource rich countries.  

 International Solar Alliance (ISA) is conceived as a coalition of solar resource rich countries to 

address their special energy needs and will provide a platform to collaborate on addressing the 

identified gaps through a common, agreed approach. 

 It will not duplicate or replicate the efforts that others (like International Renewable Energy Agency 

(IRENA), Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Partnership(REEEP), International Energy 

Agency (IEA), Renewable Energy Policy  

 Network for the 21st Century (REN21), United Nations bodies, bilateral organizations etc.) are 

currently engaged in, but will establish networks and develop synergies with them and supplement 

their efforts in a sustainable and focused manner. 

With this aim ISA was launched at the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris on 30th 

November, 2015 by Prime Minister of India and former President of France, in the presence of the then 

Secretary General of the United Nations. 

About ISA: 

 The International Solar Alliance is a treaty based international inter-governmental alliance of 121 

solar resource rich countries lying fully or partially between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn 

 There are no targets or legal obligations imposed on member-countries. 

 UN member countries which are located beyond the Tropics can join the ISA as “Partner 

Countries”. 

 United Nations including its organs can join the ISA as “Strategic Partners”. 

 Organizations that have potential to help the ISA achieve its objectives including regional inter-

governmental economic integration organizations constituted by sovereign states at least one of 

which is a member of the ISA can join the ISA as a “Partner Organization”. 

 It further aims to formulate financial instruments to effectively mobilize more than US$1000 billion 

dollars in investments that will be required by 2030 for the massive deployment of affordable solar 
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energy and pave the way for future solar generation, storage and good technologies for each 

prospective member country‘s individual needs. 

Structure of ISA: 

 The ISA will have a two-tier structure – the Assembly and the Secretariat 

 Each member-country is represented on the Assembly, which meets annually at the Ministerial level 

at the seat of the ISA. The Assembly may also meet under special circumstances. 

 The Assembly makes all necessary decisions regarding the functioning of the ISA, including the 

selection of the Director General and approval of the operating budget. 

 Each Member has one vote in the Assembly 

 Partner Countries, Partner Organizations, Strategic Partners, and Observers may  participate without 

having the right to vote.  

 Decisions on questions of procedure are taken by a simple majority of the Members present and 

voting. Decisions on matters of substance are taken by two-third majority of the Members present and 

voting. Decisions regarding specific Programmes are taken by countries participating in this 

Programme.  

 The Secretariat comprises of a Director General, who is the Chief Executive Officer and other staff 

as may be required. The Director General is selected by and responsible to the Assembly, for a term 

of four years, renewable for one further term.  

 The Secretariat shall prepare matters for Assembly action and carries out decisions entrusted to it by 

the Assembly. It will ensure that appropriate steps are taken to follow up Assembly decisions and to 

coordinate the actions of Members in the implementation of such decisions.   

 There is no membership-fee to join the ISA.   

 All costs relating to the running of the ISA will be funded through voluntary contributions of 

member-countries, partner countries, partner organizations and Strategic Partners.  Funds will also be 

raised through specific activities approved by the Assembly of the ISA. 

ABOUT SOLAR MAMAS: 

 Solar mamas who were known as solar engineers trained by skilled professionals from India. 

 The programme to train women from Africa and other developing countries, started in 2008, is 

funded by the Indian government and has been popular with African women over the years. 

 Since its inception in 2008, graduates of the solar engineering programme have electrified 1,015 

villages in 68 countries, changing the lives of 500,000 villagers 

INDIA‟S RENEWABLE ENERGY TARGET: 

GOI aimed to create 175GW from renewable energy.  

Among 175GW, 

100GW from solar 
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60GW from wind 

10 GW from bio-energy sources. 

5GW from Hydropower. 

India had crossed 60 GW of renewable energy capacity last September. 

SOURCE: ISA, PIB 

82) NATIONAL MISSSION FOR CLEAN GANGA(NMCG): 

About NMCA: 

 National Mission for Clean Ganga(NMCG) was registered as a society on 12th August 2011 under 

the Societies Registration Act 1860. 

 It acted as implementation arm of National Ganga River Basin Authority(NGRBA) which was 

constituted under the provisions of the Environment (Protection) Act (EPA),1986.  

 NGRBA has since been dissolved with effect from the 7th October 2016, consequent to constitution 

of National Council for Rejuvenation, Protection and Management of River. 

 The Act envisages five tier structure at national, state and district level to take measures for 

prevention, control and abatement of environmental pollution in river Ganga and to ensure 

continuous adequate flow of water so as to rejuvenate the river Ganga as below;  

 

1. National Ganga Council under chairmanship of Prime Minister of India.  

2. Empowered Task Force (ETF) on river Ganga under chairmanship of Union Minister of Water 

Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation.  

3. National Mission for Clean Ganga(NMCG).  

4. State Ganga Committees and  

5. District Ganga Committees in every specified district abutting river Ganga and its tributaries in the 

states.  

 

NMCG has a two tier management structure and comprises of Governing Council and Executive 

Committee. Both of them are headed by Director General, 

 NMCG. Executive Committee has been authorized to accord approval for all projects up to Rs.1000 

crore.  

 Similar to structure at national level, State Program Management Groups (SPMGs) acts as 

implementing arm of State Ganga Committees.  

 Thus the newly created structure attempts to bring all stakeholders on one platform to take a 

holistic approach towards the task of Ganga cleaning and rejuvenation. 
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Namami Gange Programme: 

★ „Namami Gange Program‘, is an Integrated Conservation Mission, approved as ‗Flagship Program‘ by the 

Union Government in June 2014 with budget outlay of Rs.20,000Crore to accomplish the twin objectives of 

effective abatement of pollution, conservation and rejuvenation of National River Ganga. 

★ Main pillars of the Namami Gange Program are:- 

 Sewerage Treatment Infrastructure 

 River-Front Development 

 River-Surface Cleaning 

 Bio-Diversity 

 Afforestation 

 Public Awareness 

 Industrial Effluent Monitoring 

 Ganga Gram. 

ABOUT GANGA: 

 It is the largest river in India. 

 It is a trans-boundary river flowing through India and Bangladesh. 

 It is a sacred river for Hindus. 

 Large number of livelihood depends on river Ganga about 40% India‘s population living along the 

river Ganga. 

 The Ganges is highly polluted. Pollution threatens not only humans, but also more than 140 fish 

species, 90 amphibian species and the endangered Ganges river dolphin.The levels of fecal coliform 

bacteria from human waste in the waters of the river near Varanasi are more than 100 times the 

Indian government's official limit. 

 Ganges flows through Uttarakhand, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, WestBengal. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OFWATER RESOURCES, RIVER DEVELOPMENT & GANGA REJUVENATION 

83).IRNSS-1I: 

Why in news? 

ISRO successfully launched IRNSS-1I. 

News in detail: 

 Eighth in the series, the 1425- kg launched through PSLV C41 completes the first phase of the 

Indian regional navigation constellation. 

 The navigation satellites, dubbed India's own GPS (Global Positioning System), are meant for 

giving precise information of position, navigation and time of objects or people.  
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 It is on par with US-based GPS, Russia‘s GLONASSand GALILEO developed by Europe. 

 They have a civilian and a restricted military/security application.. 

Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS): NAVIC 

 

 IRNSS is an independent regional navigation satellite system being developed by India. 

 It is designed to provide accurate position information service to users in India as well as the region 

extending up to 1500 km from its boundary.  

IRNSS will provide two types of services, namely,  

1)Standard Positioning Service (SPS) which is provided to all the users. 

2)Restricted Service (RS), which is an encrypted service provided only to the authorized users. 

 The IRNSS System is expected to provide a position accuracy of better than 20 m in the primary service 

area. 

Some applications of IRNSS are: 

 Terrestrial, Aerial and Marine Navigation 

 Disaster Management 

 Vehicle tracking and fleet management 

 Integration with mobile phones 

 Precise Timing 

 Mapping and Geodetic data capture 

 Terrestrial navigation aid for hikers and travellers 

 Visual and voice navigation for drivers  
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 The space segment consists of the IRNSS constellation of seven satellites, NavIC. 

 Three satellites are located in suitable orbital slots in the geostationary orbit and the remaining four 

are located in geosynchronous orbits with the required inclination and equatorial crossings in two 

different planes.  

 All the satellites of the constellation are configured identically. The satellites are configured with I-

1K Bus to be compatible for launch on-board PSLV 

Geosynchronous vs Geostationary Orbits: 

What is the difference between geosynchronous and geostationary orbits? 

This special position in high Earth orbit is known as a geosynchronous orbit. 

But how is this any different from a geostationary orbit? 

Geosynchronous Orbit 

 About 35,786 kilometers above the Earth‘s surface, satellites are in geostationary orbit. From the 

center of the Earth, this is approximately 42,164 kilometers. This distance puts it in the high Earth 

orbit category. 

 At any inclination, a geosynchronous orbit synchronizes with the rotation of the Earth. More 

specifically, the time it takes for the Earth to rotate on its axis is 23 hours, 56 minutes and 4.09 

seconds, which is the same as a satellite in a geosynchronous orbit. 

 If you are an observer on the ground, you would see the satellite as if it‘s in a fixed position without 

movement. 

 This makes geosynchronous satellites particularly useful for telecommunications and other remote 

sensing applications. 

 

Geostationary Orbits 

While geosynchronous satellites can have any inclination, the key difference to geostationary orbit is the fact 

that they lie on the same plane as the equator. 

Geostationary orbits fall in the same category as geosynchronous orbits, but it‘s parked over the equator. 

This one special quality makes it unique from geosynchronous orbits. 
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Weather monitoring satellites like GOES are in geostationary orbits because they have a constant view of the 

same area. In a high Earth orbit, it‘s also useful for search and rescue beacons. 

 

Here‘s how both orbits compare: 

 

While the geostationary orbit lies on the same plane as the equator, the geosynchronous satellites has a 

different inclination. 

This is the key difference between the two types of orbits. 

Semi-Synchronous Orbits: 

 Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites are in another sweet spot known as semi-synchronous orbits. 

While geosynchronous orbits match the rotation of Earth (24 hours), semi-synchronous orbits take 12 hours 

to complete an orbit. 

Instead of 35,786 kilometers above the Earth‘s surface, semi-synchronous orbits are approximately 20,200 

kilometers above the surface. This puts them in the medium Earth orbit range out of the three classes of 

orbits. 

These orbits are close to zero in eccentricity, meaning they are near-circular. Eccentric orbits define how 

stretched orbits are. The closer eccentricity is to zero, the more the orbit closer to a circle. The closer to one, 

the orbit becomes longer and skinnier. 
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Sun Synchronous Orbits : 

 These orbits allows a satellite to pass over a section of the Earth at the same time of day.  

 Since there are 365 days in a year and 360 degrees in a circle, it means that the satellite has to shift its 

orbit by approximately one degree per day. These satellites orbit at an altitude between 700 to 800 

km.  

 These satellites use the fact since the Earth is not perfectly round (the Earth bulges in the center, the 

bulge near the equator will cause additional gravitational forces to act on the satellite.  

 This causes the satellite's orbit to either proceed or recede. These orbits are used for satellites that 

need a constant amount of sunlight.  

 Satellites that take pictures of the Earth would work best with bright sunlight, while satellites that 

measure longwave radiation would work best in complete darkness. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

 IRNSS-1H which was launched in august 2017 was a failure mission.  

 After 1 year ISRO successfully completed the IRNSS series. By this success India is from now will 

have indigenous GPS (Global Positioning System). 

SOURCE: PIB, MARINE.RUTGERS.EDU 

84) ASIAN INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT BANK(AIIB): 

Why in news? 

AIIB decides to invest $140M to improve Rural Connectivity in India. 
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About AIIB 

The Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) is an international financial institution proposed by China. 

The purpose of the multilateral development bank is to provide finance to infrastructure projects in the Asia-

Pacific region. 

Members: 

 The China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) has officially approved 64 nations as 

prospective founding members, with Sweden, Israel, South Africa, Azerbaijan, Iceland, Portugal and 

Poland the latest to be included.  

 Countries accepted as AIIB founding members include China, India, Malaysia, Indonesia, 

Singapore, Saudi Arabia, Brunei, Myanmar, the Philippines, Pakistan, Britain, Australia, 

Brazil, France, Germany and Spain. 

 Founding members have priority over nations that sign up later because they will have the right to set 

the rules for the bank. 

 In March 2015, United Kingdom became the first of G7 nations to join the bank.4 members of 

UNSC  

Voting pattern:  

 The voting shares are based on the size of each member country‟s economy (GDP in PPP terms) 

and not on the basis of contribution to the bank‘s authorized capital.  

 China, India and Russia are the three largest shareholders. Unlike in World bank voting rights are 

allotted according to the authorized capital.  

 Beijing holds a 30.34 per cent stake in the bank as it contributed US$29.78 billion of the institution's 

initial capital. 

 It will also have 26.06 per cent of the voting rights, giving it effective veto power, as the bank's 

major decisions will require the support of at least 75 per cent of the votes. 

SOURCE: AIIB,PIB 

85) 3R FORUM(Reduce,Reuse,Recycle): 

Why in news? 

 Eighth Regional 3R Forum concludes with adoption of Chair Summary which reaffirms the 

commitment of the Asia-Pacific Nations to promote and imbibe the Principles of 3R. 

 The 8th Regional 3R Forum in Asia and the Pacific, 9-12 April 2018, Indore, Madhya Pradesh, India, 

is co-organized by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs (MoHUA) of Government of India, 

the Ministry of the Environment of the Government of Japan (MOEJ), and the United Nations Centre 

for Regional Development (UNCRD) of Division for Sustainable Development (DSD) / UN DESA. 

 Theme of this forum is "Achieving Clean Water, Clean Land and Clean Air through 3R and 

Resource Efficiency- A 21st Century Vision for Asia-Pacific Communities". 
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About the forum:  

 The United Nations Centre for Regional Development (UNCRD) has been organizing 

International Regional Forum on 3Rs since 2009 with the support of Government of Japan to 

promote the concept of Reduce, Reuse, Recycle in industry, service and agriculture sector.  

 The overall objective is to establish sound material cycle society by adopting resource conservation, 

techniques and technologies. 

SOURCE: 3R FORUM   

86) 11th World Hindi Conference 

Why in news? 

 The 11th World Hindi Conference (WHC) is being organized in August 2018 in Mauritius by the Ministry 

of External Affairs, Government of India in association with the Government of Mauritius. 

About the conference: 

The event, held once in three years, is dedicated to Hindi language. It sees participation from Hindi scholars, 

writers and laureates from different parts of the world who contribute to the language. 

Key facts: 

 The decision to organize the 11th edition of the Conference in Mauritius was taken at the 10th World 

Hindi Conference held in Bhopal, India in September 2015. 

 The first World Hindi Conference was held in 1975 in Nagpur, India. Since then, ten such 

Conferences have been held in different parts of the world. 

 The main theme of the Conference is ―Vaishvik Hindi Aur Bharatiy Sanskriti‖. 

 The MEA has also set up the World Hindi Secretariat in Mauritius. The main objective of the WHS is 

to promote Hindi as an international language and further its cause for recognition at the United 

Nations as an Official Language. 

SOURCES: THE HINDU 

 

87). BANK BOARD BUREAU(BBB): 

Why in news? 

Centre appoints Bhanu Pratap Sharma as a chairman of BBB. 

ABOUT: 

BACKGROUND: 

As part of “INDRADHANUSHPLAN” for banks seven strategies had been devised to revamp the PSB‘s. 
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1).Bank board bureau  

2).Destressing of banks - vibrant debt market for PSB‘s to reduce the lending pressure of the banks. 

3).Recapitilisation –government had decided to inject 25,000 crore annually to the debt-laden banks. 

4).Empowerment –providing greater flexibility in hiring of professionals.  

5).Appointment – selection of non-executive chairman in 6 state owned PSB‘s. 

6).Framework of accountability – strengthening the vigilance of PSB‟s to check the major frauds and also 

with connivance of the staff. 

7).Governance reforms in PSB‟s- gyan sangam(bankers retreat) will be held to deliberate the baking 

situation in the country. 

ABOUT BBB: 

 It is an autonomous and recommendatory body. 

 Its main function is to revamp the PSBS‘S by collaborating with various stakeholders to strengthen 

the PSB‘s to take on competition among the banks and to take on the risk faced in this sector. 

 With the aim of strengthening the PSB‘s BBB will recruit the professionals  and by this it replaced 

the appointments board of the governments. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU, BANK BOARD BUREAU 

88) ASPIRATIONAL DISTRICT PROGRAMME 

Why in news? 

 Small Industries Development Bank of India (Sidbi) has charted a plan to promote micro enterprises 

in 115 aspirational districts across the country to contribute in their development.  

 The bank has tied up with Common Service Centre (CSC) to meet this objective. 

About Transformation of Aspirational Districts Programme: 

‗Transformation of Aspirational Districts‘ was launched in January with an aim to quickly and effectively 

transform some of the most underdeveloped districts in the country. 

Implementation strategy: 

 The broad contours of the programme are Convergence (of Central & State Schemes), Collaboration 

(of Central, State level ‗Prabhari‘ Officers & District Collectors), and Competition among districts 

driven by a mass Movement. 

 This will converge the central and state schemes, collaborate central, state and district collectors to 

strengthen these districts by identifying the low-hanging fruits for immediate improvement, measure 

progress and then rank the district by getting the data on a real-time basis. 
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Selection of backward districts: 

The 115 districts, including 35 affected by left-wing extremism, were selected on parameters like 

deprivation (extent of landless households), health & nutrition (institutional delivery, stunting of children and 

wasting in children), education (elementary dropout rate and adverse pupil-teacher ratio) and infrastructure 

(un-electrified homes, lack of toilets, villages not connected by road and lack of drinking water). 

Significance of the scheme: 

 With states as the main drivers, this program will focus on the strength of each district, identify low-

hanging fruits for immediate improvement, measure progress, and rank districts. 

 Under the programme, identified districts are prodded and encouraged to first catch-up with the best 

district within their state, and subsequently aspire to become one of the best in the country, by 

competing with, and learning from others. 

Need for the development of backward districts: 

 India cannot grow at a high rate on a long run until these districts catch up, whatever high are the 

GDP number, it has no meaning until the benefit of growth percolates down to very basic level.  

 Ensuring progress in areas facing the most severe challenges and improving conditions in remote and 

rural regions are prerequisites for India to reach the next stage of its economic and human 

development. 

 Through its massive scale and innovative use of data, the aspirational districts programme (ADP) will 

help India move towards its goals. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

89) THE COMMONWEALTH: 

Why in news? 

2018 commonwealth group meeting scheduled at London. 

About the Commonwealth: 

 It is a voluntary association of Independent and Equal sovereign states. 

 The commonwealth is an intergovernmental organization of 52 member states that are mostly 

former territories of the British Empire 

 Our member governments have agreed to pursue shared goals such as development, democracy and 

peace. These values and principles are expressed in the Commonwealth Charter. 

 The Commonwealth spans the globe, including both advanced economies and developing countries, 

in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean and Americas, Europe and the Pacific. 

 Our combined population is 2.4 billion, of which more than 60 per cent is aged under 30. Thirty 

members are small states, with a population under two million, and 25 are island nations. 

 The Commonwealth celebrates diversity and is made up of many faiths, races, languages, cultures 

and traditions. Most countries have similar legal and governance systems and, in English, a shared 

language. 
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 A network of more than 80 intergovernmental, civil society, cultural and professional organisations 

help member countries to put Commonwealth values and principles into action. 

 Commonwealth organisations are involved in diverse activities, from helping countries with trade 

negotiations to encouraging women‘s leadership, building the small business sector, supporting youth 

participation at all levels of society and providing experts to write laws. 

 The Commonwealth Secretariat, established in 1965, promotes democracy, rule of law, human rights, 

good governance and social and economic development. We are a voice for small states and a 

champion for youth empowerment.  

 Our approach emphasises country ownership by delivering technical assistance on a demand-driven 

basis. 

 The image shows the map of commonwealth member countries. 

Interesting facts about commonwealth: 

 The Queen is Head of State in 16 of the 54 Commonwealth member countries, all of them fully 

independent 

 Queen Elizabeth II is represented by a Governor-General in all Realms except the United Kingdom. 

Some countries that come under her authority are Australia, New Zealand and many islands in The 

West Indies, like Antigua and Bermuda. 

 Combined GDP of commonwealth countries are greater than EU and their combined growth rate is 

7.3%. 

Conclusion: 

 UK and other countries in the group are expecting India to play a major role because India is a largest 

democracy in the world with diverse cultural identities, emerging economy with GDP of about $2.5 

trillion, 2
nd

 largest populated country in the world where 65% of them under the age of 35. 

 This year visit by PM signifies how the current administration looks commonwealth as an 

opportunity to attract investments. In coming years India will play a significant role in the grouping. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

90) NAAMES Mission 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 In a first, NASA is conducting a study of the world‘s largest phytoplankton bloom in the North 

Atlantic, named the North Atlantic Aerosols and Marine Ecosystems Study (NAAMES) mission, to 

see how the tiny sea critters influence the climate in every season. 

 It is the first research mission to conduct an integrated study of all four distinct phases of the world‘s 

largest phytoplankton bloom. 
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About NAAMES Mission: 

 The North Atlantic Aerosols and Marine Ecosystems Study (NAAMES) is an interdisciplinary 

investigation resolving key processes controlling marine ecosystems and aerosols that are essential to 

our understanding of Earth system function and future change. 

 NAAMES is funded by the NASA Earth Venture Suborbital Program and is the first EV-S mission 

focused on studying the coupled ocean ecosystem and atmosphere. 

 NAAMES consists of four, combined ship and aircraft field campaigns that are each aligned to a 

specific event in the annual plankton lifecycle. 

Scientific objectives: 

The North Atlantic Aerosols and Marine Ecosystems Study (NAAMES) studies the world‘s largest plankton 

bloom and how it gives rise to small organic particles that leave the ocean and end up in the atmosphere, 

ultimately influencing clouds and climate. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

91) OPCW Findings: 

Background: 

 Russian double agent Skirpal and her daughter who lived in sailsbury,England. Recently, they were 

subjected to nerve agent known as ―Novi chok‖. 

 Britain accused Russia for killing them while Russia awaited for the result of OPCW. 

News in detail: 

 OPCW confirmed the findings of the United Kingdom relating to the identity of the toxic chemical 

but it refrained from who is to blame for the attack. 

 Russia called for consular access to daughter of Skirpal who is still alive. 

Brief description about Novichok: 

 The Novichok class of agents were reportedly developed in an attempt to circumvent the Chemical 

Weapons Treaty (chemical weapons are banned on the basis of chemical structure and therefore a 

new chemical agent is not subject to past treaties).  

 They have reportedly been engineered to be undetectable by standard detection equipment and to 

defeat standard chemical protective gear. 

 Like other nerve agents, the Novichok agents act by inhibiting the enzyme cholinesterase. 

About OPCW: 

Refer to April 1
st
 week current affairs to know detail about OPCW. 

SOURCE:  THE HINDU, SCIENCE DIRECT 
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92) AYUSHMAN BHARAT-NATIONAL HEALTH PROTECTION MISSION: 

 Ayushman Bharat is National Health Protection Scheme, which will cover over 10crore poor and 

vulnerable families (approximately 50 crore beneficiaries) providing coverage upto 5 lakh rupees 

per family per year for secondary and tertiary care hospitalization.  

 Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission will subsume the on-going centrally 

sponsored schemes - Rashtriya Swasthya Bima Yojana (RSBY) and the Senior Citizen Health 

Insurance Scheme (SCHIS). 

Salient Features: 

 Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission will have a defined benefit cover of Rs. 5 

lakh per family per year. 

 Benefits of the scheme are portable across the country and a beneficiary covered under the scheme 

will be allowed to take cashless benefits from any public/private empanelled hospitals across the 

country. 

 Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission will be an entitlement based scheme with 

entitlement decided on the basis of deprivation criteria in the SECC database. 

 The beneficiaries can avail benefits in both public and empanelled private facilities. 

 One of the core principles of Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission is to co-

operative federalism and flexibility to states. 

 For giving policy directions and fostering coordination between Centre and States, it is proposed to 

set up Ayushman Bharat National Health Protection Mission Council (AB-NHPMC) at apex 

level Chaired by Union Health and Family Welfare Minister. 

 States would need to have State Health Agency (SHA) to implement the scheme. 

 To ensure that the funds reach SHA on time, the transfer of funds from Central Government through 

Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission to State Health Agencies may be done 

through an escrow account directly. 

 In partnership with NITI Aayog, a robust, modular, scalable and interoperable IT platform will be 

made operational which will entail a paperless, cashless transaction. 

Escrow account: 

Escrow is a legal concept in which a financial instrument or an asset is held by a third party on behalf 

of two other parties that are in the process of completing a transaction.  

The funds or assets are held by the escrow agent until it receives the appropriate instructions or until 

predetermined contractual obligations have been fulfilled. Money, securities, funds, and other assets 

can all be held in escrow. When parties are in the process of completing a transaction, there may 

come a time when it is only interesting to move forward for one party if it knows with absolute 

certainty that the other party will be able to fulfill its obligations. This is where the use of escrow 

comes into play. 

For example, a company selling goods internationally wants to be certain that it will get paid when 

the goods reach their destination. Conversely, the buyer wants to pay for the goods only if they arrive 
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in good condition. The buyer can place the funds in escrow with an agent and give irrevocable 

instructions to disburse them to the seller once the goods arrive. This way, both parties are safe, and 

the transaction can proceed. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 

 At the national level to manage, an Ayushman Bharat National Health Protection Mission Agency 

(AB-NHPMA) would be put in place.  

 States/ UTs would be advised to implement the scheme by a dedicated entity called State Health 

Agency (SHA). They can either use an existing Trust/ Society/ Not for Profit Company/ State Nodal 

Agency (SNA) or set up a new entity to implement the scheme. 

 States/ UTs can decide to implement the scheme through an insurance company or directly through 

the Trust/ Society or use an integrated model. 

Major Impact: 

Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission will have major impact on reduction of Out of 

Pocket (OOP) expenditure on ground of: 

EXPENDITURE INVOLVED 

 The expenditure incurred in premium payment will be shared between Central and State 

Governments in specified ratio as per Ministry of Finance guidelines in vogue. 

 The total expenditure will depend on actual market determined premium paid in States/ UTs where 

Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission will be implemented through insurance 

companies.  

 In States/ UTs where the scheme will be implemented in Trust/ Society mode, the central share of 

funds will be provided based on actual expenditure or premium ceiling (whichever is lower) in the 

pre-determined ratio. 

NUMBER OF BENEFICIARIES: 

 Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission will target about 10.74 crore poor, deprived 

rural families and identified occupational category of urban workers' families as per the latest Socio-

Economic Caste Census (SECC) data covering both rural and urban. 

 The scheme is designed to be dynamic and aspirational and it would take into account any future 

changes in the exclusion/ inclusion/ deprivation/ occupational criteria in the SECC data. 

STATES/DISTRICTS COVERED 

Ayushman Bharat - National Health Protection Mission will be rolled out across all States/UTs in all districts 

with an objective to cover all the targeted beneficiaries. 
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Conclusion: 

 Increased benefit cover to nearly 40% of the population, (the poorest & the vulnerable) 

 Ayushman Bharat will lead to increased access to quality health and medication. In addition, the 

unmet needs of the population which remained hidden due to lack of financial resources will be 

catered to. This will lead to timely treatments, improvements in health outcomes, patient satisfaction, 

improvement in productivity and efficiency, job creation thus leading to improvement in quality of 

life. 

SOURCE: INDIA.GOV.IN 

93) KITTUR CHENNAMMA: 

 Kittur Chennamma (23 October 1778 – 21 February 1829) was the Rani of Kittur, a former princely 

state in Karnataka. She led an armed rebellion against the British East India Company in 1824 in 

defiance of the doctrine of lapse in an attempt to maintain Indian control over the region, but was 

defeated and died imprisoned.  

 One of the first female rulers to rebel against British rule, she has become a folk hero in Karnataka 

and symbol of the independence movement in India. 

 She belonged to the Lingayat community and received training in horse riding, sword fighting and 

archery from a young age. 

 She married Raja Mallasarja of the Desai family at the age of 15. 

 Statue at Parliament House complex, New Delhi 

 On 11 September 2007 a statue of Rani Chennamma was unveiled at the Indian Parliament Complex 

by Pratibha Patil, the first woman President of India. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

94) PROTECTION OF CHILDERN FROM SEXUAL OFFENCES ACT(POCSO ACT),2012: 

Background: 

The act was brought down by the centre after huge public outcry to frame a tougher laws to protect the 

women and children from sexual predators. Huge anger was due to sexually assaulting Nirbhaya and after 

that huge public rally broke out against the inefficiency of the government in bringing justice to Nirbhaya. 

Why in news? 

 Even after the act the rape cases had not come down.  

 Recently rape cases in Kathua and Unnao where girl child was sexually assaulted which again started 

the debate to further strengthen the POCSO act.  

 Minister of women and child welfare hinted at bringing amendments to POCSO act. By this 

amendment ministry decided to bring death penalty to rape accused on the lines of recent act brought 

down by Haryana government which brought death penalty to person who is accused of raping minor 

children. 
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WHAT IS POCSO? 

The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act (POCSO Act) 2012 was formed to protect children 

from offenses of sexual abuse, sexual harassment and pornography and to provide a child-friendly system for 

the trial of these offences. 

HERE'S ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE POCSO ACT: 

 The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012 received the President's assent on 

June 19, 2012 and was notified in the Gazette of India on June 20, in the year 2012 

 Except the State of Jammu and Kashmir, the Act extends to the whole of India 

 According to the act, "child" means any person below the age of eighteen years 

FORMS OF SEXUAL ABUSE 

 The Act defines different forms of sexual abuse, including penetrative and non-penetrative assault, as 

well as sexual harassment and pornography, etc. 

 It further states that a sexual assault is to be considered "aggravated" under certain specific 

circumstances, such as when the abused child is mentally ill or when the abuse is committed by a 

member of the armed forces or security forces or a public servant or a person in a position of trust or 

authority of the child, like a family member, police officer, teacher, or doctor or a person-

management or staff of a hospital -- whether Government or private. 

REPORTING OF SEXUAL ABUSE 

 The Act makes reporting of sexual offences mandatory. 

 It makes it the legal duty of a person who has knowledge that a child has been sexually abused to 

report the offence; if he/she fails to do so, he/she may be punished with six months' imprisonment 

and/or a fine. 

TRIAL 

 According to the act the evidence of the child should be recorded within a period of thirty days of 

the Special Court taking cognizance of the offence and the Special Court shall complete the trial, as 

far as possible, within a period of one year from the date of taking cognizance of the offence. 

 It also provides that the Special Court shall try cases in camera and in the presence of the parents of 

the child or any other person in whom the child has trust or confidence. 

PUNISHMENT 

 The POCSO act also provides provisions for punishment for false complaint or false information. 

 The Act prescribes stringent punishment according to the gravity of the offence and prescribes 

rigorous imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than ten years but which may extend to 

imprisonment for life and also fine as punishment for aggravated penetrative sexual assault. 
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 The Act also prescribes imprisonment of either description which may extend to three years or with 

fine or with both as punishment for storage of pornographic material involving child. 

 It also prescribes punishment to the people who traffic children for sexual purposes. 

Conclusion: 

 Just by bringing the act there will be no change in the society unless the government should take steps 

to implement the law properly.  

 The Government should set up special court to deal with these cases So that Justice should be 

delivered within the stipulated time.  

 Women police stations have to be increased to increase the reporting of the cases. Public awareness 

have to be created about the act.  

 All the above steps have to be taken to address these issues and government should make sure that 

these kind of incident should not occur in the future.    

SOURCE: INDIA TODAY, THE HINDU 

95) NATIONAL FLIM AWARDS: 

Why in news? 

Recently president of India confers National Film awards posthumously to Sri Devi and Vinod Khanna. 

About National film awards: 

 The National Film Awards is the most prominent film award ceremonies in India. 

 Established in 1954, it has been administered, along with the International Film Festival of India and 

the Indian Panorama, by the Indian government's Directorate of Film Festivals since 1973. 

About the Directorate of film festivals: 

 The Directorate of Film Festivals in India is an organisation that initiates and presents the 

International Film Festival of India, the National Film Awards and the Indian Panorama. 

 The Directorate set up by Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Govt of India, to organise 

national and international film festivals in India. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

96) HARVEST FESTIVALS ACROSS INDIA: 

1).Vishu: 

Vishu (Malayalam: വിഷു, "Bisu" in Tulu Language),"Bisu sankramana" in Arebhashe dialect is the 

astronomical new year Hindu festival celebrated in the Indian state of Kerala, Tulunadu region and Kodagu 

in Karnataka and their diaspora communities. 
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2).Pahela Baishakh: 

Pahela Baishakh , also called Pohela Boishakh,is the first day of Bengali Calendar. It is celeberated in the 

Indian states of West Bengal and Tripura and elsewhere by people of Bengali heritage, irrespective of their 

religious faith. 

3).BohagBihu: 

BohagBihu wishes to my Assamese sisters and brothers. A festival characterised by energy and enthusiasm, 

may this auspicious day bring happiness and good health in our society. 

4).Pana Sankranti: 

Pana Sankranti, also known as Maha bisuba Sankranti, is the traditional new year day festival of Buddhists 

and Hindus in Odisha, India. The festival date is set with the solar cycle of the lunisolar calendar, as the first 

day of the traditional solar month of Mesha. 

5).Baisakhi: 

The auspicious festival of Baisakhi, sometimes also known as Vaisakhi, marks the beginning of the Sikh 

New Year and the advent of fresh and happier times. Among the Hindus, Vaisakhi celebrates and ushers in 

the solar New Year. Baisakhi is one of the most important celebrations in Punjab because it rings in the the 

harvest festival. 

SOURCE:  THE HINDU   

97) E-FRRO/FRO (FOREIGNERS REGISTRATION OFFICE OR FOREIGNERS REGIONAL 

REGISTRATION OFFICE): 

 Foreigners touring India no longer need to physically visit the office of the Foreigners Registration 

Office or Foreigners Regional Registration Office (FRO/FRRO) for visa-related services including 

registration and visa extension, which will now be offered online through the e-FRRO platform. 

 Union home minister launched the web-based application ‗e-FRRO‘, which will allow foreign 

tourists/travellers to avail of paperless and cashless visa-related services online while eliminating the 

need for any human interface. 

 In the new system, foreigners will be able to get as many as 27 visa and immigration-related services 

in India from the comfort of their place of stay. Using the e-FRRO application, foreigners can apply 

online on the portal and obtain the service(s) through email/post without appearing in person at the 

FRO/FRRO office. 

 While launching the e-FRRO service here, Singh said it had been a constant endeavour of the home 

ministry to provide fast and efficient services to foreigners visiting India so that they have a pleasant 

experience of their stay here. 

SOURCE: MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS 
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98) US PLACES INDIA UNDER WATCH LIST 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 The United States Treasury Department has put India again on the currency manipulator watchlist as the 

country‘s foreign exchange net addition and the bilateral trade surplus with the US have breached two of the 

three criteria determining manipulation. 

What is Treasury report all about? 

 The Treasury report is required by Congress to identify countries that are trying to artificially manage 

the value of their currency to gain a trade advantage, for example by keeping the exchange rate low to 

promote cheaper exports. 

 The US Treasury Department uses three parameters to determine a currency manipulator: Bilateral 

trade surplus with the US to be $20 billion, current account surplus at 3% of country‟s GDP, and net 

purchases of foreign currency to 2% of country‘s GDP over a year. 

Key facts: 

 The ―monitoring list‖ includes those ―major trading partners that merit close attention to their 

currency practices.‖ 

 In addition to India, the other countries in the list are China, Germany, Japan, Korea and Switzerland. 

 Countries remain on the list for two report cycles ―to help ensure that any improvement in 

performance versus the criteria is durable and is not due to temporary factors.‖ 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

99) PNGRB: 

 The Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (PNGRB) was constituted under The Petroleum 

and Natural Gas Regulatory Board Act, 2006. 

 The Act provide for the establishment of Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board to protect the 

interests of consumers and entities engaged in specified activities relating to petroleum, petroleum 

products and natural gas and to promote competitive markets and for matters connected therewith or 

incidental thereto. 

 The board has also been mandated to regulate the refining, processing, storage, transportation, 

distribution, marketing and sale of petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas excluding 

production of crude oil and natural gas so as and to ensure uninterrupted and adequate supply of 

petroleum, petroleum products and natural gas in all parts of the country. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 
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100) FAME (FASTER ADOPTION AND MANUFACTURING OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

SCHEME) INDIA SCHEME: 

Why in news? 

Government extends phase-1 of FAME India scheme by 6 months. 

About FAME INDIA SCHME: 

It was launched under National Electric Mobility Mission (NEMM) 2020. 

Objectives: 

Provide fiscal and monetary incentives for adoption and market creation of both hybrid and electric 

technologies vehicles in the country.  

About NEMM: 

 It has set an ambitious target of selling 6-7 million Electric and Hybrid vehicles by 2020. 

 It comes underNational Automotive Board,Ministry of Heavy Industry. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

101) EXPORT PROMOTION COUNCIL FOR HANDICRAFTS (EPCH) 

WHY IN NEWS? 

 7th edition of Home Expo India 2018 was recently organized by EPCH at India Expo Centre and Mart, 

Greater Noida. The fair is a three segmented categories show comprising Housewares, Textiles and Furniture 

under one roof at the same time making it a One-Stop Expo for every visitor. 

About EPCH: 

 Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts (EPCH) under the aegis of Development Commissioner 

(Handicrafts), Ministry of Textiles, Government of India is a non-profit organization, established 

under the EXIM policy of Government of India in the year 1986-87. 

 The objective is to promote, support, protect, maintain and increase the export of handicrafts. 

Functions of the council: 

 It is an apex body of handicrafts exporters for promotion of exports of Handicrafts from country. 

 The Council has created necessary infrastructure as well as marketing and information facilities, 

which are availed both by the members exporters and importers. 

 The Council is engaged in promotion of handicrafts from India and project India‘s image abroad as a 

reliable supplier of high quality handicrafts. 
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Composition of the council: 

 The Council is run and managed by team of professionals headed by Executive Director. 

 The Committee of Administration consists of eminent exporters, professionals.  

 The Export Promotion Council for Handicrafts has a rarest distinction of being considered as 

MODEL COUNCIL that is self-sustaining and where all the promotional activities are self-financed. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

102) PRICE SUPPORT SYSTEM(PSS): 

Why in news? 

Centre‘s moves to help pulse farmers. 

About Price Support Scheme: 

When the Price of the Oil seeds and Pulses goes below the MSP (Minimum Support Price) fixed by the 

government then the government will support those farmers who cultivate Oil seeds and Pulses through this 

Scheme. 

News in detail: 

 Food corporation of India procure food from the farmers for Minimum support Price(MSP) and 

distribute it to PDS(public distribution system) of different states. People purchase those food grains 

from the PDS shops or Ration shops. 

 The Minimum Support Prices scheme is for food crops like rice,sugarcane,wheat etc. 

OIL SEEDS AND PULSES PROCUREMENT: 

 The Department of Agriculture and Cooperation implements the Price Support Scheme for Oil Seeds 

and Pulses through the National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India Ltd. 

(NAFED).  

 NAFED is the nodal procurement agency for Oilseeds and pulses,. 

About NAFED: 

 National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India Ltd (NAFED) was established on 

on 2nd October 1958.  

 NAFED is registered under the Multi State Co-operative Societies Act. NAFED was setup with the 

object to promote Co-operative marketing of Agricultural Produce to benefit the farmers.  

 Agricultural farmers are the main members of NAFED who have the authority to say in the form of 

members of the General Body in the working of NAFED 
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Cotton Corporation of India limited (CCI): 

 The Cotton Corporation of India Limited or CCI is a Government of India agency,engaged in diverse 

activities related to trade, procurement, and export of cotton.  

 CCI is a public sector agency responsible for equitable distribution of cotton among the different 

constituents of the industry and aid imports of cotton.  

 It was incorporated on July 31, 1970 under the Companies Act 1956. 

 CCI is governed by Textile Policy 1985 issued by the Ministry of Textiles, Government of India. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU, NAFED 

103) NEUTRINO PROJECT: 

What are neutrinos? 

 Proton, neutron, and electron are tiny particles that make up atoms. The neutrino is also a tiny 

elementary particle, but it is not part of the atom. 

 Such particles are also found to exist in nature.  

 Neutrino has a very tiny mass, 

 no charge and spin half.  

 It interacts very weakly with other matter particles. So weakly that every second trillions of neutrinos 

fall on us and pass through our bodies unnoticed. 

 Neutrinos come from the sun (solar neutrinos) and other stars, cosmic rays that come from beyond the 

solar system, and from the Big Bang from which our Universe originated.  

 They can also be produced in the lab. 

 Neutrinos come in three types or ―flavors‖ – electron neutrino, tau neutrino and muon neutrino. 

 They can change from one flavor to another as they travel. This process is called neutrino oscillation 

and is an unusual quantum phenomenon. 

 Neutrino oscillation was established by Sudbury Neutrino Observatory, Canada, and Super-

Kamiokande experiment in Japan. They studied solar neutrinos, atmospheric neutrinos and man-made 

neutrinos. 

 The India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) will study atmospheric neutrinos only.  

 Solar neutrinos have much lower energy than the detector can detect. 

How are atmospheric neutrinos produced in nature? 

Atmospheric neutrinos are produced from cosmic rays which consist of protons and heavy nuclei. These 

collide with atmospheric molecules such as Nitrogen to give off pions and muons which further decay to 

produce neutrinos. 
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Why does INO need the mountain? 

 The mountain consists of 1km of solid rock that filters away most of the charged particles from the 

cosmic rays. 

 The filtered set consist of a part of the incident cosmic ray protons and pions and practically all the 

neutrinos. 

Why does the experiment have to be underground? 

 If the detector was placed at the surface of the mountain, it would pick up billions of cosmic ray 

muons every hour and about 10 neutrino events per day.  

 After placing inside the rock, it would detect only 300 muon events per hour and about 10 neutrino 

events per day of which 3 will be the desired muon neutrino events. 

How will the Iron calorimeter detect the neutrinos? 

 The ICAl consists of 150 layers of alternating iron slabs and glass detectors called Resistive plate 

chambers. 

 The muon neutrino interacts with the iron to produce a muon which is electrically charged. This 

charge is picked up by sensors in the glass RPCs which set off an electrical pulse, to be measured by 

the electronics. By piecing together the pulses set off in successive glass plates, the path followed by 

the muon is tracked. This is used to infer the properties of the neutrino which caused the pulses. 

 

  

 

 

 

Dimensions 

 Dimensions of the cavern – The cavern will be 130 m length X 26 m wide X 35 m height. Tunnel will 

be 7.5 m X 7.5 m cross section. This will be like a 2-inch hole made in a 10 foot wall. 

 Estimated time to construct the experiment 

 The detector has three modules. It is estimated to build one module per year, after completing the 

civil construction which can take up to 3-4 years. 

 Some immediately possible future applications of neutrino science 

 100 years ago, when the electron was discovered, it had no foreseeable uses. Today, a world without 

electronics cannot be imagined. 
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 Hence basic sciences research is needed to understand the properties of particles before they can be 

applied. 

Properties of the sun 

 The visible light that reaches us from the sun is emitted from the surface of the sun.  

 The neutrinos which also take close to this time to reach us from the sun, known as solar neutrinos, 

were produced in the core of the sun.  

 Therefore they give us information about the interior of the sun. Studying these neutrinos can help us 

understand what goes on in the interior of the sun. 

What makes up the universe? 

Light coming from distant stars can be studied by astronomers, for example, to detect new planets. Light is 

the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum, other parts are used in for example radio astronomy. 

Likewise, if the properties of neutrinos are understood better, they can be used in astronomy to discover what 

the universe is made up of. 

Probing Early Universe 

Neutrinos interact very little with the matter around them, so they travel long distances uninterrupted. Since 

they take time to cross these distances, they are in effect uninterrupted for very long times. The extragalactic 

neutrinos we observe may be coming from the distant past. These inviolate messengers can give us a clue 

about the origin of the universe and the early stages of the infant universe, soon after the Big Bang. 

Medical Imaging 

Apart from direct future uses of neutrinos, there are technological applications of the detectors that will be 

used to study them. For instance, X-ray machines, PET scans, MRI scans, etc., all came out of research into 

particle detectors. Hence the INO detectors may have applications in medical imaging. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

FACTS: 

1).The USA had put India on ―FOREX‖ watch list. This step had been taken after India is purchasing dollar 

at a faster rate and to its FOREX reserves. Currently India forex reserves stands at $424 billion dollars.  

2) As per government mantra ―ONE NATION ONE POLL‖ law commission of India in its draft report 

called for conducting simultaneous elections for parliament and state elections in two phases. 1
st
 phase by 

2019 and the 2
nd

 by 2024 (complete report have not released yet).  

3).Writing memories into cells: 
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Synthetic biologists, treating cells pretty much like computers, have programmed cells to perform specific 

biochemical tasks by engineering a new memory device that writes into the DNA of the cell directly. The 

genetic parts needed for turning the cell into a tiny computer that possesses transcriptional logic gates, 

timers, counters, and so on are already known. Now, memory devices that can directly record into the DNA 

have been made in the lab by researchers from MIT and Harvard University, in the U.S. The recorded 

memories could be erased and re-recorded several times. This could come in useful when engineering 

synthetic cells that can target specific tumours and release site-specific drugs into the body. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

104) ASIAN PREMIUM: 

Why in news? 

India to ally with China ―Asian premium‖. 

Asian Premium: 

Background: 

 Oil prices had starting coming down since later 2014 due to USA‘s high shale gas production and 

slowdown in China which led to overproduction of oil in the world market. 

 There was a time when the western countries purchase more oil than any other countries. But from 

the last decade the Asian countries started purchasing more oil than western countries due to high 

growth in their economies.  

 Earlier Asian countries paid more than the western countries what we called that as ―Asian 

premium‖. 

 But in the recent years Asian countries especially India taking lead in asserting its right against 

―Asian premium‖ charged by OPEC (Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries). India raised 

this issue with OPEC countries through bilaterally as well as in multilateral forum. 

 Argument that India kept was Asian countries purchase more from OPEC than the western countries. 

Then western countries have now multiple sources for their oil needs but Asian countries have no 

major producers so they still depend on OPEC for their oil needs. 

 Even recently India decided to coordinate with other Asian countries most importantly China to voice 

against ―Asian premium‖ to get a better price from OPEC countries. 

The above scenario can be best illustrated by the following example. 

 Consider Asian countries purchases oil at the rate of Rs200/litre from OPEC countries but the western 

countries are purchasing oil at the rate of Rs.180/litre despite Asian countries which are still 

developing while the most of the western countries are well developed. 
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 Due to recent fall in oil prices OPEC counties have decided to cut down the oil production to increase 

the price of oil. In a way OPEC is asserting its dominance byincreasing the oil prices. 

Conclusion: 

 OPEC members have to heed towards Asian countries now as the growth engine have shifted towards 

these countries not western countries. And also they(OPEC) have to be humane in fixing the price of 

the oil because whatever increase in the price ultimately the consumer is the sufferer. 

 If OPEC is trying to increase the cost of oil to save their economy it should not be at the cost of the 

developing countries. 

 In recent years, fixing the price of oil have shifted from supplying countries to demand centric 

countries.     

 These countries not asking ―Asian dividend‖ they are just asking to remove the ―Asian premium‖. 

OPEC countries must respect the right of the Asian countries and it should remove the ―Asian 

premium‖ and fix the price in way balancing its own economy as well as the Asian countries 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

105) CHIP IN FOR VIEWERSHIP DATA: 

Why in news? 

Information and Broadcasting ministry(I&B) has decided to install chip in setup boxes to collect the data of 

the viewers. 

News in detail: 

 Currently, Broadcast Audience Research council of India (BARC) is providing viewership data. 

 The I&B ministry alleged that the BARC is like a monopoly and there is no alternative and it also not 

revealing how they arrive at the viewership figures, methodology they apply and the area of survey. 

 The ministry says that this would help the advertisers to spend their advertising wisely. 

 The ministry also feels that Doordarshan viewership is underreported and the chip is installed it 

would give the real viewership figures of the channel. 

 ABOUT DAVP: 

The directorate of Advertising and Visual Publicity(DAVP) is the nodal agency of the nodal agency of the 

government for advertising by various ministries and its organisations. 

ABUT BARC: 

 Broadcast Audience Research Council (BARC) India is a joint-industry not-for-profit body that 

publishes weekly TV viewership data for India. 
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 It is mandated to design, commission, supervise, and own a television audience measurement system 

for India, and provides Indian broadcast sector with a real-time television rating points (TRP) 

measurement system. 

 BARC India was set up by the three key stakeholder bodies in Indian broadcast sector - the India 

Broadcast Foundation (IBF), Advertising Agencies Association of India (AAAI) and Indian Society 

of Advertisers (ISA).  

 It uses Audio Watermarking technology to measure viewership of TV channels, and the system also 

allows measurement of time-shifted viewing and simulcasts.  

 The company was incorporated in 2010 and is based in Mumbai, India. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

106) NORDIC COUNTRIES: 

Why in news? 

PM of India is scheduled to meet members of NORDIC countries. 

About NORDIC: 

 

 The Nordic countries or the Nordics are a geographical and cultural region in Northern Europe and 

the North Atlantic, where they are most commonly known as Norden (literally "the North"). 

 The term includes Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden are members of the groupwhile 

Greenland and Faroe Islands are associate members. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

107) COMMONWEALTH INNOVATION INDEX: 

Why in news? 

 A new Commonwealth Innovation Index has been launched as part of a new Commonwealth Innovation 

Hub on the sidelines of the Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting (CHOGM) being held in London. 

About the index: 

The index has been created in partnership with the United Nations World Intellectual Property 

Organisation (WIPO) and its annual Global Innovation Index (GII). 
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It is aimed at providing a tool that allows member states, organisations and citizens to benchmark themselves 

against 53 countries of the Commonwealth, with the new innovation hub offering a dedicated online space 

for Commonwealth countries to showcase what they have to offer and share with other members. 

Performance of countries: 

 India is ranked 10th. 

 Bangladesh has been ranked 24th. 

 The index is topped by the UK, Singapore and Canada. 

About GII: 

The Global Innovation Index (GII), co-published by World-Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), 

Cornell University and INSEAD with CII as a Knowledge Partner since inception, has been ranking 

world economies including India since 2007 according to their innovation capabilities and outcomes using 82 

indicators among a host of other important parameters. 

                                                                                                                              SOURCE: THE INDIAN EXPRESS 

108) COMMONWEALTH INNOVATION FUND: 

Why in news? 

A new Commonwealth Innovation fund has been launched on the sidelines of the Commonwealth Heads of 

Government Meeting (CHOGM) being held in London. 

About the Commonwealth Innovation Fund: 

 The Global Innovation Fund (GIF) will work as the delivery partner to host a new Commonwealth 

Innovation Fund (CIF), which will use GIFs existing due diligence processes for sourcing, evaluating 

and investing to generate a high-quality portfolio of enterprises that are aligned with the 

Commonwealth Secretariats priorities. 

 The GIF will manage the fund and its investments, which will be targeted at innovative projects 

across Commonwealth countries that ―save and improve lives‖. 

 The new partnership aims to provide financing for incubating and accelerating impact-oriented ideas 

and innovations within the Commonwealth countries. 

 It is a $200 million venture capital firm that invests in social innovations that aim to improve lives 

and opportunities in the developing world through the use of grants and risk capital. 

About the Global Innovation fund: 

 The Global Innovation Fund is a non-profit innovation fund headquartered in London with an office 

in Washington D.C. that invests in the development, rigorous testing, and scaling of innovations 

targeted at improving the lives of the world‘s poorest people. 

 GIF is a unique hybrid investment fund that supports the piloting, rigorous testing, and scaling of 

innovations targeted at improving the lives of the poorest people in developing countries. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 
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109) PRADHAN MANTRI GRAM SADAK YOJANA (PMGSY): 

Why in news: 

PMGSY is on its way to complete the target. 

ABOUT: 

 The Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (Prime Minister's Rural Roads Scheme) is a nationwide plan 

in India to provide good all-weather road connectivity to unconnected villages 

 Introduced in the year 2000. 

SOURCE: PIB 

 

 FACTS: 

1) Haemophilia is a condition that affects bloods ability to clot, causing the patient to bleed severely from 

even a slight injury. 

2) Prevention of cruelty to Animals act of 1960 authorizes government officials concerned to euthanize 

mortally injured, captive animals. 

3) Intra trade with the commonwealth currently stands at $523 billion dollars and is expected to increase to 

$700 billion. 

4)According to amnesty international report on death penalty shows East asia region tops the list with china 

the most with more than 1000 executions in one year  

 

110) ICJ (INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE): 

Why in news? 

India files reply at ICJ in Kulbhusan Jadhav  case 

Background: 

Last year former Indian Navy official Jadhav was arrested by Pakistan agencies when he ambiguously 

crossed Indian border. Pakistan agencies claims Jadhav as an Indian spy who crossed the border to instigate 

terror activities in Baluchistan state in Pakistan. 

About ICJ: 

  

 

  

 It is a Principal judicial organ of United Nations. 
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 It settles legal disputes between the member states and gives advisory opinion to authorized UN 

organizations and specialized agencies. 

 It headquarters is in Hague, Netherlands. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

111) SIMULTANEOUS ELECTIONS (SE): 

Why in news? 

Law commission favors the conduct of simultaneous elections for both Loksabha and legislative assemblies 

of the states. 

Background: 

Till 1967 simultaneous elections were held. After the dissolution of certain assemblies in 1968 and 1969 and 

followed by the dissolution of Loksabha led to the disruption in conducting simultaneous elections. 

Law commission‘s recommendations: 

1) It favors the conduct of SE in two phases. In Ist phase assemblies whose elections are synchronous with 

Lokshaba elections 2019 will be held simultaneously. In 2
nd

phase remaining assembly election will be held 

which are in proximity to Lokshaba elections 2024. 

2) No confidence motion will be passed only after the passing of confidence motion. 

3) If the government falls midterm the new government will hold office for the remaining period of the 

previous government. 

4) The commission recommended for the amendment of Representation of peoples act,1951 and the rules 

procedure of the Lokshaba and assemblies. 

5) It also suggested for removal of ―rigours‖ in the anti-defection law in the Tenth schedule to prevent the 

stalemate in the Loksabha or the assemblies in case of hung parliament or assembly. 

SOURCE: PIB 

 

112) SMART RATING OF GARBAGE FREE CITIES 

Why in news? 

 The ministry of urban affairs has launched the first workshop on star rating of garbage-free cities under the 

Swatch Bharat Mission. The star rating of garbage-free cities would create healthy competition among cities 

across the country. 

About the star rating initiative: 

What is it?  

The star-rating initiative, developed by the Swatch Bharat Mission – Urban will be rating cities on a 7-star 

rating system based on multiple cleanliness indicators for solid waste management. 
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Indicators: 

These include Door to Door Collection, bulk generator compliance, source segregation, sweeping, scientific 

processing of waste, scientific land filling, plastic waste management, construction and demolition 

management, dump remediation & citizen grievance redressal system etc. 

Source: the hindu 

  

FACTS: 

1) Monsoon forecast likely to made twice a week. 

2) With a view to achieve total digitisation of postal operations in the country, under the IT modernisation 

Plan, Department of Posts has launched DIGITAL ADVANCEMENT OF RURAL POST OFFICE FOR A 

NEW INDIA (DARPAN) Project, which aims to connect all 1.29 lakh Rural Branch Post Offices in the 

country, to enable them to do online Postal and Financial Transactions 

3)‖Study in India‖ portal launched by Ministry of Human Resource and Development. The portal aimed to 

make India preffered destination to foreign students. 

4) ―Nai roshni‖: 

The scheme is to impart a leadership program among the minority 

 

113) INTEGRATION OF E-SANAD PORTAL AND NAD – NATIONAL ACADEMIC 

DEPOSITORY 

WHY IN NEWS? 

In a bid to make education system in India more transparent, the integration of e-SANAD portal and NAD – 

National Academic Depository has been launched by the Union HRD Ministry. 

What is e-SANAD? 

 e-Sanad is a project aimed at online submission/verification of documents with an ultimate object to 

extend contact less, cashless, faceless and paperless document attestation service for apostille and 

normal attestation to applicants in India (to be extended to Indians residing abroad as well in a phased 

manner). 

 The project is being implemented by NIC in coordination with CBSE, States/UTs and the Ministry of 

External Affairs in a phased manner. 

About National Academic Depository (NAD): 

 National Academic Depository (NAD) is a 24X7 online store house of all academic awards 

viz.certificates, diplomas, degrees, mark-sheets etc. duly digitised and lodged by academic 

institutions / boards / eligibility assessment bodies. 

 The UGC has signed a tripartite agreement with NSDL Database Management Limited (NDML) and 

CDSL Ventures Limited (CVL) for operationalising NAD. 
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 NAD not only ensures easy access to and retrieval of an academic award but also validates and 

guarantees its authenticity and safe storage. 

 National Academic Depository comprises of two interoperable digital depositories viz. CDSL 

Ventures Limited (CVL) and NSDL Database Management Limited (NDML). 

SOURCES: PIB 

 

114) COASTAL REGULATION ZONES(CRZ): 

Why in news? 

Ministry of Environment, forests and climate change released New rules for CRZ after amending the existing 

rules,2011. 

Background: 

 India has a very long coastal lines close to about 7,500kms  starting from Gujarat in the west to West 

Bengal in the east and it also host to two large group of islands such as Andaman and Nicobar located 

in Bay of Bengal and  Lakshadweep in the Arabian sea. 

 There are close to around 250 million coastal communities living in India. 

 The coastal areas gives livelihood to about 7 million households. 

 

Coastal Regulation Zone(CRZ) 

     CRZ was notified by Govt of India in 1991, Under the Environment Protection Act, 1986 of India.for 

regulation of activities in the coastal area by the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF).  

 As per the notification, the coastal land up to 500m from the High Tide Line (HTL) and a stage of 

100m along banks of creeks, estuaries, backwater and rivers subject to tidal fluctuations, is called 

the Coastal Regulation Zone(CRZ). CRZ along the country has been placed in four categories.  

 The above notification includes only the inter-tidal zone and land part of the coastal area and does 

not include the ocean part.  

 The notification imposed restriction on the setting up and expansion of industries or processing 

plaits etc. in the said CRZ.  

 Under this coastal areas have been classified as CRZ-1, CRZ-2, CRZ-3,CRZ-4. And the same 

they retained for CRZ in 2003 notifications as well. 

 

CRZ-1: these are ecologically sensitive areas these are essential in maintaining ecosystem of the 

coast. They lie between low and high tide line. Exploration of natural gas and extraction of salt 

are permitted 

 CRZ-2: these areas form up to the shore line of the coast. Unauthorised structures are not allowed 

to construct in this zone. 

 CRZ-3: rural and urban localities which fall outside the 1 and 2. Only certain activities related to 

agriculture even some public facilities are allowed in this zone 

 CRZ-4: this lies in aquatic area up to territorial limits. Fishing and allied activities are permitted in 

this zone. Solid waste should be let off in this zone. 
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CRZ,2018: 

The Rules amended the CRZ,2011.The committee headed by Shailash Nayak, former secretary Ministry of 

Earth sciences had framed the rules. 

  

 SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

115) CYBERSECURITY TECH ACCORD 

Why in news? 

Dozens of major technology companies including Microsoft, Facebook, Cisco, and SAP have signed onto a 

pledge, known as Cybersecurity Tech Accord, to protect their users around the globe against cybersecurity 

threats and to abstain from helping any government launch a Cyber attack. This is hailed as a ―watershed 

agreement‖ among companies representing every layer of internet communication. 

About the Accord: 

 The tech sector accord will help companies take a principled path towards more effective steps to 

work together and defend customers around the world. 

 The accord declares that the signatories will protect all of their customers from threats and will not 

―help governments launch cyberattacks against innocent citizens and enterprises from anywhere.‖ 

SOURCE: INDIAN EXPRESS 
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116) NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR MINORITY EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS(NCMEI): 

Why in news? 

The Supreme court had clarified that NCMEI has jurisdiction to determine minority status. 

Background: 

 The Constitution under Article 30 had granted a fundamental right to all minorities whether based on 

religion or language to establish and administer educational institutions of their choice. 

 In 2004 NCMEI was established by an act of ordinance. In 2005 it was replaced by an NCMEI act. 

 In 2006 an amendment to the act even conferred powers of appeal against orders of the competent 

authority to the NCMEI. 

News in detail: 

 The Supreme court held that NCMEI could declare an establishment as a minority educational 

institutions ―at all stages‖. 

 By this judgement SC had restored the confidence of the minorities. 

 SOURCE: THE HINDU 
 

117) NATIONAL CLEAN ENERGY PROGRAMME(NCEP): 

Why in news? 

The program was unveiled recently to reduce air pollution in specified cities. 

About NCEP: 

 The program aims to reduce 35% of pollution in 3 years and 50% of pollution in five years. 

 For this government aims to set up 1000 manual air-monitoring centres and 268 automatic stations. 

 The scheme will be implemented by Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate change. 

SOURCE: PIB.  

 

Facts: 

1) Trumps highest official visited Pyongyang. The visit was planned as to prepare before the possible 

meeting between the Trump and the Kim Jong-un head of the state of North Korea. 

2) Miguel Diaz-Canel was the Cuba‘s first Non-Castro leader elected by the Cuban parliament since 1959 

revolution. 

3) National portal to share the research facilities will soon be unveiled. 

Soon researches from any universities, colleges can check, reserve in the portal if they want to make use of 

research facilities anywhere in India. 

It will provide access to researchers to any equipment or facility that has been procured using public funds. 

The portal will help to reduce the cost of research in India. 

4) Ranthampore national park located in Rajasthan. 
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118).DEFENCE PLANNING COMMITTEE(DPC): 

Why in news? 

National security advisor will head the DPC says government notification. 

News in detail: 

 This is for the first time NSA is going to head the DPC. 

 Some of the defence experts hails it will help improve India‘s defence planning in the long run, but 

some criticizes the move saying that it gave NSA an unprecedented role in the process of planning 

India‘s security. 

About DPC: 

 Its role is to prepare a draft on National security. 

 Develop a capability plan and work on defence diplomacy issues and improving defence 

manufacturing in India. 

 The committee will have the Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, three service chiefs, 

secretaries of the Ministries of defence, Expenditure and Foreign Affairs as its members. 

 The Chief of Integrated Staff in the defence Ministry will be the member secretary of the DPC, and 

his headquarters will be the secretariat. 

 The committee will submit the report to Ministry of Defence. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

119) TRANSITING EXOPLANET SURVEY SATELLITE (TESS) 

Why in news? 

 TESS, NASA‘s planet-hunting satellite was recently launched on a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket from Cape 

Canaveral, Florida. 

About TESS mission: 

The Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) is a NASA mission that will look for planets orbiting the 

brightest stars in Earth‘s sky. 

Mission:  

The mission will monitor at least 200,000 stars for signs of exoplanets, ranging from Earth-sized rocky 

worlds to huge gas giant planets. TESS, however, will focus on stars that are 30 to 100 times brighter than 

those Kepler examined. This will help astronomers better understand the structure of solar systems outside of 

our Earth, and provide insights into how our own solar system formed. 

Orbit:  

TESS will occupy a never-before-used orbit high above Earth. The elliptical orbit, called P/2, is exactly half 

of the moon‘s orbital period; this means that TESS will orbit Earth every 13.7 days. Its closest point to Earth 
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(67,000 miles or 108,000 kilometers) is about triple the distance of geosynchronous orbit, where most 

communications satellites operate. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

FACTS: 

1. No commercial driving license needed for taxis and autos if they hold a private license. The circular came 

from ministry of Road, Transport and Highways after the SC had given the similar kind of judgement earlier. 

 

 

120) NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR MINORITIES (NCM) 

Why in news? 

The National Commission for Minorities (NCM) has decided to approach the government for granting it 

Constitutional status to protect the rights of minority communities more effectively. 

Need for Constitutional status: 

 In its present form, the NCM has powers to summon officials, including chief secretaries and director 

generals of police, but has to rely on departments concerned to take action against them. 

 If granted constitutional status, the NCM will be able to act against errant officials who do not attend 

hearings, follow its order or are found guilty of dereliction of duty.  

 Also, the NCM can penalise or suspend an officer for two days or send him/her to jail. 

 The Standing Committee on Social Justice and Empowerment (2017-18), in its 53rd report had also 

noted that the NCM is ―almost ineffective‖ in its current state to deal with cases of atrocities against 

minorities. 

 

About NCM: 

 The Union Government set up the National Commission for Minorities (NCM) under the National 

Commission for Minorities Act, 1992. 

 Six religious communities, viz; Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists, Zoroastrians (Parsis) and Jains 

have been notified in Gazette of India as minority communities by the Union Government all over 

India. Original notification of 1993 was for Five religious communities Sikhs, Buddhists, Parsis, 

Christians and Muslims. 

 Composition: The Commission shall consist of a Chairperson, a Vice Chairperson and five Members 

to be nominated by the Central Government from amongst persons of eminence, ability and integrity; 

provided that five Members including the Chairperson shall be from amongst the minority 

communities. 
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 Grievance redressal: Aggrieved persons belonging to the minority communities may approach the 

concerned State Minorities Commissions for redressal of their grievances.  They may also send their 

representations, to the National Commission for Minorities, after exhausting all remedies available to 

them. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

121) SOUTH ASIAN CLIMATE OUTLOOK FORUM (SASCOF): 

Why in news? 

 Pune hosted the 12th edition of the South Asian Climate Outlook Forum (SASCOF) meeting. The Forum 

was attended by meteorologists from Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Myanmar and Sri Lanka. This was the 

sixth SASCOF meeting hosted by India. 

About SASCOF: 

 South Asian nations, supported by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), have been 

conducting the South Asian Seasonal Climate Outlook Forum (SASCOF) since 2010. 

 SASCOF was established as a platform where meteorologists from South Asian Association of 

Regional Cooperation (SAARC) member countries along with Myanmar, could discuss some of the 

common weather and climate-related matters. 

 All these South Asian countries — except for Afghanistan, which is located in extreme northwest — 

experience common weather and climatological characteristics, like Southwest monsoon. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

122) NATIONAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY(NDMA): 

Why in news? 

NDMA forecasted fishermen should keep off sea. 

NDMA: 

 On 23 December 2005, the Government of India enacted the Disaster Management Act, which 

envisaged the creation of National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA), headed by the Prime 

Minister 

 State Disaster Management Authorities (SDMAs) headed by respective Chief Ministers, to 

spearhead and implement a holistic and integrated approach to Disaster Management in India. 

NDMA VISION: 

 To build a safer and disaster resilient India by a holistic, pro-active, technology driven and 

sustainable development strategy that involves all stakeholders and fosters a culture of prevention, 

preparedness and mitigation. 

 It comes under Ministry of Home affairs. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 
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123) RASHTRIYA GRAM SWARAJ ABHIYAN (RGSA): 

Why in news? 

Cabinet approves the restructured Centrally Sponsored Scheme of Rashtriya Gram Swaraj Abhiyan 

News in detail: 

 Rashtriya Gram Swaraj Abhiyan (RGSA) is a revamped version of Rajiv Gandhi Panchayat 

Shashaktikaran Abhiyan (RGPSA) and covers various projects to strengthen the Panchayati Raj 

system in the country. The scheme seeks to: 

 Enhance capacities and effectiveness of Panchayats and the Gram Sabhas; 

 Enable democratic decision-making and accountability in Panchayats and promote people‘s 

participation; 

 Strengthen the institutional structure for knowledge creation and capacity building of Panchayats; 

 Promote devolution of powers and responsibilities to Panchayats according to the spirit of the 

Constitution and PESA Act; 

 Strengthen Gram Sabhas to function effectively as the basic forum of peoples participation, 

transparency and accountability within the Panchayat system; 

 Create and strengthen democratic local self-government in areas where Panchayats do not exist; 

 Strengthen the constitutionally mandated framework on which Panchayats are founded. 

 Currently, the scheme is proposed to be launched so that the Panchayati Raj Institutions develop 

governance capabilities to deliver on the sustainable development goals.    

 It comes under Ministry of Panchayat Raj.                                                                                             

                                                                      

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

Mission Antyodaya: 

About: 

Mission Antyodaya is a convergence framework for measurable effective outcomes on parameters that 

transform lives and livelihoods. Real Difference comes about through Convergence as it alone 

simultaneously addresses multi dimensions of poverty. Professionals, Institutions and Enterprises make it 

possible. 

1. Evidence of convergence reducing poverty, raising incomes - IRMA Study. 

2.  Communitization' through Women SHGs improves education, health, nutrition indicators 

3.  Saturation approach creates many more 'islands of success' 

4.  Leveraging Bank loans promotes an enterprise model. 

5.  Many initiatives provide for universal coverage of the eligible beneficiaries - Ujwala, internet, Bank 

accounts. 

6.  Integral positive co-relation among infrastructure, human development and sustainable economic well-

being. 

7.  5000 islands of successful Rural Clusters over 1000 days will be transformational. 
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It comes under Ministry of Rural development. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 FACTS: 

1).India-Finland agreed to end the tax dispute which Nokia had filed. Nokia had agreed to pay 1600 crore tax 

which Income tax department claims. 

2) One of the reason Indian PM participated in Commonwealth meeting was to reach out to small states in 

many of them India doesn‘t even have a diplomatic presence. 60% of Commonwealth members are smaller 

states. They hold key in UN when there is some issue on voting. 

3) NCRB data shows that among the cases filed under the SC/ST act only 10% cases are false. But at the 

same time atrocities against SC/ST‘s keep on rising which means law on SC/ST have to be strengthend rather 

than weakened. The rule on aniticipatory bill need to be accepted because innocent persons should not be put 

in jail which is guaranteed under article 21 and 22. It might have been more appropriate to have delicate 

balance between penal laws and the protection of civil liberties rather than weakening the law. 

The above was related to the recent SC judgement in Subash kashinath Mahajan vs State of Maharastra. 

3)pushpagiri: 

  The school in Pushpagiri was established in the 3rd century AD as present Odisha, India. As of 2007, 

the ruins of this Mahavihara had not yet been fully excavated. Consequently, much of the Mahavihara's 

history remains unknown. Of the three Mahavihara campuses,  The Chinese traveller Xuanzang (Hiuen 

Tsang), who visited it in AD 639, as Puphagiri Mahavihara,as well as in medieval Tibetan texts. However, 

unlike Takshila and Nalanda, the ruins of Pushpagiri were not discovered until 1995, when a lecturer from a 

local college first stumbled upon the site.The task of excavating Pushpagiri's ruins, stretching over 58 

hectares (143 acres) of land, was undertaken by the Odisha Institute of Maritime and South East Asian 

Studies between 1996 and 2006. It is now being carried out by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI).The 

Nagarjunakonda inscriptions also mention about this learning center. 

4) Online dispute resolution mechanism introduced by Ministry of law and justice. 

The disputes are addressed through mediation, arbitration and conciliation Which would attract more 

investment in to our country. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

124) ABOUT THE ISLAND DEVELOPMENT AGENCY (IDA): 

What is it? 

The IDA was set up on June 1 this year following Prime Minister of India‘s review meeting for the 

development of islands.  

The meetings of the agency are chaired by the Union Home Minister. 
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Composition: 

Members of the IDA include cabinet secretary, home secretary, secretary (environment, forests and climate 

change), secretary (tourism) and secretary (tribal welfare). 

SOURCES: PIB 

 

125) FUGITIVE ECONOMIC OFFENDERS BILL, 2018: 

Why in news? 

Cabinet had given nod to fugitive economic offenders bill. 

Background: 

 The bill got significance after the PNB scam where the accused Nirav modi and mehul chokshi who 

fled the country after the scam had proposed. 

 Government finds it difficult to bring these offenders to court of justice due to many legal procedures. 

If the bill is implemented then the asset of the offenders will be confiscated even though they fled the 

country. Similar rules are followed in many countries all across the world. 

About the bill: 

The benefit of the ordinance: 

The ordinance is expected to re-establish the rule of law as the accused will be forced to return to India and 

face trial for his offences. This would also help the banks and other financial institutions to achieve higher 

recovery from financial defaults committed by such fugitive economic offenders, improving the financial 

health of such institutions. 

 

The impact of the ordinance: 

It is expected that the creation of a special forum for a speedy confiscation of the proceeds of crime, in India 

or abroad, would force the fugitive to return to India to submit to the jurisdiction of courts in India to face the 

law in respect of scheduled offences. 

Strategy for implementation and targets: 

The ordinance makes provisions for a court (‗Special Court‘ under the Prevention of Money-laundering Act, 

2002) to declare a person as a ‗Fugitive Economic Offender.‘ A Fugitive Economic Offender is a person 

against whom an arrest warrant has been issued in respect of a scheduled offence and who has left India so as 

to avoid criminal prosecution, or being abroad, refuses to return to India to face criminal prosecution. A 

scheduled offence refers to a list of economic offences contained in the Schedule to this Ordinance. Further, 

in order to ensure that courts are not over-burdened with such cases, only those cases where the total value 

involved in such offences is 100crore rupees or more, is within the purview of this ordinance. 
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Other provisions under the ordinance: 

(i) Making an application before the special court for a declaration that an individual is a fugitive economic 

offender; 

(ii) Attachment of the property of a fugitive economic offender and proceeds of crime; 

(iii) Issue of a notice by the special court to the individual alleged to be a fugitive economic offender; 

(iv) The Confiscation of the property of an individual declared as a fugitive economic offender or even the 

proceeds of crime; 

(v) Disentitlement of the fugitive economic offender from defending any civil claim; and 

(vi) Appointment of an administrator to manage and dispose of the confiscated property under the act. 

If at any point of time in the course of the proceeding prior to the declaration, however, the alleged Fugitive 

Economic Offender returns to India and submits to the appropriate jurisdictional court, proceedings under the 

proposed Act would cease by law. All necessary constitutional safeguards in terms of providing hearing to 

the person through counsel, allowing him time to file a reply, serving notice of summons to him, whether in 

India or abroad and appeal to the high court have been provided for. 

 

The expenditure incurred: 

Since the approved law would utilise the existing infrastructure of the special courts constituted under the 

Prevention of Money-laundering Act, 2002 (PMLA) and the threshold of scheduled offence is high at Rs    

100crore or more, no additional expenditure is expected on the enactment of the ordinance. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU, INDIAN EXPRESS 

 

 

126) USA raises spectre of Russian sanctions: 

Why in news? 

US defence sources said that India was not immune to the sanctions imposed by USA against Russia. 

In detail: 

 Recently due to alleged chemical attack by Russian led Syrian government forces against the rebel 

group supported by USA.  

 USA, France and U.K launched missile attack targeted against the scientific laboratories which is 

alleged that lab is used for manufacturing chemical weapons. 

 In addition to this, the USA had imposed sanctions against Russian entities under the Countering 

America‘s Adversaries through Sanctions act (CAATSA). 
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About CAATSA: 

 According section 231 of the act, any country or entity that carries out ―transactions with intelligence 

or defence sectors‖ of the Russian government would face sanctions from the USA. 

 62% of our military hardwares are imported from Russia.  

India‟s response: 

 Foreign secretary Vijay Gokhale and India‘s top defence sources have conveyed their objections to 

USA.India‘s ambassador to USA are also in talks with the government of USA. 

 India also feels that the sanctions had not only has political dimension but also economic dimension 

which means by this way USA is discouraging India to not buying weapons from Russia and in turn 

selling their products to India. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

127) Death penalty for raping minors: 

Why in news? 

 Recently in unnao and kathua minor girls are raped and this incident have created a public outcry all 

over the country. The pressure from the public have led the government to issue an ordinance to give 

death penalty to minors. 

 Amendments had been made to criminal procedure, the protection of children from sexual offences 

act (POCSO) and Indian evidence act. 

In detail: 

 As per the ordinance for the crime of rape of a minor girl under the age of 12 years will amounts to 

20 years or life imprisionment or death for a rape of a girl under 12 years. 

 For the crime of rape of a girl under the age of 16 years, minimum punishment has been increased 

from 10 years to 20 years, which can be extended to imprisionment for the rest of life. 

 Minimum punishment for the rape of a women has also increased from rigorous imprisionment of 

7 years to 10 years. 

 It provides for the speedy investigation and trial which must be completed in two months. There will 

be no provision for anticipatory bail for a person accused of rape of a girl under 16 years. 

 Apart from this to improve the capacity of the judicial system, the government plans to set up new 

fast track courts, special forsenic labs exclusively for rape cases, forsenic kits for rape cases at all 

police stations. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

128) VITILIGO OR LEUCODERMA: 

Why in news? 

DRDO had developed medicine for this disease which had an good result in 300 and 400 days. 

About Vitiligo: 
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 It is nothing more than a skin condition and it can be seen as patches or as dots on the skin. 

 It is not life threatenning . 

 It is neither contagious. 

 DRDO had developed Lukoskin, a medicine which on regular use will help in the reduction of the 

original skin colour of the person who uses it. 

 The dosage lasts between 300 and 400 days to have a complete impact. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

129) INDIA‟S EXPEDITION TO ANTARTICA: 

Why in news? 

 India‘s scientific expedition goes back to 1981. Recent incidents of death of an Indian scientist in the 

research station shows how our scientist are working under hardship. 

 About the expedition: 

 India had two research station in Antartica namely Maithri and the other is Bharthi both are located 

at a distance which takes 7 day journey. 

 India is expediting through Russian made ship known as M.V.Ivan Papin. 

 India still does not have an indigenous icebreaker. India‘s plans to acquire a 1000crore polar research 

vehicle(PRV) a ship that can cut through ice sheets and glaciers has been on anvil since 2005. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

130) INDIAN OCEAN NAVAL SYMPOSIUM: 

Why in news? 

Chief of Indian navy admiral Sunil Lamba had arrived in Iran to attend IONS meeting. 

About IONS: 

The IONS was conceived by the Indian Navy in 2008. 

OBJECTIVE: 

 The forum seeks to enhance maritime cooperation among navies of the littoral states of the Indian Ocean 

Region by providing an open and inclusive forum for discussion on regionally relevant maritime issues that 

would lead to common understanding on the way ahead.  

In detail: 

The inaugural edition of IONS was held in February 2008 at New Delhi, with Indian Navy as the Chair for 

two years. This was followed by UAE from 2010 - 2012, South Africa from 2012 - 2014, Australia from 

  2014 - 2016 and Bangladesh from 2016 - 2018. 

Members of the group are: 
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Sub region Nation Accession 

South Asian 

Bangladesh 

 

India February 2008 

Maldives 

 

Pakistan March 2014 

Seychelles 

 

Sri Lanka 

 

West Asian 

Iran 

 

Oman 

 

Saudi Arabia 

 

UAE 

 

Bahrain 

 

Iraq 

 

Kuwait 

 

Qatar 
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Yemen 

 

East African 

France 

 

Kenya 

 

Mauritius 

 

Mozambique 

 

South Africa 

 

Tanzania 

 

Djibouti 

 

Egypt 

 

Eriteria 

 

Comoros 

 

Madagascar 

 

Somali 

 

Sudan 

 

South East Asian and Australian Australia 
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Indonesia 

 

Malaysia 

 

Myanmar 

 

Singapore 

 

Thailand 

 

Timor Leste 

 

Observers:  

There are nine states with observer status: China, Germany, Italy, Japan, Madagascar, Malaysia, Netherlands, 

Russia and Spain. 

SOURCE: IONS, THE HINDU 

 

131)NARCOTICS CONTROL BUREAU: 

Why in news? 

The Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) has raised concerns about the abuse and trafficking of Tramadol, a pain 

killer and suggested that the availability of Tramadol be substantially reduced in order to track its movement 

in the market. It is proposed to bring Tramadol, a painkiller, under the ambit of the Narcotics Drugs and 

Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act. 

Suggestions by NCB: 

 Manufacture Tramadol and codeine-based cough syrups in small batches to enable authorities to track 

the manufacturer. 

 Verify the existence of sale premises before a licence is granted by the states and conduct surprise 

raids in this regard. 

 All the state licensing authorities should re-consider proposal of reduction in batch size for 

manufacturing such drugs to control the diversion towards its abuse and misuse. 

About NCB: 

 The Narcotics Control Bureau is the apex coordinating agency. The Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic 

Substances Act, 1985 which came into effect from the 14th November, 1985 made an express 
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provision for constituting a Central Authority for the purpose of exercising the powers and functions 

of the Central Government under the Act. 

 The Bureau, subject to the supervision and control of the Central Government, is to exercise the 

powers and functions of the Central Government for taking measures with respect to: 

 Co-ordination of actions by various offices, State Governments and other authorities under the 

N.D.P.S. Act, Customs Act, Drugs and Cosmetics Act and any other law for the time being in force in 

connection with the enforcement provisions of the NDPS Act, 1985. 

 Implementation of the obligation in respect of counter measures against illicit traffic under the 

various international conventions and protocols that are in force at present or which may be ratified or 

acceded to by India in future. 

 Assistance to concerned authorities in foreign countries and concerned international organisations to 

facilitate coordination and universal action for prevention and suppression of illicit traffic in these 

drugs and substances. 

 Coordination of actions taken by the other concerned Ministries, Departments and Organizations in 

respect of matters relating to drug abuse. 

Key facts for Prelims: 

 The National Policy on Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances is based on the Directive 

Principles, contained in Article 47 of the Indian Constitution, which direct the State to endeavour to 

bring about prohibition of the consumption, except for medicinal purposes, of intoxicating drugs 

injurious to health. 

 The government‘s policy on the subject which flows from this constitutional provision is also guided 

by the international conventions on the subject. 

 India is a signatory to the single Convention on Narcotic Drugs 1961, as amended by the 1972 

Protocol, the Conventions on Psychotropic Substances, 1971 and the United Nations Convention 

against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, 1988. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

132) INDIAN NATIONAL CENTRE FOR OCEAN INFORMATION SERVICES(INCOIS) 

 

Why in news? 

INCOIS warned fisherman along the Kerala coast. 

About: 

 Indian National Center for Ocean Information Services (INCOIS) is an autonomous organization of 

the Government of India, 

 It comes under the Ministry of Earth Sciences, located,Hyderabad. 

Facts: 

1) Sohagi barwa wildlife sanctuary located in Uttar Pradesh. 
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133) RAJYA SABHA CHAIRMAN REJECTED IMPEACHMENT MOTION AGAINST CHIEF 

JUSTICE OF INDIA(CJI): 

Background: 

Opposition parties led by congress includes CPI(M), CPI, NCP, SP, BSP had submitted a notice before  

Rajya sabha Chairman to initiate the motion to impeach CJI. 

News in detail: 

 Chairman rejected the notice saying that there is no substantial proof to impeach CJI. The notice is 

only of ―assumptions and suspicion‖. 

 Chairman also does not want to denigrate the highest position in India CJI by initiating the motion. 

 Chairman also cited recent SC order that CJI is ―Master of roaster‖ and ―first among the equals‖ as a 

reason to reject the notice. 

 The centres also have similar opinion. 

 The opposition parties are crying that the Chairman should not decide whether there is suspicion or 

not it is the duty of the investigation committee to be constituted when the motion is initiated. 

 They are also vying to move the case to the SC itself. If the case is accepted involving CJI. The judge 

who are next in line in terms of seniority and experience will handle the case. 

 There was also difference of opinion regarding this rejection. One section of eminent lawyers and 

former judges were criticizing the move by chairman. According to them the Chairman‘s power was 

to see whether the notice was backed by 50MP‘S or not. It is the duty of the Inquiry committee to 

decide whether there is any suspicion or not. 

 While the others were of the opinion that the chairman was the ―master of the house‖ so he had the 

power to look into case whether there is ―prima facie‖ evidence is there or not. If not he had the 

power to reject the notice given to him 

What can court could do now if opposition moves to SC against the decision of the Chairman: 

1) Court might dismiss the case citing the reason of ―distribution of powers‖ as the case here involves 

between the presiding officer(Chairman) and the members of the house. 

2) The court might dismiss the case by agreeing with the chairman‘s view that there is no Prima facie 

evidence against the CJI. 

3) The court could say that members have not proved the alleged mala fides in the ruling.  

Finally, it could hear and decide as per the Constitution and the law. 

 

134).AFSPA(ARMED FORCES SPECIAL PROTECTION ACT): 

Why in news? 

The home ministry had removed the AFSPA from Meghalaya where earlier 20-km stretch of Meghalaya-

Assam(after 2 decades), Manipur and in some parts of Arunachal Pradesh where the act was restricted to 8 

police stations from 16 currently. 
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The Ministry has also relaxed the Protected Area Permit (PAP) for foreigners visiting Manipur, Mizoram and 

Nagaland. The PAP will be valid for five years, but residents from Pakistan, Afghanistan and China will not 

be allowed to visit these areas. 

 

The Foreigners (Protected Areas) Order 1958 states that a Protected Area Permit (PAP) is required for non-

Indian citizens to visit certain areas in India (mainly in the North-East).[1] Certain requirements have to be 

fulfilled in order to get this permit. Indian citizens who are not resident in these areas need an Inner Line 

Permit (ILP) to enter these places. The Inner Line Permit is significantly easier to get. 

In addition, the Foreigners (Restricted Areas) Order 1968 states that a Restricted Area Permit (RAP) is 

required for non-Indians to visit certain areas in India. As of 2009, RAP are required for all visits to the 

Union Territory of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands and parts of the state of Sikkim. Unlike PAP, RAP are 

generally available for individual travellers and can be issued by overseas embassies or even, in some cases 

such as Port Blair's Vir Savarkar Airport, on the spot. Indian citizens do not need special permission to visit 

Restricted Areas. 

In 2015 Triupura government had removed the act. 

About AFSPA: 

Why is this required? 

The government (either the state or centre) considers those areas to be ‗disturbed‘ ―by reason of differences 

or disputes between members of different religious, racial, language or regional groups or castes or 

communities.‖ 

How does one officially declare a region to be „disturbed‟? 

Section (3) of the AFSPA Act empowers the governor of the state or Union territory to issue an official 

notification on The Gazette of India, following which the centre has the authority to send in armed forces for 

civilian aid. It is still unclear whether the governor has to prompt the centre to send in the army or whether 

the centre on its own sends in troops. 

Once declared ‗disturbed‘, the region has to maintain status quo for a minimum of three months, according to 

The Disturbed Areas (Special Courts) Act, 1976. 

What about the state government‟s role? 

The state governments, as in Tripura‘s case, can suggest whether the Act is required to be enforced or not. 

But under Section (3) of the Act, their opinion can still be overruled by the governor or the centre. 
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Is the Act uniform in nature? 

No. Originally, it came into being as an ordinance in 1958 and within months was repealed and passed as an 

Act. But, this was meant only for Assam and Manipur, where there was insurgency by Naga militants. But 

after the northeastern states were reorganized in 1971, the creation of new states (some of them union 

territories originally) like Manipur, Tripura, Meghalaya, Mizoram and Arunachal Pradesh paved the way for 

the AFSPA Act to be amended, so that it could be applied to each of them. They may contain different 

sections as applicable to the situation in each state. 

What about Jammu and Kashmir? There were reports saying that it technically wasn‘t a disturbed area after 

1998. 

This is a bit more complex. Jammu and Kashmir (as with a lot of things) has a separate legislation for this—

its own Disturbed Areas Act (DAA) which came into existence in 1992. So, as this Indian Express 

article points out, even if the DAA for J&K lapsed in 1998, the government reasoned that the state can still 

be declared disturbed under Section(3) of AFSPA. 

 

Is Tripura then the first state to completely do away with AFSPA? 

No. It was applied in Punjab and Chandigarh in 1983 due to secessionist movements and lasted for 14 years 

until there 1997. What is interesting was that while the Punjab government withdrew its DAA in 2008, 

it continued in Chandigarh till September 2012 when the Punjab and Haryana high court struck it down 

following a petition filed by a local member of the Janata Dal (United). 

 

 

 

http://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-afspa-disturbed-areas-debate-in-jk
http://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-afspa-disturbed-areas-debate-in-jk
http://indianexpress.com/article/explained/explained-afspa-disturbed-areas-debate-in-jk
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While the review for Arunachal Pradesh and Nagaland is still handled by the Centre, Assam and Manipur 

governments have been notifying ‗disturbed‘ areas — a prerequisite for imposing the law — on their own. 

SOURCE: THE INDIAN EXPRESS, THE HINDU, LIVEMINT 

135)SECTION 377: 

Why in news? 

A Hotilier has filed the case in SC to review its own judgement in 2013 which criminalizes the 

Homosexuality. The hotilier want to make ―right of sexual orientation‖ as a Fundamental right. The court 

asked the Centre of its opinion. 

News in detail : 

The court are of the opinion to review the Judgement but it asked the Centre for its opinion. As it says that in 

2013 judgement were given when it consider that the homosexuality is against the nature. But now it is of the 

opinion that the one who considers nature while others don‘t but the confines of law cannot trample or curtail 

the inherent rights embedded with an individual under Article 21 (right to life) 

 

136) SHANGAI COOPERATION ORGANIZATION(SCO): 

Why in news? 

India‘s External affairs minister went to Beijing to attend SCO meeting. 

News in detail: 

Minister at the meeting spoke of rising of protectionism across the world. She stated that ―India is in favor of 

globalization against the protectionism‖ and urged the foreign ministers of different countries to safeguard 

the globalization which led the countries like India and China increase the growth and made them Major 

economies in the world. 

About SCO: 
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 SCO was started in 2001. 

 Headquartered in Beijing, China. 

 It consists of eight members which includes China, Russia, India, Pakistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan 

 

 

137) UNNAT BHARAT ABHIYAN(UBA): 

WHY IN NEWS? 

Unnat Bharat Abhiyan of MHRD gets wider spread. 

NEWS IN DETAIL: 

ABOUT UBA: 

1) The programme with the help of IIT‘s, NIT‘s and other leading technical institutions will prepare a 

roadmap for holistic rural development. 

2) Each IIT‘s will choose ten villages and they should know the problem of the villages and they should try 

to soughtout solutions to those problems. 

3) Once the solution is identified they should involve industry to solve the problem. 

4) Along with the HRD ministry and the institutes, some other ministries such as rural development and 

NGOs working in villages are also likely to be involved in this programme. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

138) NEW SYSTEM TO MEASURE AIR QUALITY: BEING JOINTLY DEVELOPED BY INDIA, 

US & FINLAND 

Key pointers: 

 India is tying up with the United States and Finland to develop a pollution-forecast system that will 

help anticipate particulate matter (PM) levels at least two days in advance and at a greater resolution 

than what is possible now.  

 The Ministry of Earth Sciences (MES) will be coordinating this exercise. 

 Currently, the System of Air Quality and Weather Forecasting and Research (SAFAR), run out of the 

Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Pune, serves as the apex forecaster of pollution trends in 

Delhi, Mumbai, Pune and Ahmedabad.  

It generates a likely air quality profile, a day in advance, for these cities.  

IITM is an organisation under the MES. 
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 The new system will use a different modelling approach as well as computational techniques from 

that employed in the SAFAR model. 

Recently, the Union Environment Ministry released a draft of the National Clean Air Programme (NCAP) 

that aims to improve air quality monitoring in India by increasing the number of pollution monitoring 

stations and, incorporating it into a pollution forecast system. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

 

139) JCPOA(JOINT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN OF ACTION): 

Why in news? 

Iran‘s president Rouhani says that if JCPOA stays it should stays in full 

Background: 

It is an agreement signed between Iran and P5+1 countries in 2015 to prevent Iran from making nuclear 

weapons. Once Trump assumes office in USA he criticized the deal and asked the signatories to review the 

deal. (In detail see our this month current affairs). 

News in detail: 

Recently French president Macron visited USA. During the visit he called for  not to abandon the agreement 

until the broader international accord will be reached that addresses all concerns.  

Conclusion: 

The agreement should not be abandon completely because it is needed for the Gulf zone to remain nuclear 

free zone. If the agreement is abandoned it will led Iran to produce nuclear weapons and if Iran produces 

nuclear weapons it will make other countries in Gulf zone especially Saudi Arabia and its allies insecure and 

they will also go nuclear way therefore it will affect the security and stability of the zone. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

140) PRAGATI (PRO ACTIVE GOVERNANCE AND TIMELY IMPLEMENTATION 

PLATFORM): 

Why in news? 

PM (Prime Minister) interacted through Pragati. 

News in detail: 

 The platform introduced by PM in 2015. This platform will be coordinated by PMO office where the 

officials of the different ministries and the chief secretaries of the states will have a direct interaction 
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with the PM. The agenda will be put down by PMO 7 days prior to the PRAGATHI day. The digital 

platform is used to interact with state officials.  

 These STEPS will strengthen cooperative federalism and it will also help in implementing the 

delayed projects because of the direct interaction from PM itself. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

141)DIFFERNCE BETWEEN MOU AND MOA: 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 

 

 In general contract law, the MOU is the first stage in the creation of a formal agreement (contract). 

This document sets out the points of agreement (the intended common lines of action) of the parties for the 

purposes of the agreement. Nowadays, the MOU is often an integral part of the contract and courts will hold 

if one party fails to meet the obligations of the MOU provisions. 

 

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) 

 

Less usually but not uncommon, "MOA" is the Memorandum of Agreement, otherwise known as a 

"cooperative agreement." This type of legal document is more formal than a verbal agreement but less formal 

than a contract. It sets out the ground rules of a positive cooperate effort for the parties wishing to work 

together on a project. The parties using cooperative agreements are usually public bodies and/or government 

agencies. In practical terms, the cooperative agreement allows the parties to operate as separate entities with 

a lower level of contractual obligations yet still binds the parties in some way in case of legal dispute. 

 

Most usually, the cooperative agreement is featured in service partnerships between public bodies to provide 

technical assistance and training, regardless of whether or not money is exchanged as part of the cooperative 

effort. 

SOURCE: INVESTOPEDIA 

 

142) SCHEDULED AREAS: 

Why in news? 

Cabinet approves the extension of scheduled areas in Rajasthan. 

News in detail: 

Background: 

 The Scheduled Areas were first notified in the year 1950. Subsequently, Constitution Orders 

specifying the Scheduled Areas were issued for State of Rajasthan in1981.  

 Due to reorganization/creation of new districts and changes in population of Scheduled Tribes as per 

2011 Census, the Government of Rajasthan has requested for extension of Scheduled Areas in the 

State of Rajasthan. 

About scheduled areas: 
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As per paragraph 6(1) of the Fifth Schedule {Article 244(1)} to the Constitution of India, the expression 

'Scheduled Areas' means ‗such areas as the President may by order declare to be Scheduled Areas'.   

In accordance with the provisions of paragraph 6(2) of the Fifth Schedule to the Constitution, the President 

may at any time by order increase the area of any Scheduled Area in a State after consultation with the 

Governor of that State; rescind, in relation to any State or States, any order or orders made under this 

paragraph, and in consultation with the Governor of the State concerned, make fresh orders redefining the 

areas which are to be Scheduled Areas. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU, INDIAN EXPRESS. 

 

143) NATIONAL BAMBOO MISSION: 

Why in news? 

 The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs chaired by the Prime Minister, today has approved. 

Centrally Sponsored Scheme of National Bamboo Mission (NBM) under National Mission for 

Sustainable Agriculture (NMSA) during remaining period of Fourteenth Finance Commission (2018-

19 &2019-20).   

 The Mission would ensure holistic development of the bamboo sector by addressing complete value 

chain and establishing effective linkage of producers (farmers) with industry. 

THE RESTRUCTURED NBM INCLUDES: 

o To increase the area under bamboo plantation in non forest Government and private lands to 

supplement farm income and contribute towards resilience to climate change. 

o To improve post-harvest management through establishment of innovative primary processing 

units, treatment and seasoning plants, primary treatment and seasoning plants, preservation 

technologies and market infrastructure. 

o To promote product development at micro, small and medium levels and feed bigger industry. 

o To rejuvenate the under developed bamboo industry in India. 

o To promote skill development, capacity building, awareness generation for development of 

bamboo sector. 

CONCLUSION: 

Bamboo plantation will contribute to optimizing farm productivity and income thereby enhancing livelihood 

opportunities of small & marginal farmers including landless and women as well as provide quality material 

to industry. Thus, the Mission will not only serve as a potential instrument for enhancing income of farmers 

but also contributing towards climate resilience and environmental benefits. The Mission will also help in 

creating employment generation directly or indirectly in both skilled and unskilled segments. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 
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144) EMPLOYEE PROVIDENT FUND: 

Why in news? 

India added more 2.7 lakh employees to state run employees provident fund. Government says that new 

employment had been created in the non-farm sector. 

News in detail: 

Mandatory contribution: 

 Companies with 20 or more employees had to mandatorily contribute to EPF as part of social security. 

 Government also considering to make it to ―10 or more employees‖ from current 20. 

 This data will help the current government to deflect the criticism that despite high growth 

employment not generated. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

FACTS: 

1) Europe‘s Gaia satellite launched in 2013 has mapped the 3-D image of more than 1.7 billion stars in our 

Milky way galaxy. This will allow studies which was not possible so far. The next update of the satellite will 

be available in 2020. 

2) SC clears Indhu Malhotra as a SC judge. She was the first women Judge who was elevated ―directly‖ to 

the SC from being lawyer. 

3) DMK backs ―Federal front‖ with 1:1 formula by which the leadership in each state to the best challenger 

to the BJP leaving very little ground for the congress to cover. This comes after these parties feel that Rahul 

Gandhi has no national appeal to challenge Narendra Modi. 

4) Bhaba atomic research centre(BARC) had developed Bullet proof jacket which our country net importer. 

Its weight is only 6.6 kg out of 17 kg currently in use and had been certified by many agencies. The jacket 

was named as ―Bhabha kavach‖ named after Indian scientist Homi Bhaba. 

5) Cabinet committee on economic affairs had fixed 200 per quintal. The decision was taken after the 

recommendation of committee of costs and prices. 

6) SC judges had recommended to CJI to conduct ―full court‖ once in a while so that ideas can exchanged in 

free and frank manner which will help to further strengthen the institution. 
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145).NATIONAL BIOPHARMA MISSION: 

Why in news? 

World bank approves loan amount of 1,600crore to the mission. 

About NBM: 

 The aim of the mission is to develop the domestic pharma industry and increase its share globally by 

creating business opportunities through innovation and using of technological advancement. 

 The mission aims to develop atleast 6 to 7 products in the next five years. 

 The money from the World Bank will be disbursed over five years to develop new vaccines, medical 

devices and medicines. 

 The mission will be implemented by Biotechnology Industrial research and assistance 

council(BIRAC) which comes under Department of Biotechnology which comes under ministry of 

Science and technology. 

SOURCE: THE HINDHU 

 

Facts: 

1) when the Centre had said that Aadhar- SIM linkage is based on SC orders. The SC had criticized the 

center for misusing SC name in its defiance for this linkage and it also added that SC only asked the center to 

further strengthen the rules regarding the linkage this doesn‘t mean that there is an SC endorsement for this. 

2)India started working with three major oil importers from Asia such as Japan, China, Philiphines along 

with India amounts for 20% of global demand to demand a reasionable price from OPEC. 

3) the CAATSA(countering Americas adversaries through sanctions act) imposed by USA on Russia will 

have an significant impact on India because India have strong trade relations with Russia. Former USA‘s 

diplomat of Indian origin Nesha biswal had also cautioned American lawmakers as well as boeing and other 

defence suppliers are also lobbying to amend the laws. If we see the trend in defence supplies to India in last 

decade it will show that India had diversified its defence imports. 

4) trumps decision to end H1-4 VISA draws criticism from Democratic lawmakers. They also indicated that 

most of the H1-4 visa holders are women and they also see this rule as ―gender discriminatory‖.  

5) Mike pompeo had become the secretary of state. The outgoing CIA director had secured the majority 

support of 57 from the senate. 

6) Reporters without borders had released the report on ―press freedom index‖ IN WHICH India had slipped 

its rank from 136 in 2017 to 138 in 2018. Norway, Sweden, Netherlands tops the list. North korea ranks last. 

China is at 176. 

7) Suggestions by CCI(CONFEDERATION OF INDIAN INDUSTRY) in improving IBC: 

1).allowing promoters to buyback their shares. 

3) Allowing home buyers to recover their amount even if the builder is filed for the bankruptcy. 
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146) KHADI: A SILENT, TRANSFORMATIONAL FORCE IN AN ASPIRATIONAL INDIA 

Key pointers: 

 The Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) has chalked out ambitious plans to double the 

sales of khadi to Rs. 5,000crore in the next two financial years.  

 KVIC has planned to open khadi outlets to promote the products in global markets. 

 KVIC has also signed an MOU with NIFT for better design development and training at different 

Khadi institutions. 

 In an aspirational India, khadi has emerged a silent, transformational force. It is also a major job 

creator in Bharat, that is rural India. 

 The low-profile, handspun cloth has seen its demand grow among the common people and the 

corporate world, suddenly witnessing a 34 per cent sales growth. 

 The average growth of production in the khadi sector was only 6.24 per cent in the decade 2004-14, 

which has risen to 26.43 per cent in 2015-17. 

 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

 FACTS: 

Zimbabwe legalizes marijuana for medical and scientific purposes. 

 

147) NATIONAL ENERGY STORAGE MISSION: 

 

Why in news? 

     Draft national energy storage mission released recently. 

 

News in detail: 

The mission will focus on: 

Indigenous manufacturing. 

1) An assessment of technology and cost trends. 

2) A policy and regulatory framework. 

3) Financing business models and market creation. 

4) Research and development 

5) Standards and testing. 
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6) Grid planning for energy storage. 

 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

 

148)TELE HUMAN: 

What is the TeleHuman? 

 It is a holographic videoconferencing system that allows people in different locations to appear before 

one another in life-size 3D — as if they were in the same room. 

 The technology uses a ring of intelligent projectors mounted above and around a retro-reflective, 

human-sized cylindrical pod.  

 Objects are projected as light fields that can be walked around and viewed from all sides 

simultaneously by multiple users.  

 Capturing the remote 3D image with an array of depth cameras has allowed researchers to beam 3D 

images of a human from one room to another. Because the display projects a light field with many 

images, one for every degree of angle, users need not wear a headset or 3D glasses to experience each 

other in augmented reality.  

 The device made its debut in 2012. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

Facts: 

1)There will be no Australian navy presence this year because India needed to reset ties with China. But 

Australia wasvery firm in joining the exercise but India is opposing it because of Beijing‘s concerns.  This 

year the exercise will be held in Guam in Pacific Ocean. 

2) Tibetian‘s lauds the move taken by the US Senate to support the traditional system of Tibetians to elect the 

next Dalai Lama. China opposed the move saying it as an ―interfering in its internal affairs‖. 
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3) The office of trade representative in USA had again put India on its ―priority watch list‖ citing several 

laws which are restrictive and uncompetitive. But aid organization criticized USA for pressurizing India 

which is an Pharmacy capital of the developing world which provides affordable medicines and lifesaving 

drugs who are in needy. 

4)Indian scientists have invented Navigating Nanomotors within the living cells which will help in targeted 

drug delivery, nanosensing(nanosensors)and therapeutics. 

5) Carbon mineralization: 

Carbon mineralization (conversion of carbonaceous material to carbon dioxide) is the most general function 

of soil microbial communities that can be affected by exposure to pollutants. 

6)  Using the novel technique laser-assisted paper spray ionization mass spectrometry. 

Using this technique they detected that adulteration in Vegetable oil amounts to 10% paraffin oil. 

This was not easy to find providing that hydrocarbons do not tend to lose or gain electrons. 

7)Colistin- resistance bacteria: 

 Nowadays in veterinary industry anti-biotics are used in large number in careless manner. These 

antibiotics have now got resistant to colistin(a last resort anti-biotic, life safer for humans). 

 While China has banned the use of colistin in veterinary use, the use of antibiotic growth promoters 

in animals is banned in the European Union since 2006. 

 While India does not have laws prohibiting but the Agriculture Ministry may impose a similar ban in 

near future. 

 But independent organisations in India have long been highlighting their concerns over resistance 

through indiscriminate antibiotic use in animal farms. 

 A 2017 document by the Centre for Science and Environment states that antibiotic misuse in food-

animal production is one of the key causes of antimicrobial resistance (AMR). It not only spreads 

resistant bacteria but is also carried into human food streams.  

 Industrial-scale food producers engage in intensive farming of animals, which characteristically 

involves rearing them in high stocking densities and also using high chemical inputs. 

 The emergence of resistance is a natural process. However, it accelerates and spreads through 

antibiotic misuse and overuse. 

 Indiscriminate antibiotic use exerts greater evolutionary-selection pressure on bacteria, which causes 

susceptible populations to die and resistant ones to survive. At a cellular level, resistance is acquired 

through mutations in bacteria and could lead to structural and chemical alterations that render the 

antibiotic ineffective, the document explains. 

 It has been a year since the National Action Plan on AMR was launched in India, and it is important 

to now restrict the use of colistin as a growth promoter 

 The government must act firmly to ban imports of colistin and its raw materials into the country and 

restrict its use in the food industry. It is not as if the public can do anything about this. It‘s not really 

in their hands. 
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8) Vistara a joint venture of Tata and Singapore airlines have joined IATA(International air transport 

association). Currently only two Indian carriers Air India and Jet airways are there in the group. The member 

of this group can code share, interline agreement(Interlining, also known as interline ticketing and interline 

booking, is a voluntary commercial agreement between individual airlines to handle passengers traveling on 

itineraries that require multiple flights on multiple airlines.) and provide an seamless travel through an 

extended global network to the passengers from India. 

 

9) Bunder diamond mines located in Madhya Pradesh. 

 

10) Just after he sworn in as secretary of state Pompeo embarked his visit to USA‘s allies in gulf region 

regarding Iran nuclear deal. Mr.Pompeo a conservative congressman had an anti-Iran views which helped 

him to become the secretary of state. 

 

4) Leaders of both Koreas north and south had held talks as per scheduled. The talks paved the way for most 

anticipated talk between Trump and north Korean leader is about to take place later this year. There is no any 

peace agreement between both Koreas since the end of the world war-II there is only an armistice agreed 

between both Koreas since 1953. This for the first time since 65 years North Korean leader had crossed the 

demilitaralized zone and entered SOUTH KOREA. 

 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

149) KRISHNA CIRCUIT 

WHY IN NEWS? 

The PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PHDCCI) and the Indian Yoga Association (IYA) have 

signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to facilitate interaction and cooperation between the two 

organisations to promote wellness, spiritual and cultural tourism in the Krishna Circuit. 

Krishna Circuit: 

 Krishna Circuit is among the thirteen thematic circuits identified for development under Swadesh 

Darshan Scheme. 

 Twelve destinations have been identified for development under Krishna circuit namely Dwarka 

(Gujarat), Nathdwara, Jaipur & Sikar (Rajasthan), Kurukshetra (Haryana), Mathura, Vrindavan, 

Nandgaon, Gokul, Barsana, & Govardhan (Uttar Pradesh) and Puri (Odisha). 

About Swadesh Darshan Scheme: 

 The Tourism Ministry had launched ‗Swadesh Darshan‘ scheme with an objective to develop 

theme-based tourist circuits in the country.  

 These tourist circuits will be developed on the principles of high tourist value, competitiveness and 

sustainability in an integrated manner. 
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Features of Swadesh Darshan Scheme: 

 The scheme is 100% centrally funded for the project components undertaken for public funding. 

 To leverage the voluntary funding available for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives of 

Central Public Sector Undertakings and corporate sector. 

 Funding of individual project will vary from state to state and will be finalised on the basis of detailed 

project reports prepared by PMC (Programme Management Consultant). 

 A National Steering Committee (NSC) will be constituted with Minister in charge of M/O Tourism as 

Chairman, to steer the mission objectives and vision of the scheme. 

 A Mission Directorate headed by the Member Secretary, NSC as a nodal officer will help in 

identification of projects in consultation with the States/ UTs governments and other stake holders. 

 PMC will be a national level consultant to be appointed by the Mission Directorate. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

150) DID ALL VILLAGES HAVE BEEN ELECTRIFIED IN INDIA? 

Why in news? 

PM Modi tweeted that all villages in India had been electrified. 

News in detail: 

 The announcement had created huge controversy. 

 Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana (Saubhagya), aimed at covering the last-mile 

connectivity of taking electricity to the household level. The target for the scheme is March 31, 2019. 

 The Saubhagya scheme defines the electrification of a household as including a service line cable, 

energy meter, and single point wiring. 

 For unelectrified households in remote areas, electrification will involve the provision of power packs 

of 200 to 300 W (with battery bank) with a maximum of 5 LED lights, 1 DC Fan, and 1 DC power 

plug. 

 According to the definition, in place since October 1997, a village is deemed to be electrified if basic 

infrastructure such as a distribution transformer and distribution lines are in place in the inhabited 

locality, electricity is provided to public places like schools, panchayat office, health centres, 

dispensaries, community centres, and at least 10% of the households in the village are electrified. 

 The definition created the controversy so government had decided to provide electricity to all village 

households. 
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SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

151) INTERIOR EXPLORATION USING SEISMIC INVESTIGATIONS, GEODESY AND HEAT 

TRANSPORT (INSIGHT) 

Why in news? 

NASA is set to launch Interior Exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport 

(InSight) on May 5, the first-ever mission to study the heart of Mars. 

About InSight Mission: 

 InSight is part of NASA‘s Discovery Program, managed by the agency‘s Marshall Space Flight 

Center in Huntsville, Alabama. 

 It will be the first mission to peer deep beneath the Martian surface, studying the planet‘s interior by 

measuring its heat output and listening for marsquakes, which are seismic events similar to 

earthquakes on Earth. 

 It will use the seismic waves generated by marsquakes to develop a map of the planet‘s deep interior. 

Significance of the mission: 

The findings of Mars‘ formation will help better understand how other rocky planets, including Earth, were 

and are created. But InSight is more than a Mars mission – it is a terrestrial planet explorer that would 

address one of the most fundamental issues of planetary and solar system science – understanding the 
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processes that shaped the rocky planets of the inner solar system (including Earth) more than four billion 

years ago. 

 By using sophisticated geophysical instruments, InSight would delve deep beneath the surface of Mars, 

detecting the fingerprints of the processes of terrestrial planet formation, as well as measuring the planet‘s 

―vital signs‖: Its ―pulse‖ (seismology), ―temperature‖ (heat flow probe), and ―reflexes‖ (precision tracking). 

InSight seeks to answer one of science‘s most fundamental questions: How did the terrestrial planets form? 

MarCo: 

 The rocket that will loft InSight beyond Earth will also launch a separate NASA technology 

experiment: two mini-spacecraft called Mars Cube One, or MarCO. These briefcase-sized CubeSats 

will fly on their own path to Mars behind InSight. 

 Their goal is to test new miniaturized deep space communication equipment. This will be a first test 

of miniaturized CubeSat technology at another planet, which researchers hope can offer new 

capabilities to future missions. 

 If successful, the MarCOs could represent a new kind of communication capability to Earth. InSight‘s 

success is independent of its CubeSat tag-alongs. 

Why Mars? 

 Previous missions to Mars have investigated the surface history of the Red Planet by examining 

features like canyons, volcanoes, rocks and soil. However, signatures of the planet‘s formation can 

only be found by sensing and studying its ―vital signs‖ far below the surface. 

 In comparison to the other terrestrial planets, Mars is neither too big nor too small. This means that it 

preserves the record of its formation and can give us insight into how the terrestrial planets formed.  

 It is the perfect laboratory from which to study the formation and evolution of rocky planets. 

Scientists know that Mars has low levels of geological activity. But a lander like InSight can also 

reveal just how active Mars really is. 
SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

152)SENTINEL-3B SATELLITE 

WHY IN NEWS? 

The European Union has successfully managed to launch its new, highly-advanced Sentinel Earth 

observation satellite into space. The earth observing satellite is called Sentinel-3B and it flew to space atop a 

Russian Rocket launcher. 

About Copernicus program: 

 Copernicus is the most ambitious Earth observation program to date. It will provide accurate, timely 

and easily accessible information to improve the management of the environment, understand and 

mitigate the effects of climate change and ensure civil security. 
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 Copernicus is the new name for the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security program, 

previously known as GMES. 

 This initiative is headed by the European Commission (EC) in partnership with the European Space 

Agency (ESA). 

 ESA coordinates the delivery of data from upwards of 30 satellites. The EC, acting on behalf of the 

European Union, is responsible for the overall initiative, setting requirements and managing the 

services. 

 Services provided by Copernicus: land management, the marine environment, atmosphere, 

emergency response, security and climate change. 

 Sentinel: ESA is developing a new family of satellites, called Sentinels, specifically for the 

operational needs of the Copernicus program. The Sentinels will provide a unique set of observations, 

starting with the all-weather, day and night radar images. 

SOURCE: THE HINDU 

 

 

153)WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AN ANTIDUMPING DUTY, COUNTERVAILING 

DUTY AND SAFEGUARD TARIFF? 

ANTI DUMPING DUTY 

 If a company exports a product at a price lower than the price it normally charges on its own home 

market, it is said to be ―dumping‖ the product. 

 Anti-Dumping Duty is a trade levy imposed by any government on imported products which have 

prices less than their fair normal values in their domestic market. 

 Anti-Dumping Duty is imposed under the multilateral World Trade Organisation(WTO) regime and 

varies from product to product and from country to country. 

 In India, anti-dumping duty is recommended by the Union Ministry of Commerce(i.e. by Directorate 

General of Anti-dumping & Allied Duties (DGAD)), while the Union Finance Ministry imposes it. 

 So far, India has initiated maximum anti-dumping cases against ―below-cost‖ imports from China. 

 But the issue is, The Indian Steel Association (ISA) has asked the Central Government not to impose 

any anti-dumping duty on Metallurgical Coke (met coke). A levy of anti-dumping duty on met coke 

will have a cost-push effect on the steel sector. It will fuel further the cost of steel making, resulting 

in an increase in the cost of finished steel. 

COUNTERVAILING DUTY 

Countervailing duties (CVDs), also known as anti-subsidy duties, are trade import duties imposed under 

World Trade Organization (WTO) rules to neutralize the negative effects of subsidies. 

 They are imposed after an investigation finds that a foreign country subsidizes its exports, injuring 

domestic producers in the importing country. 

 It is imposed in accordance with the GATT Article VI and the GATT Agreement on Subsidies and 

Countervailing Measures. 
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SAFEGUARD TARIFF 

 A WTO member may restrict imports of a product temporarily (take ―safeguard‖ actions) if its 

domestic industry is injured or threatened with injury caused by a surge in imports. 

 It is tariff barrier imposed by government on the commodities to ensure that imports in excessive 

quantities do not harm the domestic industry. 

 It is mainly temporary measure undertaken by government in defence of the domestic industry which 

is harmed or has potential threat getting harmed due to sudden cheap surge in imports. 

 When imposed, a safeguard measure should be applied only to the extent necessary to prevent or 

remedy serious injury and to help the industry concerned to adjust. 

 A safeguard measure should not last more than four years, although this can be extended up to eight 

years, subject to a determination by competent national authorities that the measure is needed and that 

there is evidence the industry is adjusting. 

SOURCE: INVESTOPEDIA 

FACTS: 

1) India and Pakistan for the first time since independence will take part in war games together along with 

other SCO members in Ural Mountains of Russia as part of major counter terror exercise. China dominated 

group is seen as a counterweight to NATO. 

 

2) Swatch Bharat summer internship 2018: 

The scheme provides certain task to college students when he/she completes the task will get the two credit 

points by UGC. 

 3) Kavinder Gupta replaced Nirmal Singh as deputy CM of Jammu and Kashmir. 

 4) National nutrition council rejected the proposal of the Women and Child development Minister to    

provide factory made food instead of traditional anganwadi made foods. 

5) Department of school education and literacy which oversees the primary, secondary and higher secondary 

education which comes under Ministry of Human Resource and Development(MHRD). 

Likewise ministry of Ministry of Higher education looks after the higher education in India which also 

comes under MHRD. 

The university is said to be deemed means it will have a complete autonomy from making syllabus to fixing 

fees. The status is granted by Ministry of Higher Education on the advice of UGC. 

Tamil Nadu has highest number of deemed universities in India. 
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1) Electricity reached all Indian villages by April 29 says Prime Minister. When he came to power there were 

about 18,452 villages were not electrified but the miles stone had been achieved 12 before the 1000 day 

deadline set up by PM in 2015.  

 

2) Mr.Pompeo on his visit to Gulf countries said that USA will quit Iran nuclear deal if the talks between 

European allies does not do enough to make sure that Iran never possess Nuclear weapons. 

 

3) As part of good gesture North Korea had changed the time zone similar to south. Earlier the time zone was 

30 minute behind the South Korea. USA‘s National security advisor John Bolten said North Korea  should 

follow Libya model where Libya had given up its Nuclear weapon programme. But after that world knows 

how the regime had been thrown out by western strikes. 

 

4) Pakistan removes Chief Prosecuter in 26/11 case as he was not going in a ―government set line‖. 

 

5) Pakistan is among the 8 countries which are at risk of debt trap. OBOR initiative by China stretched over 

68 countries with an investment of $8 trillion. Different interest rates by different Chinese banks to different 

projects in different countries. For example some projects under OBOR in Pakistan had got interest free 

loans but the other projects such as Ethoipia-Djoubuti railway line with an 2-2.5% of interest rate. And some 

projects may go higher with a higher interest rate of even 5%. The report released by centre for Global 

development. 

 

6) RBI draws flak from several quarters over its decision by directing the banks to start restructuring even if 

there is one day delay in payment of due. Answering criticism RBI deputy governor said that the culture of 

delaying payment have to change. Niti aayog and several PSB‘s have said that this move is ―impractical‖. 

This move will also affect the MSME sector badly. 

China had reduced NPA from 30% to just SINGLE digit is achieved mainly because of the management 

bandwidth to extract value from a bad asset. 

 

7) RBI had issued circular earlier this month which says that all system providers like PAYTM should ensure 

that all data relating to payment systems operated by them should be stored only in India. PAYTM group had 

requested the government to ask all existing as well as new players to comply with this rule. The group is 

talking about Whatsapp which soon going to launch the payment services but the customer data is currently 

stored in SERVER of USA. 
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8) Foreign fund flows was lowest since 2011 attributed to the following reasons they are higher interest rate 

in USA which investors might that of earning higher revenue, uncertainity in crude oil prices, fear of 

Inflation, General election results resulted in this very lower inflow of 4,600crore through FPI. 

 

9) French president macron called on Putin after his talks with Trump and apprised about the talks. 

European countries who are part of the deal want the deal intact. Unlike trump wants an amendment to the 

bill or scrap the bill. 

1) Secretary of state Mr.Pompeo had embarked his visit to gulf countries and pledged his support to 

―two state solution‖ and he also called Palestenians for political dialogue. 

  

2) The next 15
th

pravasi bharathiya divas to be held in Varanasi. It will be attended by PM Modi and 

Mauritian counterpart. The theme of the event was ―Role of Indian Diaspora in building a New India‖ 

 

3) Eighteen polling stations in Karnataka will be printed in Pink colour. In these stations all staff 

including guard will be women. The excercsise is to encourage women voters to cast their vote. 

 

10)GOBAR-DHAN SCHEME: 

 

 Union Minister for Drinking Water and Sanitation, today launched the GOBAR (Galvanizing 

Organic Bio-Agro Resources - DHAN scheme at the National Dairy Research Institute (NDRI) 

Auditorium, Karnal in the presence of the Chief Minister of Haryana.  

 The scheme aims to positively impact village cleanliness and generate wealth and energy from cattle 

and organic waste. The scheme also aims at creating new rural livelihood opportunities and 

enhancing income for farmers and other rural people. 

 

 


